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NOTICES.™

Agents!

Carpet FOREST CITY OYE HOUSE
FOSTER'S

WORK

FOR

Tbe Shore Line Railroad.

A

Bangor, May 5.-81,400 were subscribed lo
tbe Shore lluo railroad, making the total subscription 812,200. It is expected that the 815,000 required will soon be obtained and that
work will be commenced on the lino Bhortly.

Rooms.

13 Preble Street,

CARPETS BEATEN
in all kinds of weather and at all
of the year. Soiled and
Greasy Woolen Carpets cleansed
to look like new.

sj&sohb

marl4eodtf

NATIONAL LOAN OFFICE
(established in 3 866.)
Money to loan on all kinds of valuable personal
property. Bargains in unredeemed pledges consisting of diamonds, mounted and unset, gold and silver
watches, jewelry, guns, revolvers, opera, marine and
Held glasses, musical instruments. Cash paid for
oldgoldand silver. 496 FoagreoM Mtreet, 8.
M'HKYYKR, Proprietor. Sign of the Three
Gold Balls.
aplGsneodlm
Ornamental glass
for Doors.
Broken lights matched.
C. II. FARLEY,
exchange

si.

The Union Mutual Life Insurance

were

Company, in 1882, issued 258
policies in Maine,-about one fourth

grauted.

of the entire number issued in this
State by nearly thirty compauies.
It is popular with the People, the
largest financial institution of any
kind iu this State, and this is a
good opportunity for first-class
men to become connected with it.
Apply at Company’s office, to

J. P.

PERRIS,

Manager

a cans tie.

Corns, Warts, Bunions acd Callous

without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each

bottle.
GUARANTEED
cents.
Far sale by all Draggisl*.
Tty it and you will be convinced like thousands

tar A
Price £5

CURE

ATLANTIC

IS

who have used it and now testify to its value.
Ask for KchlotterbeckVi C'orn and Wart
Solvent and take na other.

nov23

Mutual Insurance Co.
OF

OBdtf

\E\V

INSURE

open

of Every Description, exLettering
ecuted in an Artistic
Manner
and at short notice.

soon

policies to merchants, making
water-borne.

as

Premiums

on

Marine Risks from 1st
to 31st December,

1882.

eodtf

XyCXIUEBIESiEl.
are

in want of

ALLFine, Spruce. Hemlock

Dimensions Lumber
and Oak, can be sup

plied by ordering of
JAMES LUCAS, East
Mill at Frost's woods.
apll

leering.
Telephone,

G
eodlm*

....

as

*4,412,693 58

Premiums on Policies not marked oil
let January, 1882.

Total Marino Premiums.

that

binding

risks

January 1882,

M. T. MULIJAIjIL,.
TEJIPl.E STREET.

_

This Company will take risk, at their office, New
York, on vessel*. Cargoes and Freights, and tesue

SIGN PAINTING
3»

MARINE

RISKS ONLY.
~

fans

TOUR

AGAINST

BUSINESS CARDS.

and

S

The Freeman Granite Co.

1,516,844

85

85,929,538

43

ASSETS,====
$!3,17L678.0 2
Six Per Cent Interest on Oatstanding
Serip Paid On and After Feb. «, 1883.
Dividend to Policy
Holders on
Premiums Terrain ruin? In 1882,

40 PER CEffT.

YARMOUTH, ME.

Contract fo^Corbing, Flagging, Foandation Stone
and

Blocks
Paving
quantities.

Granite

Losses

Pa«d in Thirty
After Proof.

in any

Yarmouth.

P.O.BOX 184,
mar 5

eod3m

Herbert O.

Briggs,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR
OF

—

■

—

H. M.

to

Patents

promptly and

jnl2dtf

Days

J. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS,Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President,
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.

PORTLAND: 9 EXCHANGE ST.

American A Foreign Patents,
No. 93 Exchange St, Portland. Me.

tyAll business relating
faithfully exeeuted.

near

Belfast.

Burglars at Bath.
Bath, May 5.—The grocery and sporting
goods store of Wm. H. Smith & Son was entered by burglars last night and 8200 worth of
goods and money taken.

J. W.

MUNCE,

CORRESPONDENT
March-5.1883

dlmtocdllir.fcwtlwlO

FESSENDEN,

Resumption of the Shoe Business at Dover
Dover, May 5.—Tlie agitation among the
citizens for the resumption of the-shoe industry here is likely to succeed. A committee, of
which Mayor Lotbrop is chairman, was appointed some time ago to look after this matter.
They have bought the large shoe factory
near the railroad depots, formerly operated by
Burt aud Siroug and C. W. Clements, shoe
manufacturer of Boston, has been offered and
accepted inducements to come here and commence business within 150 days. He guarantees
an annual pay-roll
of 8125,000. The induce-

him are very liberal—exemption from
taxation and a bonus.
The news of the resumption of the shoe business here is hailed
with delight by all.
ments to

Prosecuting an Alleged QuackDr. O. C. Gage of New York, who has extensively advertised himself as “The man so

celebrated for his wonderful cures in Now
Hampshire,’’ was arrested here to-day at tbe
instant of W. W. Webber, medical studout,
on charge of having on
May 3d aud at divers
other times since Jan. G, 1S80, practiced medicine without having obtained a license from
some medical society organized under the laws
of this city or State, stating that he is qualified
in the branches of medical profession named iu
said license.
U is believed that the arrest
made at the instance of Webber was instigated
by tbe medical profession bere, although none
of them will admit it. Postmaster Varney,
whe-gave Dr. Gage testimonials to bis skill. Is
snmmoned as a witness for the prosecution.
Immediately on his arrest Dr. Gage engaged
counsel, and the hearing was to have come off
before Judge Frost in the Police Court this
morning, but was postponed for two weeks by
consent of all parties.
Disastrous Fire In Hanover.

Hanover, May 5.—A tire caught this morniog iu the barn of John O’Dara in the south-

eastern part of the village.
A high wind carried the cinders to the surrounding buildings,
and a dozen of them were soon in flames, and
for a time it seemed that the entire business
portion of the village must be destroys! Help
was sent from
Lebanon, and the stndeutsof
Dartmouth College also turned oat en masse
and did effective work, and the dimes were
got under control about 2.30. Prof. Henry E.
Parker of Dartmouth, while on a ladder naming backets of water, was struck by a falling
chimney and had bis skull crushed, bat is considered to have a fair chance for recovery. The
losses of nine persons w ill aggregate about 825,
000 with an insurance of about 810,000.
Hanover, May 6.—Today crowds of people
from this and adjoining towns viewed tbe
ruins of yesterday’s lire.
Food and clothing
were distributed among the families,
many of
whom are entirely destitute
Prof. Parker's
condition is more hopeful this afternoon.
Although his skull is fractured there is no compression of the brain. His mind has been clear
from this first.

Real Estate and Insurance

Common Couuoils of New York and Brooklyu
and many others will be invited to take part in
the ceremonies. A detachment of the militia
of both cities will act as esoort to the President
from his hotel to the bridge.
The procession
will then march across the bridge to tlie railroad station at Sands street, whero tbe opening
exercises will be held.
The Brooklyn Aidermen have deolded that tlie day shall be made a
general holiday in Brooklyu. Tlie Academy
of Music has been engaged and a public reception will be given to President Arthur and
Gov. Cleveland.
There will be torchlight parades, and the uoople of Brooklyu have been requested to make a llbe-al display of bunting
and to illuminate their houses in the evening.
Nkw York, May 0.—At today’s meeting of
the Centra) Labor Union tbe
opening of the
Brooklyu bridge on tbe Queen's birthday was
denounced, and a mass meeting to enlor a protest will be held iu Cooper Institute iu a few
days, it was decided to boycott brands of tobacco manufactured by Kinney Brothers,whose
hands are on a strike.
4*.

BUTLER VEXED

By Letters

from
Sanborn
Secretary
Which He Deems Impudent.
Boston,May 5.—Gov. Butler has tent a long
letter to the State hourd of health in which,
after citing certain correspondence addressed
to him by Mr. Sanborn, secretary of the board,
in February last in relation to the Governor's
Inquiries as to the number of dead bodies sold
from Tewksbury, he claims that Sanborn's
letter, which he enclosed, is nuparalled as a
•piece of impudence. He was so convinced
as is the
impropriety of this letter that on the
21st of February ho dictated a letter to the
chairman of the hoard which upon reflection
he did not send for various ressons. He also
received another letter from Sanborn of the
date of May 1st, which he also considered so
impertinent that he requested Sanborn to address him no further communications upon any
subject, except in answer to inquiries. The
Governor says, “Notwithstanding this, I have
received another letter from Sanborn Btating
that the attorney general liad given the board

opinions.”

Tlie Governor says that one opinion was not
to the hoard but to the executive and
that the other was entirely unofficial.
He
appeals to the board to require Sanborn to
cease from distracting the attention of the executive from other important and laborious
duties by continual impertinent aud unsought
correspondence. He caunot refuse to receive
a communication from him as long as he is the
organ of the board, and he is loath to refuse all
communications from the board and should
only do so as the last measure of Beif-defense.
He does not consider Sanborn an officer of the
His appointment lias not beeu
government.
consented to by any Governor since 187!), neither has lie taken the oath
required by the laws
of the State, necessary to qualify him as an
officer.
Such being his condition he cannot consent
to Sanborn's acting farther as secretary of the
board, nor can he allow any money drawn from
the treasury to be used under his direction.

given

THE INDIANS.
Indian Renegades Routed.
Tomustonk, A. T., May 6.—Senor Epetacia
Pare does arrived in Tombstone today from
Sonora aud reports an engagement in the Sierra Madrea
last week between Gen. Torres
and renegade Indians, resultingin the killing

of 27 bucks aud the captnre of 26. The same
news reached here later by letter
from J. R.
Farrell, who, however, credits the victory to
Col. Parka.
It is thought Gen. Crook has
driven the tostlies out of their haunts in the
Sierra Mad re, withe result stated.
Gen. Crook’s Canmalgu in Mexico.
El Paso, Texas, May 6.—A letter received
here to-day from Gen. Crook’s office confirms
the reports of his having crossed tho Mexican
border ou the 2d lust. Indian trails being
fonnd, the almost vigilance is impressed upon
cavalry commanders. Scouting parlies will be
kept in the Held nntil the result of Geo.
Crook’s campaign is known.

LABOR TROUBLES.

Strike of Railway Laborers.
St. Pace, Minn., May 5.—Six hundred laborers on the Manitoba Railroad, between
Minneapolis and Lake Minnetonka, asked for
a rise trom $1.50 to $1.75
per day. The leaders in tbo affair yesterday threw down their
tools and declared no one should work until
the advance was made. They then started
down tbe track, stopping the men at work.
All cars were run off the track.
Further
threats were made, bat not yet carried out. A
of
a
crew
under
direct control of the
portion
railroad resumed work and were protected by
armed men.

MARINE NEWS.

SPORTING

AGENCY,
511*2

Exchange St.,
PORTLAND.
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Mutual
LIFE IMRIM tfOlPUY.

IMM NSE

Better than a 4 per cent. Government Bond
about

Which at
terest.

SUCCESS

preminm j/ay*

3*6 per cent,

in-

gives

no

insurance,

pays

about, 4 per cent,

interest, from which you may with', raw your deposit at any time, or neglect to make It. It is easier
to make money than to save it.

Better than Tontine Policies in
other Companies.
as shown by comparison of results.

Results Accomplished.

THE NORTHWESTERN has paid oyer *3,3' O,
000 matured endowments.
Betides giving insurance these policies have returned the
premiums
with
4
to
cent.
com
5a/sper
pound interest.
Fine N. Y. Boots in French Kid, Button, Cloth Top !
THE
ASSETS
OF
THE
Foxed. Button and Oil Goat Button. Width*. AA,
NORTHWESTERN, (in
vested in the most productive and solid secarA, B, C and D.
ties of the country; hare earned the past ten
years above paying all expenses an.l taxes, an
average of 4.27 per cent interest.
THE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY over a 4 ipor
Caracoa Kid Button a specialty.
cent, reserve is *3.022,012.
SINCE 1875 THE NORTHWESTERN has done

BOTD’3

LADIES’

YOU

better
in the

Who labor bv the day or week for small wages are
invited to call and examine our goods before buying

Ladies French Kid Button

Pairs of

O (custom made)

made to order, for
size 7 to 10. Take your

large troublesome feet:
large feet with you and have them perfectly fitted.

SCHOOL BOOTS
Spring Heel Boots for Misses aid Children.
French Calf Button for Boys, good style and

ranted to wear.
Order your Boots

by

surance

policy-holders than any company
It needs only to be known to be
Its policy-holders increase their inin the Northwestern.
its

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.
The above

88

Endowment
for sale nt

Policies

LXCUANGE

ST.,

Portland, Maine.

V. Aloft

Roothby,

—AND—

LEWIS McLELLAN, Gorham.

SPECIAL.

AGENTS

T. T. MERRY

State
J»e23

-TECE

A$fcnt.
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LATEST STYLES

—

—

SHOt SEALER
421 Congress St.
SIGN OP THE GOLD BOOT.
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HATS!

O- XT 3XT &
—

AND

Wholesale

N.

PERRY,

fashionable
Has

just

Hatter,

returned from New York with
cat Novelties in

all the Lai-

The finest lint: of Children's lints
lo Im: fount! In lilt: City.

Young Mon’s

Retail.

STIFF & SOFT HATS
a

Agent

for DuPont’s

Sporting

and

Powder,

Binding,

Trank Wesson’s Itilles, and Parker’s Slew Trap Ciun.
—

Cl. L.

Something
Gem's

Specially.
New

anti

Nobby

Huts, opened
morning.

in

Ibis

ALSO

ATLAS POWDER, CAPS and FUSE.

BAILEY,Ini inoulii

Ml .niddle Street.
Oppoxite
»I>-8
Hold.

eoiiiw

Chief Justice Morton said the full court did not
feci that the time had come when, exposed to
worldly temptations, Freeman might not have
a recurrence of religious excitement, and so
refased to admit him to ball. The court stated that if the Attorney General, after further
examination, should see lit to nolle pros the
Indictment, the court would acquiesce; but if
the caso was pressed for trial, a special session
would be convened at Barnstable.
Murder and Suicide.
5. -At 3.20 this afternoon,
Frank Mann of Oxford shot Mrs. Mary E.
Moore, of Millbury, and formerly of Oxford,
through the head at James Dearis’ boarding
house, near Centro Millbury. He then shot
himself through the temple, killing himself
instantly. Mrs. Moore lived only ton or fifteen
miDutes. She had been divorced from her
husband, who keeps a livery stable in the New
England village of Grafton. She was to marry
Mann and was 32 years old. Mann was 40
yearB old, and boarded at North Oxford with
Mrs. Hayden, mother of Mrs. Moore. The
two bad quarrelled yesterday.

WoRCKffrtiR, May

The Watertown Murder.
and
Wood of Boston say the statements of Roger
Amero under arrest at Dlgby, N. 8.,! charged
witli theCarltnn murder are false. On Wednesday extraditiou papors will lie ready and
Detective Woo<l|goes to Dlgby to bring the prisoner hero.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Ex-Gov. Knight of Springfield, Mass,, will
settle with his creditors at a heavy discount.
John Kelly delivered his lectnre on the
“Irish SettlerB in North and South America,’'
in Lowell last night. Gov. Untler presided.
The extensive drug and flonr mills of S. A.

Fowl®,

at

Arlington, Mass.,

were

nearly

de-

Loss §25,stroyed by fire Sunday morning.
(XX); insurance §15,300.
The greater part of Koniglnbof in Bohemia
has been destroyed by lire.
Louis Viardot, tho French author, is dead
at the age of 83.

!)4th year.

E.

—

SPORTING GOODS!
and

7 he Pocaaset Murderer.

Boston, May 5.—In the Supremo Court this
afternoon, application was made by the counsel forfCharles'F. Freeman,who killed his child
In 1870, while under religious fanaticism, for
Ills release on bail, on the ground that ho is
now a sane tnan.
After a friendly discussion,

Rev. Josiah Henson, Mrs. Stowo’s “Linde
Tom.’’ died Saturday at Dresden, Out., in his

SPBI.\« and SUMMER IIATS.

FISHING TACKLE

MASSACHUSETTS.

Boston, May 0.—Detectives Wlggin

Portlar> <i.

war-

ostagc Prepaid.

mail.

by

country.

preferred.

elsewhere.

Sjk

increases the extent of the calamity.
At least
70 lives were lost. Only two bodies have been
recovered and they were brought here today
with the survivors. The latter give harrowing
accounts of the disaster.

Better than the Savings Batik,

which

Attends the «ale of,Wroodn:ansec & Garside’s Ladies
Fine N. Y. Boots on Congress street, at sign of the
Gold Boot. All widths, sizes and half sizes, from
the narrowest to the widest.
Several styles from
which to select. Our stock of goods of th's noted
manufacturer are the best Spring Boots ever opened in Portland.

a

The Burning of the Grappler.
Victoria, B. 0., May 6.—Later news in relation to the burning of the steamer Grappler

E. N. PERRY,
*45

Wt6

Middle St.

gviltf

Twenty oil cars are burning at Milk Station
No. Hi, on the Erlo road, between HowcllBand
Middletown, N. Y.
Latest advices from l.oando state that the
Frencli Iguriboat Baggllatalre has visited the
station of the international association and
hauled down the association banner and hoisted tho French Hag. A conflict is believed to
ho imminent between M. deRrazza and Henry
M. Stanley.
Bight Hon. Hichard Deagy, judge of llio
Court of Appeal, in Ireland, is dead.
it is now decided the Marquis of Lorno
sliall return to Condon in December.
Cord
Dalhonsle will probably succeed him as Governor General of Canada.
U. S. steamers Kearsargo and Yantlc have
arrived at Hampton Hoads from tholr winter
crniBe.
Secretary Chandler is in Concord, boing
called home by the dangerous illness of his
mother.
Charles Seabrisko of Nelson, N. H., formerly of New York, was thrown from his carriago
yesterday and fatally injured.
The heavy rains which liavo prevailed in
California have damaged the hay crop but
beaotitetf the wheat crop.

THE DOMINION.

The Horses Win.

Boston, May 5.—There were 7000 people
present at the Casino tonight to witness the

close of tbe six days’ between Leroy with
horses agaiqst Woodside and Prince on bicycles. The result was in favor of Leroy, who
at the finish had recorded 021 miles, tbe
bicycles winding up with 800.
All tbe contestants
were apparently fresh at the end of the race.
Base BallNew Haven, Conn.—Yale 3; Amherst 1.
New York—Providence 3, New York 1.
Philadelphia—Bostons 5, Philadelphia 3.
Buffalo—Buffalo 8, Cleveland 4.
Princeton—Yale of ’36, 0, Princeton of '8(5,1.
Chicago—Detroits 3, Chicago 2.
Cincinnati 4, Louisville 2.
A Drunken Brawl and its Fatal Result.
BruiwiicroitT, Conn., May 6.—A quarrel In a
colored family In the northern part of the city
this afternoon resulted in the death of Aaron
Nichols, his throat being cut front ear to ear.
Nichols bad been drunk all day and had tamed
his wife out of the house and[quarrelled with
the rest of his family. Wm. A. Stevens, his
son-in-law, Interfered and Boon after it was discovered that Nichols' throat was cut. Charles
Nichols, brother of the deceased, who was
present, claims that Stevens committed the
crime. Stcvensjwas arrested, and Mary Nichols, his wife, Flora, his daughter, and Georgia
Stevens, wifo of Wm. A. Stevens, were held
for examination.
Stevons claims Nichols cat
liis throat himself. The polico searched the
house and|the members ol the family but could
net find the woapon used.
An Inquest will bo
held tc-morrow. Tin deceased was 40 yearB

old.

[latch.]
New Haven, Conn., Mav (1.—The colored
man, William Stevens, of Bridgeport, arrested
on suspicion of having caused the death of his
father-in-law, Aaron Nichols, confessed tonight In the station house in that city that he
had cut Nichols’ throat with a razor. Detective Arnold went to the house after the parties
had been arrested and found Arthur NIchors, a
thirteen year old son of the murdered man,
who stated that his brother and brother-in-law
had quarreled because his father was trying to
in juro Stevens' wife. It seems that Stevens'
wifo bad ou the evening previous sheltered
her mother from her father’s fury. Nichols
was drunk Saturday night and turned his wife
outdoors. He confessed that he had thrown
tlio razor Into the vault of an outhouse, where
it was afterwards found by officer Arnold.
Texas Crops.
Galve ton, May <5.—Crop reports to tfie
news from all points in tbe state show all tho
crops are in good condition, cotton and corn
especially. There Is an Increased cotton acreage nl 8 per cent. Central Texas crops are described ns fine and splendid. At one or two
points rain is netted; Northern Texas lias had
tino rains and all the crops are nourishing. In
eastern Texas cotton is three weeks late nt
somo points.
Western Texas needs rain,
There have seldom been finer crop prospects in
* *
Toxas.
A Deluge at Scranton, Pa.
Scranton, Pa./May IS.—A terrific rain and
hail storm, accompanied by thunder and lightning, prevailed throughout this section last
evening. Tho fall of rain is estimated at five
incites. An immense amount of property was
damaged. The Wyoming House and other
large buildings which were strnck by lighting
were slightly damaged.
The telegraph wires
wore

prostrated.

Railroad Collision.
Hast Baoinaw, Mich., May 7.—A freight
train on tho Flints Pore Marequette railway
coming up from Bay Oltv, last evening was
run Into by tho Toledo
express which left Bay
City 20 minutes behind lime. The locomotive
attached to express and la freight cars were
wrecked. Ono engineer and brakeman were
injured.
Mrs. Qalnos’ Judgment Confirmed.
New Orleans, May
IS.—Judge Billings In
the IT. B. Circuit today rendered a final decree
In tho case of Myra Clark Caines vs the City of
New Orleans, giving judgment against the defendant for $1,020,617 with 5 per cent, interest
with costs,

A

Persian Town

Shaken by

an

Seven Men

Killed

by

a

Powder

Ex-

plosion.

...

Parnellites

Ht

London, May 5.—A dispatch has been received from Tabreek, Persia, reporting that
that city has been visited by an earthquake,
which destroyed a great man many houses and
caused the death of a large number of persons.
The Pope Wants Cardinal McCloaicey to

Explain.

I

A despatch to the Standard from Home says
Cardinal Jacobinl, Papal Secretary of State,
has sent a cable despatch to Cardinal McCIoskey of New York asking whether it is true
that he received Alexander Sullivan, president of the Irish National League of America,
and demanding an explanation if snob is the
fact.
Explosion of an English Powder Magazine
Seven Persons Reported Killed.
PORTSMOUTH, Kug.. May 5.—An explosion
has occurred In the (lovernmeut powder inagaztue situated on Prlddy’s Head, in Portsmouth Harbor. It is reported that nine persons were killed and a number Injured by the

explosion.

noon—Liater luiormauon states mat uie

plosion was caused by an accidental ignition of
powder daring tbe tilling of a quantity
of shells. Tbe loss of life, happily, is not so

axe.

Bills In Qov.'.Cleveland'a Hands.
Albany, May 5.—There are about 150 bills
hands of Gov.

Cleveland,

however, are principally local
in character. Among them are the following:
Tbe bill applying tue Brooklyn primary election law to the whole State; the bill authorizing the Poughkeepsie, Hartford & Boslon Railroad to consolidate with the New England
Railroad; the New York water supply bill; a

Jhill orovidinc lor the assessing ot property ot
teiegraph, telephone and electric ligbt lines; a
hill to suppress political assessments; the Congressional apportionment bill.
Tbe New York Sunday Law Repealed.
Gov. Cleveland has signed tbe Campbell
penal code amendments. These amendments
nraetically repeal what is known as tbo Sunday
bine laws, which have been so obnoxions to a
large class! of citizens in New York and Brook-

lyn-

ex-

The affair has
litical life for
even years.
caused great political scandal, although it is
far from being a novelty here.

SOUTH AMERICA.
More Fighting in Peru.
Panama, May 0.—A Lima, Peru, dispatch
today says the Dairo Official reports that Col.

Canto ha* had two engagements with Caceri’s
forces at Balconiello and Pampas U“ Sicicaya.
In both cases he routed the Montfceros, takThe Chilians
ing a cannon and forty rilles.
The
had fonr killed and twelve wonnded.
Caceri was
Monteneros had fifty-nine killed.
at Tarta with bis troops demoralized.

some

YORK.

Paris Thieves Arrested in New York.
Nkw Yohk, May 6.—Henry Merriott and
Marie Pwiux wero arrested here to-day for
stealing 475,000 worth of diamonds and jewelry
in Paris in March. A portion of the jewelry
was found at the prisoners’ lodgings.
Vanderbilt Gone to Europe.
Win. H. Vanderbilt left for Europe to-day to
begone about four weeks. He will make a
second trip in June. All tbe Vanderbilt family assembled to see him off.
The withdrawal of Vanderbilt was the subjtqte of comment on Wall street. Tbe bears
se^n his withdrawal a good cause for the market to decline. Mr. Vanderbilt’s friends express their belief that tbe stocks of tbe Vanderbilt roads will not go lower. The Vanderbilt followers are reported to have been selling
stocks, aud Mr. Keene aud other prominent
bears express their belief that the changes in
the Vanderbilt directory will abort the market. Balls, on the other hand, see no reason
why stocks shall not go higher, and say that
now the election is ever there is every reason
for an improvement in the list.
American Labor Reform League.
Nkw York, May 0.—A score of men and
women attended tbe 13th annual convention of
the American Labor Reform League of this
city to-day. R. W. Hume presided aud E. H.
Hey wood offered resolutions which were adopted, which declare that as labor is the Bource of
all wealth accumulation by interest or otherwise is robbery; that to pay no rent is tbe banner duty not only in Ireland but in New York
aud all over the world; that the Czars, Queens,
Presidentstand land, railway and bank monopolists are special exponents of vast confederacies of organized robbers who may expect to
be taken off by dynamite, daggers or whatever
other means retributive justice demands to establish tbe common right. The action ot the
Philadelphia convention was denounced as
fruitless.
Killed hia Son wltb an Axe.
lu a quarrel over some trivial matter at Long
Island City last night Patrick Flynn, aged 00,
killed his son, William, agsd [32, with an

the

Sorely Pressed by the

Forster Party.

first reported.
Only two persona were killed outright, but five were so badly injured tbat they are in a dying condition,
Prussia’s Keply to the Vatican.
Rome, May 8,1883 —The reply of tbe Prussian government to the letter of Cardinal Jacobini, tbe papal secretary of state, is expected
Immediately. It is believed that it will be favorable to the demands of the Vatican, and tbat
it will relate rather to tbe abrogation of tbe
penal provisions of the May laws than to tbe
revision of tbe organic laws.

great

at present in
most of which,

Escaping Prisoners Captured.
Store.
Raisins.
Montreal, May 5.—Five conviots in the
■ 'heear.
Muscatel.2 36S2 60
penitentiary attempted to escape Vermont.... 1 4ya"a 1G I London Lay’r 2 60®2 60
ast
skeleton keys.
N Y Fact’y..l4V^®lG
night by means of
| Jndura Val.. 10% @11%
They got out on the corridor, where they
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Oranges.
gagged and bound the warden, the leader,
Eating|> bbl.. 4 WuA 601 Valencia.....*B 60g9 00
named Leblanc, a desperate criminal, who
lb.. 18® 19 Florida.4 60 a6 60
Evaporated
Dried Apples...XVh®9
once before escaped, stealing bis pistols. While
| Messina.3 OOgS 60
Sliced
...9
the convicts were searching for their clothes,
®9Vfr Palermo.2 76@3 26
Nuicur.
which are taken away at night, the guard of
Granulated %> lb_9
Messina. .....Tobod 00
two of the wardens came along and were
Extra C.8Va Palermo
3 00^3 26
pounced upon by the prisoners, the leader prePoint
oca.
senting the Jrevolver at the head of one and
Bom, f> bush—
demanding his surrender. The second guard Early
Moulton.
bad a heavy iron padlock in one hand, and
Maine Central.
with it he struck Leblanc a heavy blow on the
Grand Trunk.
head, laying him oat and fracturing his skull Prolific*, Eastern.
Is
ThereBurbank*.
life
his
indaogir.
so badly
that
Grand Trunk.
I
malnlog convicts then surrendered.
; Jackson* and White Brook*.
A Crooked Way to Office.
Quite a sensation occurred here to-day by
Foreign Import*.
Premier Itousseau, of the Quebec cabinet,
COW BA V. Schr Mary E McLaughlin—303 ton*
having to resign his seat for the county of coal to O X Railroad.
Jacques Cartier for bribery and coercion of
voters at his last election.
Money payments
Itailroad Kccelpls.
and remissions of fines due the provice for selling liquor on Sunday were proved on trial.
PORTL4ND.5 May^4.
Received
Maine Central Railroad, f jr Portland
in
by
The petition for resignation came
time to
23 oar* miscellaneous luerohBiulise; for conneetisg
save Kouriseau from being disqualified from poroads 90 cars miscellaneous toerc ian !><».
....

is very much more creditable than that of any
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WASHINGTON.

The Garfield Monument.

W’asuisqton, May 5.—The committee appointed to superintend the erection ot the monument in this city to the memory of the late
President Garfield will meet in Cincinnati on
the 15th of next month, to determine how and
when the work shall be commenced.
The
committee will also consider the number of
plans that have been prepared and select the
artist who is to execute the statue.
It is estimated that it will cost about $25,000 or $.10,000.
Over $22,000 have been accumulated and donations are continually being received by tbo
Treasurer. Of this amount about $£000 was realized from the Garfield fair held In the rotunda ot the Capitol.
SThe Readjustment of Postal Salaries.
Judge Gresham this mormng decided that
the law readjusting the salaries of Postmasters
of; the fourth class weDt into effect on the pasThis decissage of the act, namely, March 3.
ion has created consternation in the Post Office
and
will
involve an endless
Department
amount ot labor before it is satisfactorily settled. Some 24,000 post offices are involved,
and by the increased salaries between two and
four thousand officers will he made "presidential." The act of March 3 provided for the
readjustment of salaries in first, second and
third class offices on October 1 next, but did
not specify the date in the cage of similar offices.
The Civil Service Rules.
At a special meeting ot the Cabinet this afternoon tho civil service regulations were further and it is understood finally considered, as
all tho members of the Cabinet and the Commission were present.
A Speculative Scheme.
It is reported here that a number of speculators are organizing a company for the purpose
of haying up the rebate certificates of small
tobacco dealers who are auxions to realize upon their claim* before Congress makes an
appropriation to pay them. As many of the
small dealers are very auxions to obtain tho
money upon their claims, a company of this
kind would undoubtedly realize large profits
should their plan be successful.
But it Is a
well-known fact that Congress lias always
shown a groat deal of reluctance to appropriate money to pay claims that havo passed out
of the hamlB of the original owners, and it is
believed that if dealers hold their claims themselves until Congress meets tho prospects for a
settlement will ho greatly enhanced.
Miscellaneous.
Three of tho. prisoners who escaped from
their cells In the City Hall yesterday havo
been recaptured. Tho fourth is still at largo.
Owing to a pressure of business, Postmaster
General Gresham has decided to deny himself
to visitors after 2 p, ro, daily.
Secretary Folger, liaa acoepted an offer to
re-lease appraisers’ stores in New York city ot
an annual rental of $(111,500.
Up to the close of business to-day, United
States called bonds had bceii!redeem«d at tho
Under tho
treasury departments as follows:
114th call, $14,022,300; 115th, $15,030,800; jlfith
$31,7(10.50; 117th, $24,58(1,500; 118th, $15,327,050; 110th, $15,170,200; 120th, $12,734,200.
The Fire at Union City, Iml.

Union Crrv, May 5.—The fire was first discovered uu>.30 i>. m. in the lumber yard and
planing mills of Fetor Kants & Co. It spread
east voty fast, owing to a high wind at the
time and tho unsatisfactory working of tho
water works. The following bnsiness houses
were entirely destroyed: Terpen & Harris,
butter and egg packers, loss #5000; F. Kuntz
& Co., lumber and planing mills, except one
small mill, less #150,IKK): J. T. Htarburk & Co.,
produce dealers, loss $5000; Jaqua & Co., hard
ward, loss #2<KI0; Win. Smith, hoots and shoes,
#15,000; J. D. Smith, jeweller, #15,000; Win.
Jlranham's restaurant, #5000; l.eotil. restaurant, Fan Handle; Adams Express olllce;
freight and passenger depot and four or live
box
A
cars; Stewart
Wright, grocers,
#5000; Kennedy heirs, #2500; John (tarneg,
#2000; l)r. Slate, #2500; it. A. Wilson. #1500;
N. Cadwallader, #500; Tom Cavanaugh, #1500;
J. A. Test, #1000; Charles Nogloy, #1500;
John McMahon, #HKK); A. T. Wiley’s grain
house, #1000; William Wright, #2500. A
largo number of other business honsos are badly damaged by lire and water and at least 12 or
15 residences.
The hose and reel company
company from Sidney, Ohio, canto on a special
train, hut wera unable to do anything owing to
Tho tire engine
some trouble in hydrants.
from Greenville, Ohio, arrived at 8.50 p. m.
and did very good work. Although the territory was largo the wind subsided aud they
were enabled to stop tho destruction at about
11.50 p. in. No loss ol lifo has boon reported.
It Is estimated that the loss Is #250,000.
Senator Anthony not bo Well.

l’KovroBNcn, It. I., May 0.—Senator At
thouy’s symptoms are not quite so favorable,
although no material change Is manifest.

■fuller.

firovlncial

Earthquake.

ltepublicau Legislature which has assembled

Albany within the last ten yearH.
The Times says the Legislature was in some
respects the most discreditable witli which the
State has been afflicted for many years.
The
Democrats have made such a bad record that
the people can
the
to
rcalizo
futility
hardly fail
of all hopes of reform from that
quarter. They
should ho more than ever impressed with the
importance of selecting only honest and highminded men for lawmakers. The choice of a
respectable Legislature should be the main Issue at the next
election.
i he Tribune
says the Legislature bus boon
chlelly remarkable for narrow partisanship and
Indifference to public sentiment. In the sense
of
redeeming the promises of reform made for
it In tha last canvass It has been a
conspicuous
failure from the Lieutenant Governor and the
Speaker down almost to the pago boys. Beginning its work with a chase for spoils, it followed that course to the end.
It was a lltting sequence that the bunt should break up In a
quarrel among the Democratic leaders over the
division of their prey.
The Star says "this Legislature has not met
public expectations. We say It with sorrow. It
has failed to do what the people demanded of
It. We confers it with shame.
Homo of Its
members have shown themselves to l>e unlit
for legislative trusts and have disgraced Democratic constituencies by their course, and we
acknowledge the fact with humiliation.'’
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Severe Criticism of the New York LegisPreparations for Opening the Structure.
lature.
Nkw YitaiK, May 5.—Great preparations are
N«\v York,
B.—Of the adjournment of
being made for the opening of the Brooklyn the legislatureMay
the Herald says: It was not so
bridge on the 24t!>. The formal transfer of tlie
infamously bad as might have been expected,
structure to the city authorities will be made
»nd, iu foot, was not much worse than Legislu the Brooklyn depot.
Win. M. Kvarts has
latures generally are. The people, in electing
notltled the trustoes that |be cannot be present
this Legislature, assumed that any change
on tbe 24th, and Abram S. Hewitt
lias been
must necessarily be advantageous, and they
chosen in bis place as the orator of the day.
voted the change accordingly, and they alone
The President and Ills Cabinet, the two Houses
ate responsible lor the carnival of
thievery and
of Congress, foreign ministers, the Governors1
political
degradation that lias just come to an
of all the States, all the oflloers of the State,
end.
the members of the Legislature, Mayor Edsou,
The World says if it has not altogether fulMayor Low, the heads of departments and the filled the
expectations formed of it, Its record

two
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SCHLOTTERBECK’S

removes

were

escaped by boat but was arrested in Boston
this morning. Hht real name is Davis, and his
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Entirely harmless;

Seven divorces

Mo criminal cases were tried.

Arrested for Horse Stealing.
Bangor, May 0.—Friday last a team was
hired from Nichols’ stable by oue Frank Obton.
Not returning soaroh was mado and the team
found in a barn near Wiuterport.
The thief

for Me. & N. H.

Cure Your Corns

It

jury trials.

13
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Supreme Court at Bellaet.
Bkls ast, May 5.—The spring term of the
Supreme court, Judge Dan forth presiding, adjourned to-day after a 10 days’ session. There

PKEBLE IIOrSE.

nov8eodGmsn

The barometer is highest In the Middle and
South Atlantio States ami is lowest iu Nebraska. Local rains have falloujm the Middie States, New England,Northwest and upper
Lake region. Southerly winds prevail west of
the Mississippi river and intlie Lake regiou,
northeasterly in the Atlantic coast States.
The temperature! has rtseu iu the Northern
States aud remained stationary in the S ontlieru States.
Looal rains are indicated on Tuesday iu the
Middle States and New England and clearing
weather iu the Lake regiou aud Ohio valley.
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special bulletin.

prominent points in
this State ami Xcw Hampshire.

AT

g3r*Ti iickiug in City Free.

TWKNTY-FOUK

For New England,
Warmer fair weather, northerly shifting to
southerly winds, stationary or lower pressure.
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Kates of Advertising: One inch of
qpaee, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.**
$1.60 per §quare, daily first week; 76 teats per
week after; throe insertions or less, $1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 60 easts.
Half square, throo insertions or less, T6 cents;
cue week, $1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and ••Auotioh
Hales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions or less. $1.60.
Advertisements inserted in the “MAUI State
Press (which has a largo circulation in •vary part
of the State), for $1.00 per square for firm insertion, and 60 cents per square for each itaequent
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Frauce and tbe Concordat.
Paris, May 5.—In the Senate, today, MBalbie contended tbat tbe decision of the conn'
ell of state which renders clergymen of all
ranks liable to suspensions of tbeir stipends
was a violation of the concordat.
He declared
tbat the government bad entered upon a downward course. M. Martin Feuitlee, minister of
justice, replied tbat the council faithfully interpreted the concordat. Tbe state, be said,
could not be left powerless in dealing with public worship. He would maintain the concordat and protect religions, but would also exact
obedience to the law. The matter was then

The Cincinnati Dramatic Festival.
Cincinnati, May 5.—The dramatic festival
closed tonight with a repetition of Othello,
with the same cast as on Thursday night. In
the afternoon Romeo and Juliet was presented, with Mary Anderson as Juliet and LawRomeo.
rence Barrett as
McCullough was
cast as Mercutio, bat was excused and his
At both perplace taken by Louis James.
formances the boose was crowded.

were

finally dispersed.

Bartholdi’s Statue.

Paris, May 5.—Bartholdi's colossal status
of "Liberty Enlightening the World” is now
quite finished and ready for shipment to
America. President Grevy yesterday visited
tbe foundry where it has been cast, and informally expressed his gratification at the
completion of the work.
The Dublin Murder Conspiracy.
Dublin, May 0.—Sauce the beginning of the
second private inquiry in connection with tie
murder instituted by Mr. Curran, divisional
magistrate of the tuetroplilan police, 200 persons have left tho*city.
Irish Members of the Commons Anxious
to Resign.
New Yoke, May 0.—A special London cablegram to the Times says the Irish members
do not believe Tynam has tnrned informer.
Forster's followers in
the Commons have
pressed so closely upon Parnell's party for an
explanation of the identity of Blonde, member of the House who Carey swore attended
the meetings of the invmcibles, as to make
the
position of some of the Irish members most uncomfortable. .Yesterday, to every one's amazement, Barry, Irish member
from Wexford county, a strong Parneliite.
and the gentleman who secured for Tynam
the situatloo he long held as commetcial traveller in Ireland for the London stationery
house of Costello & Co., offered to resign his
seat in the House on the ground that his presence may prove embarrassing to tbe Irish
leader. The government had learned of Barry's former relations to Tynam and used the
knowledge to harass the Irish party, but it is
said that all the government knew was the
tbe fact stated above, which they used to produce an impression that Tynam had turned
informer. The amazement over Barry’s proposed resignation was not lessened when
shortly afterwards E. Dwyer Gray, proprietor
of the Dublin Freeman's Jonrnal, informed
Parnell that he also intended to resign. Parnell was requested by Gray to oxpiain that ill
health and pressing journalistic duties necessitated his resignation.
Parnell, of course,
refused to accept of either tender and strongly
urged Barry and Gray to retain their seats.
Every effort is being made by Irish members
to induce tbe reconsideration requested by
Parnell. The Foster party point to the conduct of Barry and Gray as a confession of
weakness by the Irish parly and as the beginning of the disruption of Parnelllsm which
they claim tho government's information is
sure to bring about sooner or later.

The Tonquiu Question.
New York, May (>.—Marquis Ising, Chinese
ambassador at London, has had a conference
M. Ferry and Cbaliimct LeCour at
with
Paris, at which the ambassauor stated his cover moon t was determined to maintain suzeraiu
rights ever Annam, including Tonquin. He
proposed a settlement of tbe question on tbe
following basis: That France should recognize
tbe suzerainty of China, tbe tatter conceding
a French protectorate over Tonquin.
After a
long discussion the proposals were refused and
the
Chinese ambassador left, considerably
chagrined at his failure. On leaving Paris the
Marquis started for Berlin, thence he will proceed to Moscow.
Large purchases of war munitions are reported in Germany on Chinese orders.
Engiisbhouses have private
China
advices from
Shanghai and Canton, giving details of the
extensive movements of the Chinese troops
toward the Annaiu frontier.
The Pekin government does not intend making an eatly declaration of war, hut will await the progress of
tho French expedlton to Tonquiu while earnestly protesting against any occupation of tbe

country.
Russia Cut Out by Uncle Sam.
Hong Kokg, March 27.—Russian officials
here announce their intention of negotiating a
treaty with Corea. This act has been hitherto
delayed, owing, it is believed, to the strong
desiro of Russia that no treaty should be concluded with any western nation by which the
of Gensau, on the eastern coast, should
e opened to
foreigners, who, once in occupation, oould not afterward be displaced on
This port has long been coveted
any pretext.
by Russia ns its own exclusive possession, and
it is ^understood that arrangements could be
made witli Japan liv which the latter would
waive any rights slio has obtained by treaty
with Corea.
Now that tho United States has
ratilied tho Schufeldt treaty, tho prospect of
Russian occupation of the desired eastern port
cannot be realized.

Bin Francisco,
May 5.—United States
J ndgo Sawyer has rendered a decision iu the
case of J. (J. F.astaud et at. v. dames F.
Dwlgh^etal. o! Massachusetts, The plaintiffs,
it w»s alleged, were eutitled to certain nersonnl properly in the house on the ground of the
late Milton S. Latham at Menlo Park, valued
The defendants claimed the propat #23,000.
erty was rdal and not persoual. Judge Sawyer
said that the case was Mio most difficult that
he had over been called upon to decide. The
substance of the decision is that tho articles iu
the residence arc permanently attached to tho
so that their removal would result
n an injury to tho realty, hut that statues and
other ornaments being only connected to tho
ground by tlioir own weight aro personal and
can ho removed Without lifjury to the realty.

firemises,

Lovol Headed Irishmen.

Chicago, May (!.- The meetiug to ratify the
action of the Philadelphia convention of Irishmen wan well attended.
Judge Thomas A.

The Mayor and several
wore on the
platform. Maysaid
or Harrison
that Irish freedom would
have to ho won hy the force of American opinion. Congressman Davis said any eff ort to
organize rebelllou here wonld alienate the
Mr. Sullivan’s
sympathies of Americans.
speech was well received. At tho conclusion
of Sullivan’s address he was heartily applauded. The proceedings closed at midnight by
tho audience rislug and joining the chorus,
"Uod Save Ireland,” and ’’Three cheers for
the National League.
Moran presided.
prominent citizens
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Portland Daily Pren Htock List.
Corected by Woodbury * Moulton, Inveetmeo
Bankers, Cor. Middle and Exchange Streets.
Par Value
Offered.
Ask
Deaeration*.
8tate oTMal »e Bonds.112
114
Portland City Bonds, Municipal.100
..120
Portland City Bonds, aid R. K...... 106
120
Bath City Bonds
.100
103
..111
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years.109
Calais City Bondp.,.109
Ill
Cumberland National Bank.. 40.... 67%
59
..

Latest advices from Gen. Crook confirm the
report that he crossed the Mexican border the
2d inst.
The horses won in the Casino race in Boston Saturday. They made 921 miles and the
bicycles 899 miles.
The Federal troops have again defeated
the Apaches, and twelve Indians and three
soldiers were killed.

THE CIVIL 8ERVICE.

..

Canal National Bank.100....169
..170
First National Bank.100....163
..164
Casco National Bank.100.-..168
..169
Merchant’s National Bank... 75... 118
..120
National Traders’ Bank.100
169
..101
Portland Company.100
..110
Portland Gas Company. 60
61
63
Ocean Insurance Company ...100.... 108
..110
1. A K. R. R. Benda. 109
..111
-Maine Central B. R. Bonds 7’s.122
123%
Leeds* Farmington R.R.b’ds 100....Ill
..11*
Portland* Ken. R.R. Bonds,100... 112
..113
Knmford Falls * B R. B. Receiver
1st 7s..107
.110
Portland * Ogdensburg R R ft, 6#.. 106%.. 108%
Portland Water Co., Is.
106 107%
...

...

"

Rules Adopted by the Commission-

..

2s.107
3e.109

..109
.111

Ktock market*
a notations of stocks are reported
The
and corrected daily by Woodbury A Moulton, cornet
of Middle And Exchange streets.
NEW YORK STOCKS.
Miasonri Pacific.104%
Wabash preferred. .. 47
Omaha common...I 50%
Denver A K.G. 50%
Omaha preferred.
Northern Pacfic preferr^t.
88%
Northern Pacific common. 61%
Pacific Mail.
Central Pacific.
77%
Texas Pacific. 39%
BOSTON STOCKS.
Flint A Pere Marquette common.24
A. T. A S. F. 84%
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred. 99%
L. R. & Ft Smith. 25
Marquette, Hugh ton A Ont. common.. 49
Mexican Central 7s. 72%

following

The civil service rules .have been published,
There are quite long and are 22 in number.
There are to be three branches of the service
classified b; the civil service act, not including
laborers, workmen, or. officers required to be
The first of these
confirmed by tbe Senate.
classes is designated ‘‘the classified service at
Washington,” and comprises the clerks in
the several executive departments there. The
second is designated "the classified customs
service,’’.and the third ‘‘the classified postal
service,” comprisiag respectively the clerks in
the customs service and the postal service in
those places where the act is operative.
There are to be open competitive examinations for admission to the service, and also examinations to test the fitness of those already
The seventh
in the service for promotion.
rale is the one <defining tbe general character
of the examinations, and nothing in it ind 1cates that the examinations will be formidable
to any person who is qualified for a clerkship.
So far as subjects go, there is none unless it is
the elements of bookkeeping, which a good
grammar school scholar ought to be afraid
of meeting.
Applications mnat be made in a formal manner on blanks to be supplied, and the provision
of tbe rale to prevent recommendations or
testimonials touching tbe political opinions or
services of candidates, or any examination to
ascertain about these things, appears to be sufficient. Tbe records of applications, and of ex'
cminations, and the registers of the examination ranks of candidates are to be preserved.

Non-partisan examinations are required by
law and provided for by tbe rnles, The rales
provide adequate means for ascertaining the
character and other qualifications of candidates.

No distinction

as

to

sex

appears to be

made, beyond tbe requirement of satisfaction
as to "the physical and mental capacity for doing the required work.” Women will, therefore be eligible to any clerkship or other public
position, the duties of which they can properly
perform, and this is certainly mnch better,
both for women and for the pnblic service,
that the present system of favoritism. The
rate as to probationary period of six months to
test the actual capacity of tbe successful candidate to do the work required in a satisfactory
mauner, is very carefully drawn.
One provision is that the same candidate’s

shall not be submitted to the same officer
for an appointment more than three times and
that names which have remained on tbe register a year shall be dropped.
Every application, in order to entitle the applicant to appear for examination, or to be examined. must state under oath the facts on the
following subjects, as may be required by the
regulations of the commission: 1. Name, residence and post office address.
2. Citizenship.
3. Age. 4. Place of biitb. 5. Moral Character.
6. Health and capacity for the public service.
7. Bight of preference by reason of military or
naval service. 8. Previous employment in the
9. Business
or
public service.
employment and residence for the last five years.
10.
Education and such other tacts as the commission may reasonably require, as showing fitness
for the public service.
The applicant mnst
also affirm his qualification under sec. 3 of the
civil service act, which is as fellows:
“That
uo person hahitually using intoxicating beverages to excets shall be appointed to or retained
iu any office, appoiutmeut or employment to
which the provisions of this act are applicable."
Every regular application mast be supported
by proper certificates of good moral character,
health and physical and mental capacity for
doing the pnblic work, the certificates to be in
snob form and nnmber as tho regnlations of
the commission shall provide for. Bat no certificate can be received which contains any
language inconsistent with the 10th section of
the civil service act.
No one shall be entitled
to be examined for the classified postal service
If under It! or over 33 years of age, or for the
classified customs service or for the classified
service at Washington if under 18 or over 45
years of age, and no one shall be examined for
a customs inspector who is under 21
years of
age. But these maximum limitations of age
shall not apply to those who have been honorably discharged from the military or naval service during the last war, and are otherwise
name

duly qualified.

Eort

An Interesting Decision.

Dry Good* Wholesale Market.
The following quotations are wholesale prices and
corrected daily by Storer Bros. A CoM I>ry Goods,
Woolens and Fancy Goods, 144 to 162 Middle street:
ON BLEACHED COTTONS.
>J<MiV7 3*5 in. 7Via o‘/*i Fine 7-4.14W17
Mod. 36 in. 6 Vi ^4 7 Vi Fine 9-4.18®22
Fine 9-4.22226
Light 36 in. 6
9
Fin® 40 In.
Fine 10-4.... 27 Vs ®32 Vfc
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MINOR TELEGRAMS,

dropped.
In Search of tbe Danish Expedition.
Amsterdam, May 5.—Tbe Polar exploring
ship William Barents sailed yesterday for the
Arctic regions to try to discover the whereabouts of tbe Patch Arctic expedition.
Rioting in Vienna.
Vienna, May 8.—Last night one thousand
of tbe striking bakers’ assistants engaged In a
riot at tbe assembly rooms.
Tbe furniture
was destroyed and the windows broken.
Tbe
rioters then threw opt barricade in tbe street
to enable them to resist the police,
who had
been summoned to quell tbe disturbance, and
who had a difficult time m subduing tbe infuriated mob.
Simultaneously with this outbreak a demonstration was made in another
part of tbe city by four huudred more strikers,
who attacked tbe building occupied by tbe
bakers’ association, the doors and windows of
which they broke.
Both parties of rioters

..

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
l‘orflRU<!

Daily Wholesale market

lano, May 6.
The only change to note In the markets to day is
a drop in Trait's Astral Oil to loMtc. At New York
the Wheat market was unsettled and 14 'SMse lower,
Corn and Oats easier with Pork and Lard firmer;
the same may be said of the Chicago and St. 1,0tils
markets, while at Detroit Wheat is strong with bnt
little change in the situation. Trade during Apri1
did not come np to expectation, and the season
seems to be backward in all sections.
A lively start
this month would partially make up for tho lost
time in sotno departments, but it could not entirely
compensate for the slow business of April.
I’oiu

Tie

following

are

today's qnot ations of flour,

tlrai-i. Provisions. Ac.
4; rain.

I'lour.

11.M. Corn.car lot*. .73
Snpcrllne and
low armies. .3 60/1)4 60 Now Corn, oar lot* (<£70
X Spring and
| Com. bag lot*... .7^77
XX Spring. .6 50@6 60 [Oat*, oar lot*.68
Oat*. Imwt lot*.60
Patent Spring
70
Wheats.8 26tg9 00 Meal
CottonSei'd.car lot* 28 00
Michigan Winlot*30
00
60
CottonSeod.bag
a#
oo
ter straights#
oar lot,
Vo roller.... 8 60&7 00 SaokedUran
2 2 00
St. Louis Windo bag lot*.26 00
tor straight. 0 60^0 5
car
lot*.24
00
*6
Middling*,
..6
7Ck«j7
l)o roller.
do bag lot*.26 50
Winter Wheat
atonts.7 50a?8 00 Kyo. 1 30
i'roviiioai.
f’rotlnce*
Cranberries, %» bbl— 00 Pork—
Brtok*.... 24 00@24 50
Maine_12 00813
Cape Cod. 16 00817 00 t'lear.2300<1.23 60
2 0O«;3 00
Mom.21 oo^21 60
Pea lteans
Medium*.... 2 76V« 2 80 Me*s Beef.. 12 50uu 13 00
V.x Mo**.. 13 50iajl4 00
German medS 25<a2 30
Yellow KveeS 26(a.3 60
Plate.16 50u£l6 76
Ex Plato.17 50d 17 76
Onions t>‘ bbl.3 00@3 50
Bermuda.... 1 75ia£ l ho Ham*.
13^13Mio
SweetPotatoes3 WV£4 00 Hams,covered 14 ®l6o
Lard—
Kggs ^ doi.
lb. 24c
Turkeys,
Tub, *> tb .mi®12%
Chickeua.18^20c Tloroes ,12V*@12:*s
__

—

—

Salas at the Boston Brokers’ Board. May 6.
York Manufacturing Co.977%
Portland, 8aco A Portsmouth R. B. .111 9
New

1'srkStsck and

m«ney market.

(By Telegraph.)

New York. May 5.—Money on call loaned at
3% and 4: prime mercantile paper at 6@6%. Exchange steady at 4.83 for long and 4.85% for short.
Governments % lower for 4Vis. State bonds are
neglected. Railroad bonds quiet and irregular. |
ine following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Government Securities
United States bonds, 3s...103%
do
do
do
5s, ext..10ft
do
do
do
4% s, reg.11*
do
do
do
4%s, coup... ...113%
do
do
do
4s. reg...119%
do
do
do
4s, coup.119%
Pacific 6s, ’9o.127

The following are the closing quotations Stocks:
Chicago * Alton. 134
Chicago A Alton pref...140

Chicago, Bur. A Quincy.. .126
Erie ......
36%
Erie pref.
Illinois Central.
146
..

—

Lake

Shore....110%

Michigan Central. 93%
Jersey Central. 77%

New

Northwestern.134%

Northwestern pref.
162
Central.
122%
Rock Island.1*6%
St. Paul.
103%
St. Paul pref.
120%
Union Pacific Stock. 97%
Western Union Tel. 83%
New York

C alifornia

^lining Moclu.

(By Telegraph.)

Francisco, May 6.—The following are the
closing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:
Be-t Si Belcher. 8%
San

Bodie..
Eureka.

1%
6%

Gould! & Curry. 2%
Hale JtJNorcross.
3%
Mexican.f3
Northern Belle. 8%
2%
Ophir
Sierra Nevada. 8*j&
Union Con.. 4%
Yellow Jacket. 4*4

Chicago Live Sleek Tlnrkoi.
• (By Telegraph.)
Chicago. May 6.—Hogs—Receipts 6,000 head:
3300
head; steady demand; mixed 6 90®
shipments
7 25; heavy at 7 25®7 60;light at 6 80®7 36; skip#
3 60®6 60.
Cattle—ReceiptsOOOhead; shipments 3,600; firm;
exports at 6 40®6 60.
Domestic .Tlarkfts.

<By Telegraph.)

New York, May 6.—Floor market doll; State
3 50®7 25; Ohio 3 95® 7 UO; Western 3 60®7 26;
Southern 4 00®6 76; sales 11,700 bbls.
Wheat heavy, unsettled and %®%c lower, fhirly
active speculative trade;No 1 White at 1 16%;salee
320.000 bush No 2 Red for June 1 24%®1 24% ;
584.000 do July at l 26%® 1 26% ; Stfu.OOOdo
August at 1 26% @1 26% ; 240,(XX) do September
at 1 20%®1 27%;receipts 32,000.|
Corn %®%c lower; Mixed Western spot at 58®
66c; do futures 64%;®68% -.sales 1,040,000 hu.;re-

ceipts 100,800.

Oats—State at 52®59c; Western 49®67o; ‘sales
110,(X)0 hush, including No 3 for May at 48% ®
49%c:June at 49®49%c; September 42%c; receipts 32,400 bu.
Lard
Pork quiet and firm; spot new mess 20 00.
shade
rendered 11

87%.
better; steam
Chicago, May 5.—The Flour market is dull;
3
Minnesota
at 3 5G®4 26;
Wheat
50*5
00;
Spring
bakers at 4 25*6 60; patents 6 00®7 60: Winter
4 25*6 00.
lower
at
112*4 for
Wheat—regular
Mav; 1 14% for June; 1 16®1 16% Julyjl 16%®
1 10% August: 1 16% September; No 2 Chicago
Spring at 1 11% fil 12;No 3at 95c No 2 Red Winter at 1 13®l 13%.Corn lower; 63%c tor oath and
Mav;65% ao5%c for June; 67%®6738C for July:
68%c August. Oats easier; 40% ®41c for cash and
May; 42c for June; 41% ®41%c July; 35%c for
August. Rye strong at 67c. Barley nominal at 80
n 83c.
Pora higher; 19 86® 19 90 cash and May;
19 95 for June; 20 05®20 07% for July; 20 16®
20 17% August. Lard higher; 11 96®20 00 cash
and for May; 12 07%®12 110 for June; 12 02%®
12 05 for July; 12 16®12 17% for August. Bulk
Meats are in fair demand; shoulders at 8 00; short
rib 10 75; short clear at 11.
Receipts—Flour 6,000 bbls, wheat 16,000 bush,
corn 109.000 bush.oats 96,000 bu, rye 4,700 bush,
barley 23,000 bush.
St. Locia.Mav 6.—Flour steady.^Wheat irregular;
No 2 Red Fall 1 13%®1 14 cash; 1 14% fox May;
l 15®1 15% for June; 1 14%®l 16% for July,
114% ® l 15% for August, closing outside; No 3 at
1 08. Corn lower 52%®62%c cash. Oats lower at

43®43%ceash.

Pork is

higher; jobbing

at

19 85

bid for cash and May; 20 05 bid June. Lard quiet
11%.
Receipts—Flour 3,000 bbls, wheat 24,000 bush,
corn 26.000 bush, oats 24,(XX) bush, rye ,000 bush

barley 0,000 bush.
Shipments-Flour 4,000 bbls, wheat 6,000 bush,
209,(XX) busb.dat* 5,000 bush,rye 0,000 bush,
barley 0000 bush.
„„„

corn

Detroit. May 6.—Wheat atron*;No 1 White fall,
1 10%; Julv 1 12%:
spot and Mav at l 09; June
l
August at 1 13%; No 2 White at Ol% ; Ne 2 Red
Winter 1 16%.
Receipts 6,(XX) bush; shipments 6,000 bush.
Ilavann Tlarkci.

(By Telegraph.!
Havana. May 5.—There was a fair demand for
Sugar throughout tho week with an upward tendency, but sellers were few;Molassos» sugar 88 to 88
degrees polarization at 6 Ms @7 reals gold perarrobe;
Muscovado common to fair at 7@7'4 reals; Centrifugal sugar 02 to 06 degrees polarization 4n hhd»,
bags and boxes 8 *4 @8*4 reals.
Stocks in Warehouses at Havana and Matansas
55,900 boxes, 134.000 bags and 106,500 hhdt; re
oeipta for the week 6300 boxes, 11 700 bags and
13,150 hhds; exports 2000 boxes, 3800 bags and 8,000 hhds, Including 1660 bags and 6700 hhds to
the United States.
Molasses auiet; 60 degrees polarization at 6Vk®
5H reals gold
keg.
Freights in limited demand; load ng at Havana for
the United States » hlid of Sugar at 3 txv@3 26
hhd Molasses 2 25: loading at ports on
currency:
north coast (outside! for tho United states V hhd
sugar at 3 50 a 4 00; l> hhd molasses 2 50</,3 OjJVh.
Leaf tobacco quiet; BPortilo tillers #45 0O@50 00
V 100 lbs; Yuolta Abajo 70 00@78 00.
Spanish gold 1.38.
a..
60
I xchanK5 steady: on tho Uu.tod
day*
Old7H@7H prom; do short sight 8V*(g8% proto.
..

Knroprnn tlai lo

t,

(By Telegraph.)
I.viKBrooo, Muv 6—12.801>, M.—Cotton mukst
active; uplands BlkdiOrle.uis 8<l;salet 12.U00 bales,
speculation and export 2000 bales; fuurss arm.
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The Inter Ocean, in trying to elect tlie
next President, finds 154 Republican electoral votes, 150 Democratic and 07 doubtful.
Pbeside.nt Bascom of the University of
Wisconsin declares that after an experience
classes
of ten years in
vinced that coeducation is

college

fitting method of training

the

he

is

con-

pre-eminently
youth.

our

The Canadian Pacific Railway company
has offered to Bettle 5000 Irish
families, or
about 25,000 persons, on Government land,
allowing to each family 160 acres of land
free.
Political troubles stimulate emigration
from Norway.
In 1S80 more than 20,000 of
them
left
Its shores coming to this
number

country—a
startling
year's outflow from

for one
country which

a

has
hardly more than
population of New York.

third

a

It is related of a citizen of

the

Georgia that

he

Early county, was raised in Calhoun county, and now lives, at the age of
55, in Clay county, and yet has always lived
was

born in

in the house he was born in.

Tins New Orleans Picayune is one Demo
cratic journal which heartily approves Carter Harrison’s speech at the Chicago Iroquois banquet, and says “he deserves the
thanks of the party at large for administering discipline to the concourse of secoud
rate leaders of the party.”
Senator Bayard
was one of the Iroquois party, and is
therefore among the second rate leaders.
The growth of telegraph business in England since the State has acquired control of
the lines is said to have been enormous.
The number of messages per weekjias grown
from 126,000 to 603,000. In 1873 the average

number of messages per mile of wire wag
147: now it is 256. In press messages 500o
words per diem have grown already to 934,.
154 per day. The telegraphs in use on rail
ways have grown from 27,000 miles of wire
in 1869 to 69,090 in 1882, and the instrument from 4,423 to 15,702.

I

ble9 and still liaunt those of Monte Carlo
were good specimens of the nations which
wero honored with their presence.
Yet they
helped to leaven the American mass. They
made a European tour a necessity for
every
American who aimed at culture, and those
visitiug “Yurrup” brought back a taste for
art, for house decorating after the British
fashion, and a kindliness for the Old World
and its institution which were unknown in
the days of our youth, when Mrs.
Barney
\V i Hiatus was playing the conventional Yankee gal. The Americans complain that
they
also brought back a
lor their

contempt

plalnmaunered countrymen, amt an exaggerated
mimicry of everything European, without
the inllueuees which in Europe
keep some
of our follies in their proper places. It is
certain that we iiud Aiueuicans everywhere,
and that in England aud to a less dethe more
exclusive
gree in
society
of
the
continent—always
excepting
Pari9, which is tolerant to anybody with
money—they find access to society which
would be closed

to

Britons of the

same

so-

grade. And, as a rule, they are very
charming people. Elijah Pogram is as extinct as l)r. Ornery Duukle, and if the mother of the Gracchi is sometimes
objectionable,
it is certain that the Gracchi are extremely
pleasant additions to the old line of Baitain.
La belle Americaine is no more pronounced
than girls in new countries, where social
ambition is narrowed, always are. She Is
petted and run after as pretty women often
are, especially in districts where men are
more numerous than their possible mates.
cial

She sees no social distinction which is not
open to money, aud no uso for money except to seek happiness in ostentatious grandeur.
The result is that she grows up rather
shallow and showy, a little impudent oce%
sioually; sometimes valuing herself aud her

father's dollars at more than they are worth,
very exceptional instances the delightful ereature whom Dr. Dlx anathematises; but she is seldom absolutely bad. Actual immorality is left to the immigrants,
who bring to the New World with its easy
ways the vices of the old which they havo
left. The demi-moudaiuts are Irish, French,
Spanish. Italian—rarely native-born Americans. But the “impossible Americans”—as
trie traus-Atlantic writers term every American who is not to their miud—will, in time,
become rarer. At present the same class is
growing up in our newer and wealthier colonies, and irom exactly the same causes. Tke
Australian squatter's daughter is as irrevoreutial, full of herself, aud impatient of anything save abject homage, as the veriest
Fifth avenue or Beacca street belle.
But
when Dr Dix accuses dynamite, red ruin
aud the breaking down of laws belug born
of such as these, he must have been thinking more of the viragos of the Bowery than
of the beauties who ouee a week solace their
shattered nerves with the platitudes of Trinaud in

ity chapel.

Reminiscences of Lincoln.
How Slavery Was Destroyed.

The Irish Register-General's returns present to the vision of- England a contrast
tween the

morality

of

its

people and

be-

that of

Ireland which exercises it very much.
The
percentage of illegitimacy in Cpnuaught is
low as

as

0.S,

and in Munster 1.8.

In Ulster

it is 4.1, and in Leinster 2.2.

Down, the stronghold of

In the county
Protestanism, the

Times considers it remarkable that the illegitimate births are over 6 per cent, the
In Lancahighest proportion in Ireland.
shire

they

are over

20.

Rebecca Harding Davis advised bee*
raising as an employment for women, because it takes only land enough to set the
hives on and a small capital; because hives
and honey boxes come now ready to be put
together, which' any woman can do; because
the bees make their own living; because
the little time they require interferes with
no other occupation—she herself carried on
bees successfully with a baby in her arms
and the other children near; and because
they give real pleasure and relief from tedium, as well as profit.
Rev. Db. Talmage, in a sermon on public men, said: “The present occupant of the
Presidential chair is carrying himself in the
most sensible

style, and, excepting among
those who cannot gel from him the offices
they seek, he is admired and honored by all.
A

faithful, unpretentious, conscientious, dignified and competent President we
more

have not had within my memory. Of course
he is frequently misrepresented and as.
sailed; that is th9 fate of all public men. It
is a national sin, that which the Bible calls
speaking evil ©f dignitaries. There is not
in the United States to-day a man that
would make a better President than Chester
A. A. Arthnr.”

The vaults of the sub treasury in New
York alone contain 896 tons of silver coin.
Of this 620 tons are made up of dollars; the
rest is of subsidiary coins.
Five of the
twelve compartments of the silver vault are
full, and their doors are sealed. The others
will hold yet a little more, but at the rate
the big dollars are rolling in will soon be
full. The chief clerk says silver is exchanged for paper at the rate of from $10,.
000 to $40,000 per day. The trade dollars,
which contain eight more grains of silver
than the standard piece, are taken at the as.
say office only at their bullion value, and,
though intrinsically of greater value than
the Bland dollar, a thousand of them bring
only about $850 as bullion.
One of the Legion of Honor found

a

pret-

ty American girl tripping along the Avenue
d’Opera and began t« leer at her, making
insulting remarks, and otherwise acting as
the Parisian hog does when ly finds an unprotected lady. The hog committed this offense two or three times, the last occasion
being just as she was passing a cab stand.

Indignant

at these

sprung to a
socket, and

repeated insults, the girl
cab, grasped the whip from the
went

to work.

When she

re-

turned the

whip to the applauding cabmen,
competent for France to record in all
her future histories that on one of the pleasant days of April, 1883, a member of her Legion of Honor was soundly and severely
horsewhipped .by a brave and beautiful
American girl on a public street of Paris,
and bore upon his face marks which, for a
month, would testify to the directness of his
punishment.
it was

*

As if dynamite, nitro-glycerine and giant
powder were not destructive enough In these
exciting times, that placid temperance beverage, soda water, must needs enter the explosive arena, aad signalize its advent by
serious personal Injuries to three persons at
one shot.
The peculiarity of revolutionary
explosives seems to be that only unoccupied

buildings

damaged; but the deadly soda
water fountain lurking unsuspected in the
peaceful seclusion of a drug store Is satisfied with nothing short of human life. The
revolutionary Rossa may perhaps take the
hint, and with the balance of the famous
skirmishing fund establish drug store soda
are

water fountains all over the British metropolis. Even the aristocratic lunch counter in
the lobby of the House of Commons might
be

utilized, and

the authors of

islation be stricken down
their oppressive triumphs.

on

coercion

leg-

the scene of

American Women Abroad.
[London World.]
Ths era of the “good American” ended
abouttbe period when the day of la belle
Americaine

began.

“Yurrup”

was

the

The vast fortunes
moving agent
made in the mines and lands of the farthest
west set at leisure a class almost unknown,
in both.

except among the southern planters: and,
after the war, petroleum and shoddy increased this class Immensely.
and a great deal of it—became

“Yunup”—
fashion,

the

and every home arrival sent another to follow the prevailing example.
Colonies of
Americans settled in every European capital, and the scmi-Europeanized republicans,
whom Henry James has satirized in many
novels, and George Curtis has castigated in
the “Potiphar Papers,” became familiar to
all who had eyes to sec and ears to hear.
TheTuileries Americans were a proverb,
and the emperor—for to them Napoleon III.
off half
was the only emperor—pensioned

his ready-made nobility upon the rank-lovladies, whose papas had made
ing
solin
dollars
“ile,”
pork,
many
Nevada silver mines.
or
diers’
coats
the typino
more
But
were
these
cal American girls thau the hook-nosed people who used to sit round the Howburg ta-

[Schuyler Colfax in Congregatloualist .]
Mr. Lincoln bad struck at slavery in kis
proclamation with the battle-ax of the warpower, the solemn steps towards which culmination were referred to in my recent article. But anti-slavery meo, In Congress and
among the people, were unwilling to allow
this great act to be hazarded
upon future
judicial decisions as to the extent of the
President's power in such a mighty crisis.
> was an open secret then, that the great
senator from Massachusetts, Charles Sumner believed that a congressional act of
emancipation could constitutionally be
passed, and that there was a peril in risking
success on the ratification of a constitutional amendment by three-quarters of all the
States, Southern as well as Northern.
In
the consultations then held by the President's supporters, it w>s however insisted,
and successfully, that “a bond must be takof fate”

en

and that,

itself,

as one

speaker

stated

stitution, thus:

Everywhere within the limits ot the United
States, and of each State or Territory thereof,
ail persons are eqnal before the law, so that do
person can hold another as a slave.
And I must incorporate here a very few
sentences from bis masterly oration on the
subject, as illustrating, better than any
words of another, his position on this momentous question.
Said he:
brief sentence Congress may
sweeo slavery out o: existence.
Bat, even under the most favorable circumstances, it is impossible to say when the amendment can become a part of the Constitution. Too tardily,
1 fear, for all the good that is sought. Therefore, I am not content with this measure alone.
It postpones till to-morrow what ought to be
done to-day!
a

single

To-morrow, and to-morrow, and to-morrow,
Creep* In this petty pace from day to day,
To the last
of recorded time.

syllable

would be a glad sight to see that
Constitution which we have all sworn to sopport, interpreted generously, nobly, gloriously
for freedom, so that everywhere within its intlaence the chains shonld drop from the slave.
Whatever may be the judgment of the Sena'e
I am consoled by the thought that the most
homely text containing such a role will be
more beautiful far than any words of poetry or
eloquence; and that it will endure to he read
with gratitude when the rising dome of the
Capitol, with the statue of Liberty which snrmonnts it, has crumbled into dust.

Ah, sir,

produced, and Thaddous Stevens, a
born leader amongst men for such a crisis,
iu
grim satire, scathing in invective, fearless
and frank, who asked that his only obituary
ever

should he that “1m was one who hud striven to ameliorate the condition of tlm poor,
the lowly and tlm down trodden, of every
race and lauguage and color.”
With many more, to whom the Republic
owes so much, (hey have passed away; but
their work will five after them while time
shall last, and our regenerated nation shall

HARVARD UNIVKKSITI.
Examlnat Iona for admission to the College end the
Professional School* are held every year In Cambridge, Milan., Exeter, N. II New York, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Chicago. St. I.ouls aWd San Francisco, on the 'Thursday, Friday and Saturday following the last Wednesday in .lime (this year dune 28
29 and 80.) The Harvard Examinations for Women
are held in Cambridge, New York, Philadelphia and
Ciuoinnati on the same days.
Special students are received without examination
In every depart out moxcept the Medical School.
Graduates of other Colleges are admitted to advanced standing in Harvard College upon such conditions as the Faculty deem equitable in each case.
For information concerning the terms of admission
the cost of a college or nrofosaional course, the
scholarships (265) and other honeliclary *l«i n,0
studios in each department,or any otlu rsubject con
the Registrar of
University, aiddross
Cambridge, Mass.

neoted with the
Harvard University,

febl2

it

Congress, however, preferred a different
phraseology from that suggested by Mr.
Sumner, so that the 13th Amendment now
stands in the Constitution in the following
language; “Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for
crime, whereof the party shall have been
duly convicted, shall exist within the United
States, or any place subject to their jurisdic-

tion.”
Its passage in the Senate was easily
achieved. On the 8th of April, 1804, thar
body adopted it by the overwhelming vote of
38 to 6 (Garrett, Davis, Hendricks, McDougal, Powell, Kiddle, Saulsbury voting No).
But it encountered more determined and
dangerous opposition In the House of Representatives.
Two months afterwards, in
June, on the question of its passage there,
the yeas were 65 and the nays 60, considerably less than a two-thirds vote, and it was
therefore declared by the speaker to be re-

jected.

Fortunately, however, Mr. Ashley of Ohio,

just before* the result was announced,
changed his vote from the affirmative to the
negative. And subsequently, when other
business was pending, he entered a motion
to reconsider. A volley of points of order
from the pro-slavery members followed, but
In vain. He had “voted on the prevailing
side,” and was therefore entitled to move a
reconsideration; and the motion, having

been received when other business was before the House, conld not be acted upon at

the time. It therefore “weut over” till such
time as the majority of the House should
see fit to call it up for action.
That did not
occur, of course, at that session; and, for
tunately again, there was another session of
the same Congress yet to be held.
Before that sosssfon convened in December, 1804, the Presidential election of that
year bad been held. Mr. Lincoln bad been

trimmings, Trimming Laces and Ribbons, Silk and Lisle
Gloves, Hbsiery, Corsets and Underwear#
I devete my entire attention to these goods and keep at all times the
most complete assortment to be found in the city and at prices that
merit the closest inspection.

eoddm

In rosiioiiM* to iiiiiik-i'oii* :i|t|»llni.
■ ton!, i'or liisiriM'lion in

The Continent is

career.

presenting

exceedingly good.

CATARRH

Population.I.T4MIO.

Asuramcd Valuation,.80,831,130
Ileal V a I ua lion ..$H .4100,04M»

No.
593
m»4

low l‘ni>IUai

n

■

Instruction in
leal

English
Studies.

J. W.

fcl.24

AYER’S

OOLCOKO,

to all who use

Important

143 Pearl Street.

(»»»«__an

directly upon these organs, and are especdesigned to cure the diseases caused by tlielr

Pills act

ially
deruugemeut. Including fou.liputieu, Indigra
Hyspepsia, Hrndurlir, Uyarntrry, and
a host of other ailments, for all of which they ore a
safe, sure, prompt, and pleasant remedy. The extensive use of these Pills by eminent physicians In
}
regular practice, shows unmistakably the estimation In which they are held by the medical profes-

GIANT BELTING.
—AT

—

021-2 and Interest
I— TIUC

—

2nd Mortgage 6 poo ct, Bonds
—

O# TUB

This Belting Is in«(le up with the usual plies of
Duck it ml Rubber, and, before putting on the out
side cover, 't 1* min imi in seauis oue inch apart
with cotton cord, which bus a pulling strength of
fifty pound*. It is then stretched lu its plastic
state, drawing the plies so dose together, that
with the strong cord with which it is stitched, mate
rial strength is added to the belt, ami the stitches
are so drawn luto the plastic rubber, that they cannot wear off ou the outside. '1 he outside cover is
thou put on wtamlraa, so that it cannot opeu, as is
the case of Rubber Belting made in the ordinary
way, and the plies tieiug so firmly stitched, as wel
as frictioned together, that the belt cannot separate
as many belts made iu the old way will, after bom
used for a time, especially when run at a greag

sion.

or

issued for the purpose of double tracking and other
permanent improvements, limited to 93.4MMI.4tOO,
and subject to a first mortgage of
$10,000,000,
covering a property valued at $50,000,000.
The Bonds are in $1000 pieces, and may be either
coupon or registered. Interest payable first day of
February and August.
The Stato Treasurer of Massachusetts bolds, as an
Investment of State Funds, $1,737,000 of these
Second Mortgage Bonds.
M e have carefully examined this properly and the
secarity covert d by the mortgage, and have no hesitation in reammending the Bonds as a safe and secure investment.

length

of time.

wear more

heavy

Fur

than double

main belts

W. L. Pace, of W. L. Page & Bro.”
Franklin SI., Itichmnut, Va., June 3.1882.

The Eev. Fbakcis B. Hablowe, writing from
Atlanta, Ga., says: ‘’For some years past 1 have
been subject to coustipation, from which, in spite of

superior to Anything made. It Is also superior for
Kao leu* licit*, as wo stitch the splice in such n

it

way that it rnunst

the

Try Our G!aut Belt.

We will Warrant
Satisfaction.

Sample and quotation* furulabed

on

use

of medicines of various

kinds,

1 suffered in-

creasing Inconvenience, until some mouths ago f
began taking Aveb's Pills. They have entirely
corrected the costive habit, and hare vastly improved my general health.”

painte.

»<

Cathartic Pills correct irregularitiss
bowels, stimulate the appetite and digestion,
by their prompt and thorough action give tone
vigor to the whole physical economy.

Ay Kit'd

application.

of the

REVERE RUBBER CO..

and

193 A 195 Uevaaiibire Ml., Horob.
59 Braie mi., New York.
Pnelori** at ( helsca, Mum.
n»ar20
eod3tn

and

PREPARED BV

Dr. J.C.

AYERACO., Lowell, Mass.

Sold by all Druggist*; price $1. sU bottle* for $5
MWF&wlw

sell

The Bonds

are ready for immediate delivery, and
prepared to receive subscriptions for the
above, reserving the right to rdvance the

same as

price

w

SEASON of 1883.

SANFORD’S

RADICAL

aj.i-18

The Great Bal.aaair Distillation of Witch
llaxcl. American Pine, Canadian far,
Vlnrigold, ( lovt r Blossom etc.

For the Immediate relief and Permanent Care of
every form of Catarrh, from a Simple Head Cold or
Influenza to the Loss of Smell, Tsste, and Healing,
Cough, Bronchitis, and Incipient Consumption.
Belief in five minutes in any and every cate. Nothing like it. Grateful, fragrant, wholesome. Cure
begins from first application, and is rapid, radical,
permanent and never tailing.
One Bottle Radical Cure, one bo* Catarrhal Solvent and Sanford's Inhaler,' all in one
package,
forming a complete treatment, of all druggists for
gl.o Ask (or SAsrusD’* Radical Cube. Puttcd
Dbito A>-p Chemical Co., Boston.

COLLIAto
VOLTA/O.

\\

/eiectricV'

Faster*

the relief ami prevention
(he in.mm it (> applied of
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sciatica, Coughs. Colds, Weak Back,
Stomach and Bowels, Shooting
Pains, Numbness, Hysteria, Female
Pains, Palpitation, Dys.
pepsia, Liver Compiaiut, Bilious
Fever, Malaria, and Epidemics,
use
Collin*'
Planter*
ian
JElectrie
combined
Battery
with a I*o rou. I*ln*trr and
laugh at pain. !*.V. everywhere.
t or

ma7MX'h&w2wl»

VITAL

QUESTIONS!!

Ask the most eminent

physician
the best thing

Of any school, what is
in the world
for quieting and allaying all irritation of the nerves
and curing all forms of ns rvous complaints,
giving
natural, childlike refreshing sleep always?
And they will tell yon unhesitatingly
“Some form of Hope!"
CHAPTER I.

‘

nary organs; snch as Bright's disease, diabetes, retention or inability to retain urine, and sU the
diseases and ailments peculiar to Women”—
“And they will tell you explicitly and emphatically "Buehn.”
Ask the

same

the most reliable and surest cure for all
jiver diseases or dyspepsia, constipation, indigestion
biliousness' malarial fever, agoe, Sc.," and they
will tell you:
Mandrake! or Dandelion!"
Hence when these remedies are combined with
others equally valuable
And compounded into Hop Bitters, such a wonderful and mysterious curative power Is developed
which is so varied in its operations that no disease
or ill health can possibly exist or resist Its imwer,
and yet it is
Harmless for the most frail
or

dim

ATHLOPHOROS
Am

SPECIFIC (w

a

Rheumatism
anil

New Have*. January 1,1883.
R. N. Searlek:
Dear Sir.—1 am glad to certify that your Rheumatic cure, At h lophorns, has cured
my wife when
all other remedies and the doctors failed. She was
with severe rheumatic pain—could scarceprostrate
ly move In bed. After taking thrte dotes, according
to directien, I assisted her into a carriage, and she
enjoyed the ride very much after being confined to
her lied for three weeks,
boning for something to
give relief. She has taken but one bottle to effect a
permanent cure. Yours respectfully,
REV. E. N. SEEL YE,
Ag<nt Board of Charities, Hew Haven. Conn.
For Sale by II. H. HAT & SOX, Portland Me.
11V

THE ATHLOPHOKOH COMPANY,
I l!l Wall
Mtrrrt, New l’orh.

John W. Perkin* A

Portland.

Wholesale Agents.
*1*21

Me.,

d&w3m

woman, weakest in

smallest child to use.
CHAPTER

II.

Patients
"Almost dead

or

nearly dying”

For years, and given npby phlslclans of Bright’s
and other kidney diseases, liver complaints, severe

coughs called consumption, have been cured.
Women gone nearly crazy!
From agony of neuralgia, nervousness, wakeful
ness and various diseases peculiar to women.
People drawn out of shape from

excruciating

Swedish
Botanic

Swedish

Lang

Compound

Balsam

v

£ccase* alldisot the

An Altera I
♦ive Tonic S'
Tlood Puri-

tires

Nature is heir to
Have beeh cured
can

be found in

world.

by Hop Bitters, proof of which
every neighborhood in the known
aprl fleod&wlinlfi

Judge for Yourselves.
An Elegant PHAETON
only $115
An Elegant side bar TOP BUGGf “ $115

451

npl3

ins «,jlc. prop..

11, Ian
eo«12m

Horn.

j Can be found

a very fine Hue of the celeWoolens manufactured at the
large and extensive manufacturing company of F. A. A J. Sawyer, situated in
llover, Hew Hampshire. These goods
are known all over the country to be superior to most any other make, and the
quality of wool front which they are
made is of the very best. They give per| fect satisfaction, and this is a good opportunity for uny man or boy to secure
for himself a good woolen for fa new
Spring suit.

brated

|
»p2

Sts.
Exchange wxHf

Cor. Middle &
<lec30

Deposit Co.

Portland Safe

1873 by the JLegiolature of
Maine for the HAPE KEEPINO of
V A I.T A Hfl.f£8, and the KENT Ala

I'bartered in

PIKE

Commit*ion* executed in Boston. New
York and Philadelphia market*.
Particular attention giveu to orders by
mall or telegraph.
Information freely furnished on all
stocks and bond*.
Ca*h order* however small, will receive
care.

(.overt!tueni nod other bond* suitable for
trust funds supplied at market
rate*
Three per cent, interest allowed on
eposit* subject to check on dent ml.
Dividend*, coupon* and commercial pa
per collected.
WILLI A .91 BASKET,
Of the late firm of Hrew«ter, Knurl A Co.
lilt 11% RDM WIIITIHKV,
Conan I* of Mtowe, Rill* A' Whitney.
JOHN II. WIIIT.NEY,
91 ember of the Mtork Exchange.
mar2G
cod 3m

PIANO COVERS,

me.

NWKDIMVI IIKTTIL'DVKN.
For Saloby all Druggists. cod&wly

Warerooms of

Samuel Thurston
S Freest. Block, PORTLAMI.
oovl4

LIQUID PAINTS.
The United States Capitol at Washington, the Metropolitan Elevated Railroad of New York, and

ninny of the

largest arnl finest structures in this
country, are painted with 11. W. Johns' Asbestos
Liquid Paints, which are rapidly taking the place of
nil others for the better classes of dwellings, on account of their superior richness of color and durability whlchrender them the most beautiful as well
as the moet economical paints in the world.
Send for sample card of colors, which will be furnished free upon nj plication.

W. W. WHIPPLE &

WILL TOC CALL l
dtf

PORTLAND.ME.

SQUARE,

MAKER

THE

—

Good for Catarrhal and Lung A flection?, Hay Fever

Asthma,

Nervous

Kxhnustlon,

Neuralgia and Rheumatism,

$8,

$9 and

according

to

sire.

SHARP I

Stationery, Plain

PROVE BEYOND DOUBT

Wedding

Rheumatism, rt c u r a j? I a,
.Sciatica, 1*1 curl»»y Pain*
Ht-ltch In the Bhle, Blow Clrsulatlon of tins Blood. Heart Diseases, Bore Mnscle»,
‘am In tho Chest and all pains and ache* cither local
,r icep-scatcd are instantly relieved and speedily
tired by the well-known Hop Planter, compounded,
Hops. Gums,
.j ;t Is, of the medicinal virtues of
•items and Extracts. It Is Indeed tAs fowl paintilling, stimulating, soothing and strengthening
Master ever made. Ask for the Hop Planter at any
,i ug store. Price 35 cents or five for f 1. Hop Plan-

100 fflltlclle Street,
PORTLAND, MIL

|

HOP

PLASTER
•

•

9

•

tograph

Albums, Scrap
Hooks, Card Albums, and a
large assortment of Poems.

cy Goods.

harbors,

Rental of Safe* in Vault, $10 to $76 per year.

Special depoaiu at moderate rate*.
For elrculara or information,

address

SH J

AT, Mec’y and Treaa.,
HI Kiekaair Mtreel, I'oriland, -Tie.
marSO
eodly

We OFFER for SALE
•
•
Portland
Gs
Portland Water Co.
Gs
Portland k Ogdenslinrg
(is
.Hal e Central Consols
Kennebec
Gs
&
Androscoggin
Gs
Leeds k Farmington
Gs
Cape Elizabeth
Gs
St Louis
Cincinnati. Ohio
7s
Gs
Akron, Ohio, School
Gs
Youngstown. Ohio, School
and other Desirable Securities.

•

9

—

REMOVAL.

THE COMFORTER FOR l’AIN

FOK THE

-—

l'i:ilis|M>rf ilion of I’.-imoiiiiI
I’iiittU

KllK<‘ mi'

of

ltiig>

I'ionpii-

.ai«l from Itiiilroiid
lii'm
N i •• 11 o n s, Mioiiniliout
l.iiiidliius. Hoi,-In, |>rl
to

obtained.

THE ENEMY OF

DISEASE

AND A FRIEND OF THE

FAMILY, WHICH SHOULD
ALWAYS BE AT HAND.
EVERY DRUGGIST

January 24. I860.
At the last the clail word was spoken oy tue
nation, and thenceforward In our land “the

keeps

jPepryDavis’sPamKilleP!

sun

Wr liim moved our i»n«incM I'rom II I
Fore m| re el I© ‘ll‘J « »l?l »l IKi I,% |, «T.
tha- NKW NTOKK on ilu> opoi where we
wore burned oni Iiimi IVohihImi. where we
Mhould be pleitMcd lo »ec all one old frirndw
and patron*. and an muuv more an can
make it eonreiiient to rail on iim.
We have Jn«t received at large cargo of
freMh mode Krwaik lenient, alao a « argo
of Portland ICnglUli I'cmenf, aud a largo
Miipply of 4'rochclt’* VCxtra Itoakland
■ .line, the IicmI in the market, all of which
we will Mel I at ten«oian ble price*.

Hcdddicci,
Ollli'ci, Ac.

lo

(!. W. BELKNAP & NON.
Portland, Itlay ‘4, ISN.*t.

inli*

Metnongorn will solicit tor luggage u» tho prlnclgive ebooks.
Il»ggngn tap»l incoming trainsorami
Ihc city to any oilier part.
ken from any part

Orilcrs shou a be left at lcaat one hour before departure of trains or boats.
Frlucipnl Ollier Blip longn .. mi Fnrllnud
lionet No. 173.
N. S. I'KIiNAi.I), General Manager.
WFAMlm
may2

—

»prl>

eodtf

—

■

■

II

if'K
H

1% i hi

n

■

application.

r^os&Abbot,
58
st*»

PI Hi !■
I®
I If

uprO

of all

mn,y

BOSTON.
t'Almm

Ivison, Blukeman, Taylor
WM

& Co., N. Y.
MAXhSw

AND

—

N. II. NIC M 1L8.

P. O. Box 1,589

|^-Fine Toilet Soaps, Brushes and Ccmba, Perfumery and Fancy Article, in Great Variety. Confecf ectlonery; Cutlery and Stationery. Also a flue line of

IMPORTED & DOMESTIC

BANKERS,

No. 70 EXCHANGE PEACE,
NEW YORK.
Near Broadway,
E. H. DENNEOW,
dtnibtr N. Y. fttock Exchange.
■> A. E ANTON,
U. If KIEMTN,
mar9eodtmv9

CIGrARS.
Cor. CONGRESS & GROVE STS.
PORTLAND.

BACKING HOUSE
-OF

F. F. HOLLAND.

—

LARGE

&CO.f
HEW YORK.

18 XEW STREET,
(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)

Stocks, Bond*, Grain, Cotton and Petroleum
bought and sold on commission for cash or on
margin. Deposits received. 4 per cent, allowed on

W. PIERCE.

Proscription Department a Specialty and Fully Equipped.
dtf

mar28

dailv balances. Member? of N. Y. Stock Exchange,
the N. Y. Mining Stock
The National Petroleum Exchange, N. Y. Produce Exchange and
the Chicago Board of Trade. Private wire to ChimarlOdtf
cago.

Exchange,

SEBAGO LAKE AND LONG CREEK

and
rvinniripal
School Boadf bought and »old.
Special
attention ght n 10 bond- cf large cities and
canmirt!

Ntatc,

Write

an

if you wink

Hanker*.
mar6

to

bay

or

CO.,

A

Chicago*

eod6m

DR. CHASE,
Christian Scientist.

No Medicine, Medinmshlp

or

Mesmerism.

Testimonial* can be shown from patient* that
hare been cured of nearly all diseases. oCme and
try this best of all ways to get well

No. 161 Cr.MBERLA’\D6T.
Maine.

Portland,

Office Hour.:— J

4 and 7

I*

Spm.

rOKSll.TATlOX FREE.

ma3

d2w

“EDEN”
CARDEN

CLARK & CHAPLIN I

CO.,

Successors to D. W. Clark & Co.,

53

MARKET

ST.

Price* (or Families and OlSees.
lOlbe. daily permonlh,
**
44
15
*'
44
30

Si.SO

3.00
3.00

Customers can continence taking Ice at
any time they desire, and delivery will
be continned until notice to stop is re*
ceived at the office.
Any Customer leaving town, by giving notic
office, will be entitled to a proper dedne
tion.
We particularly request our customers to report
any neglect of our driver* in leaving tbe lee; complaints for carelessness or any other cause, if made
at tbe offlee, will be attended to promptly.
aprSO
d6w
at the

HOSE.

Great care is taken in the manufacture of thli
bene that every part be hkst class fonscrylce and
durablillty. Buy it, and if your garden is not a
paradise it is not the fault of the hose. Call for
‘‘The Kden Harden Hmc," made and wabRASTSD

by

REVERE RUBBER CO.

175 Devonshire Sf., Boston, Mass.
ap28

eod2m

CARPET BEATING ROOMS
AT

—

Street.

AT

CHOICE,

Temple Sit,

IIALLET, DAYIS & CO.’S
Upright

an

Square Piano-Fortes.

AUo Several other good manufaotnrar. make, and
several Sew Style Organa.

For Sale and to Let.

Now luuditm

material.. Picture Frame, ami Engraving,
complete assortment. My Specialty is Picture
Frame, aud l>y keeping all the lending style. I am
enabled to suit all.
tty Gold Gilt Plutli and Gold
I- rallies are of tho flneat workmanship and the lowest price.. 1 I hank my many patron, for favor. I
tho past eight years, and still solicit your patron
age, and a.jure fair dealing, with all.

Old Stand of

icb. “AlO'en"

2S;i IiImIm.

((unlity idcclrd, very

MS Tlerees } Hue; for wale
low, lu
M l bbK. ( bond or duly |iuid.

TWITCHELL, CHAMPLIN & CO.
my l

STUBBS BROS.,
86

r\.

,11,.

BANANAS.

tf'cmple street.

eodtf

YVK got f»r»2 hunches

Illthei
vi.u

Gum Teeth,
Plain “

-

hist

$10
$7

Wo have now boon In tbo
I
three years, and have yet
to near of tbo first caso where
we have failed to give satisfaction. We use none but t be

olty

Best
and warraut

E. B. & F. W.

288 1-2
loU’J

Teeth,
a

perfect fl*.

LOCKWOOD,

Middle

Street

rOUILANI), ME.

"AT—

WM. P.
144

*

1-2

HASTINGS’,
Exchange

Sj>|.

WALLPAPERS
Soring Opening
are prepared to show at onr
store a line and complete as
All
sort meat of Wall Papers.
kinds of Decorating and ceiling
work done in the best manner by
competent workmen. Estimates
and samples gladly furnished.)

We

new

a

*pr8o

NEW

—

ALGERNON STUBBS’,
86

Woolen Caryear
pet* t hat are soiled and spotted can be thoroughly
cleansed and the colors renewed, making them as
clean as new. Out of town ow ners of large carpets
oan freight them to us at a small expense.
Trucking free.
Uiay2-e6d3t

VARIETY!

—

DIRIGO.
ting I Mi ESS EH for LA DIES and CHILDREN
aa well as all OAHMKNTS depending from thoshouldt r« The Diagram in very simple, being all llgured it Is adapted equally to PROFESSIONAL and
HOME use with printed EXPLANATIONS; ami is
for beginners. It can bo learned
oApeotnllv arranged
perfectly with loa» practice than Is required by any
Ik also based upon the original
It
LEM.
VS
other s
tailor system. Full Instructions given on and after
MILLINERY
tho
Store of MRS. A,
ut
•Ian. loth,
L NASH. 409 Congress St., Portland. Me.
MRS. M. E, ALLEN, den. Agent.
ivblCovdam
AGENTS WANTED.

A.

HENRY CLEWS

rat,, with Steam

-I w-

A

width, mid qualities.

—

CHEMICALS.

and Air Attachment*. Carpet* renovated at all seasons of
MACHINE
the
and In all kinds of weather.

ART GOODS

I’lic FltANOO<AinERI€AN FOK3I
VARIABLE DIAGRAM for cutting and fit

U A unborn

DEALERS’nr

MEDICINES,

investment, 6 and 7 per cent. R. R. and
Municipal Bond*. Investment circular mailed on

515 CONGRESS ST.

.,

may2<12w

yards

cubic
of dredging.
8.—Charles Kiver, Massachusetts, about 42,000
cubic yards ot dredging.
Person* desiring to make proposals for this work
are requested to apply to the undersigned at this
office for specifications, instructions to bidders, and
the requisite blanks, and such further information
as may be desired concerning the same.
CHA8. W. RAYMOND, Major of Engineers,
(16t
mayl

F.FMUMCO.,

Frank B. Clark, Foster’s Dye House,
Wo. 1JI Preble

(}

•

DIRIGO TRANSFER CO

DISTRESS

to wit:—

1, .Malden Klver, Massachusetts, about 36,000
cubic yard* of dredging.
2. -Boston Harbor. Massachusetts, about 32,000

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,
DRUGS,
32 Exchange Street.
apl~eodtf

—

Artist.’

THE RELIEVER OF

PIOFOKALH r«K nHKUliHti
United State* Engineer Office,
No. 88 State Street, Boston, Mass., April 30,1883.
O BALED PROPOSALS, in triplicate, addressed to
O the undersigned, will be received at this office,
until 12 o’clock noon on Monday, the 21st day of
May, 1883, for Improving the following rivers and

PIANO COVERS and PIANO STOOLS

d&wtfli)

THE GREAT HEALTH KEEPER

d3t*

PROPOSALS.

fOHta, .Joseph Dane, Kennebunk.

and Au-

PAINS

CO* Fropnri or*.
AttTKU, HARRIS
* HAWLEY, Oem
Aa t*, Boaton.Mui.

ma7

and

DjHK'.'ToKa, John MuMey, Francl* K. Swan.
William E. Gould, William G. Da»l», H. .1. Libby,
,la«sob McLellau, Philip H. Brown, Edward A.
Noyau, H. M. Payaon, W. H. Moulton, William
Sweat, L. I>. M. Sweat, all of Portland.
Abner Coburn, Skowhegan, Anaon P. Morrill, Au-

Congratulation THE

Cards, Photograph

Crick, Sprain* Wnnebn,

or

THAT

and Or-

iiirtliday Cards,

namented

taih

$10,

Young Ladies’ Circle

THE-

CO., Children’s Hooks and Fan-

PINE HYGIENIC BUTTRESS!

m»3

(Ho. 8.)

Spring Trade.

Al»o .gent. Anbe.toe MU! Bonn!' Sheathing, Fire
Proof Pniiitft.Ontlugs MidOvmetiU.
ap4eod2m

Prices

at

PIANO and ORGAN

—FOH

21 MARKET

The

Connected with the First Baptist Sabbath School,
will hold an Apron Stair in Brceplion Hall,
on Wednesday, May i), afternoon and evening.
Mother Goose, will hold a reception in the evening
at eight o’clock. Refreshments will be served.

VAULT*.

NEW GOODS

(ilrnrrnl A|nn,

40YEARS

iprlres

low

the

organa.

A lady write?: “After years of severe suffering
from female complaints, nervousness and
dyspepsia
your Swedish Botanic Compound has entirety cured

and

aslontshtnirtr

nl

SWEDISH REMEDIES

t consider Swedish Botanic Compound the best
Blood Puiiflnr and Spring Medicine in use.
W. B. WATSON, I.yrin, Mas#

.Manager.
JIAV 7,

Joe Hurt, John Devoy, Alice Sherwood,
And our great stock company in a
roaring afterinavdlw
piece. Prices as usual.

BIRtiLAB PROOF

PRESTON, KEAN
A large ami eleganl assorlstc'itl

bti nation.

4t
when taken together according to direction?,
have times and times again cured consumption
Thousand# of
in the first and second stages.
Writ# for
testimonial# of It# wonderful cures.
pamphlets and circulars—Sent Free.
F. W. A. Bkrgkngkbn, M. T>.«
Lynn, Mass.
Proprietor.

THEATRE.

Fred Mortimer

NO.

Cures Con*

a cnarm on tne dices!ivc

LYCEUM

Admission: Adults 20 cts.; Children 15 eta. Y.
M. C. A. Membership Tickets will not admit to this
entertainment.
ma7dlt

BONDS.

I

CO.,

Devonshire Street, Boston.

personal

Henrietta Chanfrau.
0. W. Tayleure, Esq.
(Author of the play)
and
Seats 75c
50c; gallery 35c. Sale of seats
commences Wednesday, May 0.
ma7dl w

Carlslye,

Woodbury & Moulton

dtf

BANKERS,

our

Isabel Vane,

Mr.

Kroon Drill

ncll.

71

and 'Major.*
S41 EliDAV MATINEE at 2.30.
First time in Portland. A play of powerful Interest in 4 acts—expressly writeu for Mias Chanfrau,

TELEPHONE NO. 257.

investments^
WHITNEY &

strong supporting cast, including the 'Judge’

a

by Thirteen Young Ladle*
Benefit of the Boys’ Library of the Y.M.C.A.
Holiday Evening, Hay 7, at 7.30

Cove ronirnt,

BASSET,

3000

over

Chanfrau.

CONCERT and READINGS

28.48

Sw«Mllsh

the system
and arts like

suIO

COAOIIESS STKEET,

Come and Mee end

Pcp8!"pms

strengthens

Cleancnt, I’nrcM, Nwcelrtl siimI
llt'iilfliit’Ml Hod in llio World.

I THE TESTS OF

Look at the Prices:

Ami other li-n.l

Frank

FOE SALE BY

Dayton

Lung*.

puri-

fies the blood

pangs of BhenmaUtm,
Inflammatory and chronic, or suffering from sero f
ulal

Erysipelas!
Salt rheum, blood poisoning, dyspepsia, indigestion, and in fact almost>Il diseases frail

ME.;

NOW ItE ADY—A large assortment of elegant (’a? rioge* for pleasure, buxines* or
family mm all of nay own uiuuufarlurr
and *t Irtly first class,
to the inspection
or which all are cordially invited.
Also
a large n««o> itut-ut of Carriage* from *onae
of New England'* .Rost Celebrated VI an
ufnrlnrer*
of
l.ow
Priced
Vehicle*.
Hating made a careful selection of
the above, and having had
over
twenty
Car
year*
experience as a Practical
ring* naoNfuctarer. I feel confident I can
furui*b a belter carriage of thi* claim for
lr»« money than ran be found elsewhere.

Neuralgia,

Has met with unparalleled success wherever it has
been introduced, not only curing cases of simple
forms of these diseases, but many wonderful cures
of CHRONIC RHEUMATISM are recorded, and
thus far not a single instance where relief has not
been afforded.
This medicine is put up with great
care, containing nothing that would be in any way injurious to
the most delicate constitution. Every one who has
used it has recommended it to other sufferers, and if
given a fair trial it will prove its own merits
The following testimonial came to us entirely unsolicited, and is a specimen of scores we have on
file, the number increasing daily.

fier. It

PORTLAND,

CHAIBEBLimlsTEO'8

|

(uea* Ftlmouth Hotel,

physioians

"What Is

valid

*B to 38 1*10* STREET,

sts.,

SEARLES'

PREPARED

Ask any orjall of the most eminent physicians:
"What is the best and only remedy that can be
relied on to cure all diseases of the kidneys and uri-

on the I8tli of December, 1865,
Secretary Seward issued the official proclamation that twenty-seven Slates, being just
three-fourths of the entire number of thirty
six States, had ratified it, and that it had
therefore become a part of the Constitution.
It is worthy of note that Georgia was the
twenty-seventh State, its ratification occuring December 6; and that live States afterwards ratified it—Oregon, California Florida, New Jersey and Iowa, the last ono on

effectively iu this grand

CURE,

& Congress
BOSTON.

Played by him
nights.

Kit,

Choice

ithout notice.

Cor. Watei

Finally,

could not rise on a master nor set on a
slave.” I cannot conclude without a brief
allusion to a few who can never he forgotten
when the past rises before my vision.
First, as entitled to precedence as among
the congressional opponents of slavery in the
day of its power, were the veterans, John
Quincy Adams, Joshua It. ti hidings and
Owen I.ovejoy, who spoke faithfully for freedom in the earlier
years, fearless of obloquy
or terrorism—“wlio waited
long, but died
without the
eight.”
Next i see that trio of illustrious .Senators

40.38
84.32

Colcmdch... 24.38

BONDS.
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we are now

clkvkland.
Toledo

Uil.1.14’1

“I have used Aveb’s Pills in numberless instances as recommended by yon, and have never
known them to fail to accomplish the desired result.
We constantly keep them on hand at our home, and
prise them us a pleasant, safe, and reliable family
medicine. FOB JIY8PEP8IA Ibev are invaluable.
Mejia, Texan, June 17, 1882. J. T. HAYES."

the

capita Ib only $1X73
give the debt per capita of some other
Ohio, as reported in the C. S. census returns
we
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The Arkanraw Traveler.

of assessed

cent

The Debt per

Below

Frank Chanfrau.

Henrietta Chanfrau.
Lady Gay Spanker,
(The beat on the stage.)
SATURDAY NIOnT.

JlOYDAY.

calomel

from

always

otters.

will find

\ou

absolutely free
ary other injurious Ingredient.
are

“Aveb’s Pills are invaluable to me. and are my
constant companion. 1 have been a severe sulfcrer
from Headache, and
your Pills are the only thing I
could look to for relief.
One dose will quickly
move my bowels and free
my head from pain. They
are the inoel effective and the easiest physic I have
ever found.
It I* a pleasure to me to speak in
their praise, and 1
do so when occasion

or

We believe it will

vegetable

of

compounds

are

and

A Sufferer from llrudurlic

We

way.

ouly,

three per

of SAFES in Mb

Pills

These
stances

in damp places.
particularly call the attention of all Mill owners to this Bolt as being in the end the cheapest belt
they can buy, while the first cost Is only about* ten
per cent more than bolting made in the ordinary

speed

—

PILLS.

A large proportion of the diseases which cause
nurturing result from derangement of the
stomach, bowels, and liver. Avkit's Cath Anno

W« bare Ju> t pateutnt » new .'tide la Jtublmr
Hulling winuh Is sold uuder tin: name of

less than

The debt is
valuation.

Cincinnati. ..$38.20

human

Belting.

is one of the growing cities of Ohio; the
county neat of Stark county and a railroad centre.

cities in
Of 1880:

Me.
Square' Portland,'dtf

BELTING.

WE OFFER

WHITNEY,

RUBBER

huu Pits*,

pi'l.at. ,>upila fcj tt>® *«<>.., c«,

gfc',

Market Hall. Market

Congress Street
eodtf

Total Debt, .8103,000
< 'antou

Drillers in Timothy, Clover, Flax, Hungarian, Millet,
Ited lop, Blue Brass, Lawn Brass,
Orchard Brass, Barden,
Flower, Bird Seeds, Ac.

.Sir Harcourt Courtly,

ISABEL VANE

BONDS.
dtf

CHAJVFHAUS.

LONDON ASSURANCE

With

DE1L0W, EASTON & BERTS

which had rejected the amendment passed it
lit) to 56 (7 votes over two-thirds). Abraham Lincoln affixed.hls signature to it February 1; although protesting to the enrollment committee1 tha*. it was needless, as the
constitution authorized “two-thirds of Congress” to submit amendments to the States.
The President’s own State of Illinois delighted him by a telegram that very night
that it had, first of all others, ratified this
great amendment. Rhode Island and Michigan won ttie next place of honor by ratifying it the followingday. But months elapsed

so

ltd ween Oak and

|
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HEM EM Itl'.lt THESE GOODS ARE A SPECIALTY.

iimyE

stocks.

CITY of CANTON, OHIO

FRANK GOUDY,
OH6UKSS,

ill B.II.O.HEWES

some

admirable magazine illustrations of which
this issue contains a large number of exceedingly creditable examples. In the second
number named is a sketch of the late Alexander 11. Stephens, the typical Southern
Statesman who lias done such eminent service for his State and for the nation at large.
The Continent is the first of the magazines
to publish a carefully prepared paper on the
li fe and services of this remarkaable and
gifted man. The author, the Rev. Henry
Wh iuiey Cleveland, w-as selected by Mr. Stephens as his literary executor, and the present article was prepared with the full approval
of the deceased statesman, who well knew
where it would eventually be published, ami
who wrote au autograph for fac-simile repro
duction in the Continent. The closing chap
ters of Ju dge l’ourgee’s Hot Plowshares in.
crease in interest as the climax
approaches,
and the author of A Fool’s Errand bar never done himself greater credit as a historical novelist than in this volume of the series. The illustrations, by A. IL Frost, are

by

who had aided

4

7m.
Ob.
Ob.
Ob.
Ob

ble rates.

Frank Curtis.Proprietor
TWO NICIITH and MATINEE

FKIIIAV EVENING, May 11,
Chanfrau* Jointly!
Only Time!

Exchange
Sterliug uud Continental
bought and uold at moat favoradec!4

•561

AVili receive

Maine Central
Portland and Kennebec
AudroB< oggiu and Kennebec
Portland and OgdeoBburg
CJity of Portland
and other first-clans bonds and

PORTLANDTHEATRE.
and Manager.

THE

Street,

Offer for Sale

Dross

KENDALL &

The current numbers of The Continent,
bearing dates of May 2d and l)tb, are execp.
tlcually rich in timely and superbly illustrated articles. The first opens with a fine
engraved pursuit, of Michael Muukacsy,
perhaps the greatest of living painters, and
besides a number of drawings illustrative of
bis works, presents a magnificent full-page
engraving from one of bis uoblest paintings
—Milton Dictating Paradise Lost to bis
Daughters. 1'liis picture is owned by tlio
Lenox Library in New York, and the engraving was made from the original expressly for The Continent. There is also an engraving of the figure of Christ from the artist’s famous painting of Christ before Pilate. The context is by Anna Bowman
Blake, an author who lias enjoyed especla'
facilities for learning from the artist himself the leading incidents of his professioual

Middle
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IN EVERY DEPARTMENT

Magazine Notices.

The people bad
spoken mightily. Sherman had marched to
the sea gloriously. The overthrow of the
Rebellion was beyond all question. And on
the 31st of January, 1805, the same House

was

BANKERS,

endure.

re-elected overwhelmingly.

before the requisite number

J. B. Brown & Sons,

NEW GOODS

NOTICE!

entertainments.

FINANCIAL._

_MISCELLANEOUS.

it;

of both branches of congress with threequarters of all the States concurring, could,
in any way, unsettle our work.
Senator Snmner was one of the earliest,
after this was decided, to indicate the language he desired to have placed in the Con-

By

the swiftness of the race.” »
And surely two of the other House, whoso
votes “proclaimed liberty
throughout the
laud to all the Inhabitants thereof,” will
stand most eminently conspicuous in history—Henry Winter Davis of the former
slave State of Maryland, one of the most
gifted and gracefnl orators onr nation has

EDUCATIONAL.

law for

abolition passed by
one congress might be repealed
by another
congress, the destruction of so powerful an
institution as American slavery must rest on
nothing less substantial than the .national
constitution. Then, if wo should, at any
future date, go out of power in the mutation of parties, nothing less than two-thirds
as a

work, but who so soon followed our first
martyred President to the tomb—Collamer,
Foot and Fcssendon—Collamer, encyclopedic In varied knowledge and unsurpassed in
logical reasoning; Foot, whose commanding
presence and parliamentary ability
made
him one of the me st popular of presiding
officers; and Fessenden, of whom it was
said so poetically at his fuenral, “His words
were swift and sharp as a cl meter; they
warmed as the Olympic wheel caught fire in

ecdtf

o

wlll.be

as tine Uaracoa Fruit as
lu the market this season. For sale

J. W. LIBBY.

LORING, SHORT & HARMON
Opposite Preble House,
Consroas

at

CHOICE NEW CHOP

Portland.

00 Middle SI reel,
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shrinking or

I » All new gol ds that need
or will spot should bo sponged
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FOR THE B^OOKLYuM.

fllllK. steamer riuvbe will make trip u tw.ni
Custom House whart and the wrecked steamer
1
Brooklyn until further notice.
rjsitr

I

"
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THE PriESS.
May be obtained at tbo Periodical Depot* of N. G,
Fessenden, Marquis, Brunell & Go,, Armstrong,
Wentworth, Hodsoon, Uobeit Costello, Qilpatriok,
Jewett, Hose, Hitehings & McFarland, Watson,
strange, Stimson, Gould, Peterson, Lanagan, Shehan, Boston* MainejDepot, and Chisholm Bros.,
on all trains that run out of the city.
Auburn, Willard Small * OOJ
Augusta. J. F. Pleree.
Bangor, Bangor News Go,
Bar Harbor, F. S. Jordan.
Bath, J.O. Shaw.
Blddoford, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellerson.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Cumberland Mills. F. A. Verrlll.
Damartisootta, E. W. Dunbar:
Freeport, W, A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. G. Harmon.
Fairfield, E. H. Evans.
Farmington, D. H. Knowltoa.
Gardiner, Palmer * Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish * O*. •
Hallowell, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chamber * Este*.
Livermore Falls, G. D. Hughe*.
Meohauie Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S.’L. Crockett, A. O. Nove*.
Old Orchard Geo. E. Fogg, A. L. Jelllmn,

Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Ardrew*,
Sabattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa. F. E. Webb.

Saco, II. B. Kendrick * Oo.,

Springvalc,

C. H, Pierce.

So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vlnalbaven, H. M. Robert*.
Witidoboro. G. Bliss.

Waterville,

DRAMA.

RAILWAY NOTES.

sam’l of POSEN.
The second performance of ‘'Sam’l of Posen'1
drew almost as large a house to City Hall Saturday night as the evening previous. The receipts for the two performances, we understand, will be about $1300.
At the close of the second act Saturday
night Mr. Curtis was called before the curtain,
and as ho was about to retire was met by Lieut.

Waternouse,

Brown Light Artillery,
who in a few pleasant words presented hkn, in
behalf of the Artillery, with an elegant goldheaded ebony cane. Mr. Cartis had no knowlof the

of the affair, and was taken completely
by surprise. As soon as he realized the situation he responded, thanking the company for
this manifestation of their regard, and assuring them that wherever he was, whether in

edge

Europe or America, the Brown Light Artillery would always have a warm plaoe lu
his heart. He also hoped that this, ills lira*

appearance In Portland, would not prove his
last as his reception here had been made so
pleasant. On the side of the head of the cane
was the following
inscription:—“From the
Brown Light Artillery, Portland, Me.” On
oue end of the head was
engraved. “M. B.
Curtis,” and on the other, "May 5, 1383.”
Elegant bouquets ware also presented to eaeh
lady of the compauy. The season of the company ended here, and most of the members
left on the 2 a. m. train yesterday for the West.
THE LYCEUM.

The

CITY AND VICINITY.
[For Other Local Matter

see

ham- Page.]

ADVERTISEMENTS

TO-OAY

ENTERTAINMENTS.
Lyceum Theatre.
Port laud Theat re—The Chanfratts.
Concert and Reading—Y. M. C. A.
Apron Sale—Young Ladies' Circle.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS,
Ladies’ Hosiery- Owen. Moore & Co.
Spring Goods—Rines liros.
Lost—Watch.
Annual Meeting—Portland Publishing Co.

Lyoeum

begin

will

another successful
week to-night, for another great bill will he offered. Joe Hart, the great ban joist, will
appear, and John Devoy, with his unique and

amusing songs, the beautiful singer Ella Martyne, and the great serio-comic Alice Sherwood, and the popular Dutch comedian Gus
Wallace,besides the Laisoelles, Annie Phillips,
Ida Mortimer, Clara Wilbur, Dou Hatob, Fred
Mortimer and La Petite Carrie. Laisoells’
new comedy, “The
Happy Man,” will he produced with its beautiful transformation scene,
"the shower of gold."
THE SHAtGHHU'N.

The Grattan Literary Association, a society
composed of many of our best Catbolio young

Glove Sale—Gluts. Gustis & Go.
Statement—Casco National Bank.
Wanted—Brain and Ability.
Report—Merchants Naticiial Bank.
Wanted—Young Ladies.
Statement—Canal Natiional Bank.

to produce the play of the
propose
Shaughraun for the benefit of St. Joseph’s
Home in Deering, on Monday and Tuesday,
May 14th and 15th. As the object is a most
worthy.one those attending will assist a good

men,

For Sale—Phaeton.
AUCTION SALES.
Administrator’s Sale—Household Goods.

and will be well entertained by that ex
celleut play. A decided interest is manifested
as shown iu the
large sale of tickets, and we
feel assured that the “Grattans” will be painstaking in their efforts to preseut the play in a
oause

Advice
to Mothers.—Mrs.
Winslow’s
Soothing Syrup should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet

sleep by relieving

the child from pain, and the
little cherub awakes as “bright as a button."
It is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the
child, softens the gums, allays all pain, relieves

pleasing

manner.

NOTES.

“Only a Farmer’s Daughter” received its
rendering at Portland Theatre Saturday night and gave as much pleasure as on its
second

first presentation.
Next Friday and Saturday Frank Chanfrau
and Mr*. Chanfrau will be at Portland Theatre.
"Genevieve” is nearly ready to be played in
wind, regulates the bowels, and is the best the Portland Theatre by local talent, under the
direction
of Mrs. Day.
knowD remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising
There are 200 actors engaged by the Madison
from teething or other causes. Twenty-five
Theatre for their travelling companies
Square
cents a bottle.
next season, including among them Joe Wheelock.
deed
WSM&wly
Wm. Young, of Chicago, author of “Pendra"A go as you please contest"-—a cough il left
gon,” has written a tine play for the Madison
unchecked—Adamson's Botanic Cough Bal- Square called “The Rajah.” The opening
play next season will be Fred Morrison's “Elsie
sam is a sure check and cure.
Deane.”
A new comic opera has just been brought
Harper's Bazar—This beautiful weekly
out at the Royalty Theatre, London, which is
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor the work of G. R. Sims and Frederick Clay,
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
and is called the “Merry Duchess.” The hero
been received by N. G. Fessenden. 4&i Conof the piece is one Fred Bowman, a satire on
the famous English jockey, Fred
gress Street and D. Wentworth, 553 Congress,
Archer,
corner Oak street.
whose recent marriage created so much of a
sensation. The plot is strongly flavored with
racing slang and sportiug allusions, and the
Superior Court.
main idea lies in the effort made by Brabezon
BEFORE JUDGE BONNET.
Sikea to prevent the horse which
belongs to
Saturday.—The grand jury reported a number
the Duchess, and which Fred Bowman is to
of indictments, but the following only hare been
from
ride,
winning, but Fred not only wins
made public:
the race but with it the Duchess herself. The
music is said to be bright and tunefHl, and a
George F. Soule, perjury.
Samuel Bowles, larceny.
chorus of jockeys made quite a hit aud was
Edwin A. Bond, attempt to break and enter and
twice encored.
commit larceny.
The stars who have made the most money
James A. Carey, forgery.
this year are said to be Signor Salvini,
Janies H. Dow, larceny.
Mrs.
Langtry, Annie Pixley, J. K. Emmet,
George Brown, compound larceny.
John Cloarce, assault with intent to kilL
Mary Anderson, John McCullough, John T.
Josephine Brock alias Delina Dessell, nuisance.
Raymond, Lotta, Mile. Rhea, Joseph Jefferson, Gus Williams and Marie Gsistinger.
The traverse jury will come In Monday afternoon.
Salvini played 112 nights and is said to have netted $50,000. Of the traveling combinations
Municipal Court.
which have been successful, Salisbury’s TrouBEFORE JUDGE GOULD.
badours, “The Lights o’ London.” Thacher's
Saturday.—Wm. Griffin. Intoxication. Ninety
Minstrels, the Kiralfys, “The Black Flag,”
days in county jalL
Barry and Fay and Charles’Wyndham's comJohn Hasset. Intoxication. 1 hirty days in the
pany are said to have made all the way from
•$20,000 to 875,000 each.
county jail. Sentence suspended.
_

Brief Jottings.
Deaths last week. 13.
Arrests lsst week, 50; drunker ess, 22.
A. M. Smith is building tbrto cottages on
Little Diamond Island; one for Mr. DeGreot.
Mike Davis says he Isn’t acting as trainer
for Kennedy; that the latter is his own trainer.
Grand Lodge annual meeting K. of P. will
be held at Lewiston, May 16th.
The Little Women’s fair closed Saturday
night and was very successful.
Turnkey Bell provided the night force Saturday with hot baked beans and brown bread.
And now there is talk of

a

Lacrosse club in

Portland.
Air. John Lawlor, the popular Grand Trunk
ticket agent, drew an elegant 6100 watch at
the Providence Catholic fair.
The East Deering Sunday school has been
presented by the superintendent, George Russell, Esq., with a large and elegantly bound
Bible.

improvements on the postofhce
East Deering are beiDg made under the superintendence of Moses G. WoodRepairs

building

and

at

man, Esq.
It is reported that the government of the
Union Rowing Association propose this year to
open their rooms to the representatives of the
Dress, and to give to them the fullest op'
portunity to get all the sporting news going at
first hands.
There was an eclipse of the sun yesterday

daily

•

visible only in the South Pacific.
The sheriffs made two seizures Saturday.
A large incubator went over the Grand
Trunk road to !be Glen House last weekSpring chickens will be plenty there the com

ing

Bummer.

A party of about seventy-five children were
taken out to Mr. A. L. Millett’s cottage Saturday, where a happy day was passed.
It is reported that efforts will be made to
raise a fund for the purpose of leasing a hall
and making the arrangements for a Free Religions Society in Portland, and that if the
scheme proves a success Col. Ingersoll will be
invited to dedicate the hall.
Saturday the dry dock was opened for a ves*
eel to come in, and after the gates were closed
and the water pnmped out it was found that a
large school of herring had been captured.
It is understood that Officer Ruel N. Fields
has resigned his policeman’s position in order
to accept a position tendered him as watchman
the Grand Trunk line, at an increase over
the policeman's pay.
The new fishing schooner “John M. Plummer,’’lately launched at East Boothbay, arrived at this port Friday afternoon. She is a
nicely proportioned >essel of about 60 tons,
new measurement, owned by E. H. Chase of
this city, and will be commanded by Capt.
John Conary, late of schooner M. M. Chase.
The Bowdoins boat the Tufts’ nine Friday,
9 to 8. The game was well played on the part

on

of the Bowdoins.
The Grand officers will institute a new lodge
of the Knights of Pythias, at Hiram, Monday

evening.
There

was a

magnificent

sunset

last evening.

Clouds, sunshine and showers yesterday.
Mercury, 10® at sunrise, 52° at noon, 50® at
sunset.

Teachers’ meeting this evening.
Mr. W. G. Tobey has just been

Personal.
M. B. Curtis and wife are at the Falmoath
Hotel, and O. G. Barron of the Fabyan House.
Hon. Caleb HodgdoD, ef East Boothbay, is
at the City Hotel.
The “Sarn'I of Posen” and "Only a Farmer’s Daughter” companies are at the States.
J’ Payne, of Montreal, auditor of the Grand
Trunk, and E. G. Humphrey, of the St. John
& L. C. R. R., are at the Preble.
The installation of the Rev. J. K. Smyth
took place yesterday during morning service
over the New Jerusalem Society at Roxury,
Mass corner of St. Jamas and Regent streets.
The Revs. Joseph Pettee. James Reed, T. F.

Wright and J. E. Warren took part in the

cer-

emonies.
Gen. John C. Caldwell, formerly of Ellsworth, and for several years the representative
of the United States at one of the South American Governments, has taken up bis residence
in Boston, where he will practice law.
Hon. Thomas 8. Lang, formerly of Maine,
has become editor and one of the publishers
of the Wasco San, published in Dallas City,

Oregon.
Mr. George Gray, who baa for the last three
yeais been in the employ of the Kerosene Oil
Works at Ligonia as day engineer, severed his
connection with that company on the 30th of
last month.
Mr. Arthur J. Symonds, formerly of Portland, bat for some months past employed in
the weather report division of ihe Government
printing office at Washington, is visiting friends
in the city.
The fnneral of the late Mr. 8. 8. Rich war

large attended yesterday

and the floral tributes
very handsome and appropriate.
News of the death of Capt. Samuel Rogers,
master of the ship Nipbon, at Rio Janeiro was
received Thursday. He died of pneumonia.
Mrs. Rogers was with him at the time of his
death.
were

Major George 8. Merrill, editor of the Lawrence American, and late Commander*in-Chief
of the Grand Army of the Republic, will de
liver the oration before Sheridan Post of Biton the afternoon of Dev-

deford, in City Hall
iation Day.

The League Contest.
The close of the first week of the contest for
the leagne championship finds Providence at
the front with

unbroken series of victories,
Harry Wright's boys winning all five of the
games played. Next comes Chicago, and one
of the surprises of the week was Saturday’s de.
feat of the champions by the Detroit*
Another surprise, was
the
winning of three
straight games by the New Yorks from the
It was confidently expected that the
Bostons
Hob’s representatives would take one and even
two games from the Gothamites, bat It was or'
dered otherwise, and the Bostons have only to
make the best of it. While the batting of the
an

Bostons has been bard, the fielding has been
far below their usual standard, and an im'
provement may be looked for in this respect ss
the boys get down to their work. Buffalo and
Cleveland divide the honors of the week, and
the Philadelphlas start off with an unbroken
chain of five defeats. The eastern clubs have
played one more game the past week than the
western teams. The following table show the
situation at present:

appointed

assistant boiler inspector at the Grand Trunk
station. Mr. Tobey’s fidelity and experience
entitle him to the promotion he has won.
Misses Ella and Etta Bartlett, assisted by

A Firat Class Opening.
The Union Mutual Life Ihsurance Company
of this city, have recently secured some excellent additions to Iheir corps of agents In this

Accidents.
W. Curtis, in the employ of
Colesworthy, 149 Oxford street, while

State, and their business already shows the
result in a very largo increase.
They still
have some first-olass openings (as will be seen
by reference to their card) in various parts of
this State—and gentlemen of ability will find
this a good opportunity to make a desirable
connection with so progressive and popular a

It is not thought
taken up insensible.
injuries will prove to be of a serious
nature. The horse was not hurt and no dam-

company.

that his

the wagon.
age was done to
One day the past week Clark Blake accion an old
dentally broke his leg while at play
pile driving machiue at Cape Elizabeth.
morning Mrs. Shaw, wife ol Mr.

Saturday

Abner Shaw, 105 Free street, slipped on a
piece of coal and fell to the floor, dislocating
her hip.
Mrs. Shaw is quite aged and Ihe
fears are entertained as to ti e result

gravest

of the accident.

a oobbls-stoue," aud that
of a series of obstructions
countered in the attempt
two roads. It is said that

this Is only the first
which will he ento consolidate the
one or more

ol the

directors, who have all along opposed the lease,

endeavoring to secure

sufficient control of
the stock to go before the New Hampshire legislature with a strong protest against the consummation of the union, and, it is claimed,
with good prospects of success.
The uttitude
of the Hou. Frank Jouesof Portsmouth, N.
H., is said to be the unknown quantity in this
problem, aud. until bis position is known, it Ib
considered very uncertain in whlob direction
the preponderance of tits influence will he.
are

a

The Grand Trunk Railway.
The report of the directors of the Grand
Trunk Railway shows the gross receipts from
llio united system to be £1,480,222 in 1882

against £1,304,381 in 1881, the working expenses having been 07.38 against 73.07 the corresponding period iu 1881. After paying interest
the International Bridge, Chicago and
Grand Truuk, Wellington, Grey aud Bruce on
capital temporarily employed, divldeud on De-

on

troit, Grand Haven and Milwaukee shares of
£528,731 19s. 7d., and doduotiug for interest on
five per cent, perpetual debenture stock, reuts,
interest on bonds, less interest received on land
loans to arnouut ol £237.243, there is a balance
of net revenue of 8528,751 divisible in the proportion of 7t)Jper oeut. to the Grand Truuk
share capital, aud .'10 per cent, to the Great
Western share capital.
Notes.
Public notice lias been given that an act of
incorporation will bo asked from the next legislature for constructing and operating a railroad from Milan on the Grand Truuk road,
through Dummer,to the state line on Umbagog
Lake.
Minor

St. Vincent De Paul.
jubilee ol the anniversary
of
the conference
of
St.
Vincent
Jbe
Paul was celebrated by the ft. Patrick’s and
St. Dominick's conferences of tins city jostorday. At the early mass the active and honorary members of both oonfereuoes to the number of about sixty, received holy communion,
and at the high mass Bishop lfealy preached a
sermon on the life and works of the founder of
the order, Frederic. Ozanatn, and the principles of the conference.
As usual the sermon of Bishop Uealy was an
able and masterly presentation of hta subject,
and was listened to with marked attention by
The

golden

saccaraptm.

A. L. Hawkcs Is laying out a now brickyard
on Stroud water
Bt.
Tt>e Portland and Rochester railroad to accommodate its
increasing freight business, is to
build another side track
near the station.
The water in the river is
lower than common
at this season of the
year.
Ivy Lodge, I>. of It. of Portland, has gen^r’
ously donated the sum of 860 to Saecarappa
Lodge, I 0.0. K., to assist that
In fur-

nishing its

new

hall.

lodge

er

civilized world. Formed in 1833 by Frederic
Oianarn, then a poor stndent in Paris, the
noble charity and Christian zeal of its members
have wrought untold benefit to the poor and
the needy. This order was founded in Paris at
a time when secret
societies for the propagation of false and
deceitfnl doctrines of liberty honeycombed the land, when the wild
dreamers of socialism and communism as now,
aimed at a Utopia only possible In their own

perverted and diseased imaginations. The de.
sign of the conference of St. Vincent Da Paul
was first, to develop the principles of Christian
action among its members, and second, to bring
succor to the poor and the downcast. Its methods are open not secret.
It aims to assist the
poor without respect of race, religion or party.
It!is as broad,as liberal and as charitablo as the
immortal principles which underlie and form
the pillars of the true church of Christ. Other
societies exist for the material advancement of
their members.
This society exists for the
spiritual elevation of its members and material
and moral advancement of the poor. In every
city of the world exist conferences of 8t. Vincent De Paul.
Its members, like angels of
charity, silently and without ostentation, true
types of Christian piety and benevolence, daily
pursue the work of the society. The benefits
conferred are wonderful.
Last year the conferences of this city assisted over sixty families, made over two thousand visits to the poor’
and spent over 81000 in dispensing charity.
The conferences meet weekly.
Applications
for assistance are mode to a visiting committee
appointed by the president of the conference.
If the committee consider the applicant a perof such an
one is placed upon the relief roll and one of the
members is assigned to visit the person or family each week, and to make a weekly report to
the conference which grants the required assistance, whether food, house-rent, fuel or
clothing. The funds of the conferences ar®
supplied by the voluntary contributions of the
members, collections at the churches and the
proceeds of entertainments. Each conference
makes an annual report to the Superior Council in New York, which in turn renders a reson

requiring assistance the

name

port to the General Council in Paris.
Aquatic.

Friday

afternoon Hanlan took a practice
Mr. Daniel Driscoll, who
spin of Biz miles.
set him afloat, informed a correspondent that
while Hanlan had been at Lowell be newer exhibited better form or rowed with greater
speed than on that afternoon. Hanlan rowed
up the river three miles at a 54-to the-aiinnte
pace, and kept this np all over the distance.
He rows in grand style. The instant his oars
grip the water bo puts on tremendons power
and makes Ilia boat more very fast. He U now
within a few pounds of his weight, and baa to
reduce himself only a few ounces a day to be
in perfect form on race day.
to Mr. Thomas Spelman, who
represented the Haligonians at 4te meeting in
Lowell, Hanlan desires to state that Mr. Spela
man acted in
most gentlemanly manner at
tbeir meeting a few days since, but, being^nly
one of 20 members of the Halifax Rowing AsIn

justice

sociation, he could

alter

the articles for
the double-scull race, having no power from
the association to do so.
The champion is
more than satisfied that the race will t»ke
place on or about the date named by him. It
seems that the Haligonians, in asking for five
miles, were justified in demanding a race at
that distance, as the cartel issued on behalf of
Lee and Hanlan stated that they were willing
to row a double-scali race for throe or five
miles.
This being the case, if the Halifax
oarsmen demand
five miles, Hanlan
and
mate will have to agree to that distance.
Hanlan, after his race with Kennedy, goes
to Alexandria bay, N. Y., to train for his race
Ross.
Hanlan has shortened his walks in training
because of being so near his rowing weight.
Two siDgle-scnll shell boats for nanus and
Conley of Halifax were shipped to the capital
of Nova Scotia by Williams & Stevens of Lowell last Friday.
not

Bob Hacic'e Rooster.
will remember Bob Mack and his
rooster "Dick” who appeared here at Portland
Theatre with Callender's Minstrels.
The

Every one

Louisville Commercial says: “Bob has now
in training five bantams besides Pick, and
he will introduce a novelty in the
form of a chicken circus. He told Mr. Frohman of this the other day, and the latter was
so pleased with the idea that he gave Bob an
order on William Welsh,the manager, for $150,
the money to he paid ovor to Bob the first
night the new piece is put on the boards. The
Frohmans do not do things by halves, and an
order for new barnyard scenery of special denext season

from

Sitobridge.”

The

Infaol.it displays more intelligence In
many things than its master. The company
was out, in England last season, "playing In Her
Majesty’s Theatre, London. The Prince of
Wales occupied the royal box on several occasions, and ho was so delighted with the per-

formance of the little rooster that lie presented
a token of his appreciation to Boh in the
ehapo
of a souvenir—a sketch of a bantam cock engraved on a small gold medal set with dia'

mentis, and valued

at

twenty guineas.

Larceny.
A complaint was lodged at the station Satur-

day night

lad named Kelly had stolen
an overcoat, pair of pants
and $15 in money
and cleared out for Boston on tho boat. Officer
McOalinm went np yesterday after the lad and
that

a

probably

returned with him on the late train
last night.
Since the above was written we learn that
officer McOallum returned on the Pullman
last night bringing the Kelly boy with him.
Whou arrested in Boston Kelly was intoxicated and bad on the stolen pants. Nono of tho
rest of tlie property was recovered. Kelly says

tills is the first time he has committed such
offence.

an

Matters.
_

Fauminuton, May S.
As announced in my special to the Press
this morning, the investigation of the trouble
in the Normal Sohool has oome to a close, the
principal, I)r. O. 0. Hounds, fully exonerated
and the dissatisfied teachers permitted to resign, with no blemish upon their career as

During

his brief stay In town your
reporter formed an acquaintance with all the
teachers in the school and conversed with
them upon the disaffection existing among
themselves.
They talked very freely; said
that with few exceptions their stay in the
teaohers.

school had been pleasant, also their relations
with the principal friendly till this trouble
It appears that differences of opinion
regarding the conduct of the sohool have arisen among thomselves, and no doubt there Is
gu>re or less blame to he attaohed to both
sides. The subordinate teaohers seem to have

arose.

forgotten that Dr. Hounds has had over twenty-live years experience in scnools and educational matters which has given him a national
reputation, and that his methods of teaching
have been adopted In very many of the leading educational institutions—particularly his
method of oritlcisiug in all studies taken up.
Dr. Hounds takes great Interest in the sohool
here and keeps close watch over the other
teachers and their methods of teaching. H
anything varying from his favorite Ideas Is
taken up he is very likely to speak of It, oftentimes iu a manner by no moans to be tnirtaken as pleasant.
Hut It Is all past and gone

now, new teachers to fill up the broken ranks
will be appointed the coming weok and it is

confidently expected matters will run on
smoothly again ns In years past.
There is one point, however, that we wish to
speak on, namely the alleged decline of the
school.

Much has been written and spoken
concerning it, and our reporter has taken
pains to look the matter up. He fiuds there
has been a slight decrease lu numbers attending; but the object of tho sohool, to qualify
and turn out professional teachers, has been
more fully carried out, and the numbers
grad-

uated Increased year by year, as the table below will show, commencing with the estab
llshment of the school:

Cape Elizabeth.
week two gentlemen from Port,
wero returning from a visit to Deep
Brook, run their team Into the temporary barrloado near Mill Bridge. The carriage was
“mushed into kindling wood and the occupants
of the same
together with the horse barely escaped instant death.
The large attendance at the schools this

day last

land who

spring

NEW SPRING DRESS GOODS!

has necessitated

the employment of
assistant to Mr.
lleuley, In the grammar department. The at.
tendance is as follows; Mr. Henley, 80; Miss
Hutchins, (10; Miss Thurrell, (10, and Miss Boulteuhouse 78 or 80. This is the largest alten.

Miss Nellie Campbell

dance

_NEW ADVERTISEMENTS._

ever

Immense Stock of Mew, all Wool

as an

French Dress Goods !

Vear.
No. Graduating,
18«(i.at)
1807.....83
1808... 85
180!)*.14
1870 .14
1871 .It)
1872
.32
1873 .■•••.22

and Massure arrested a man
named Phtlbrook on aooount of a search and
seizure made at his store In March, when I’hll-

brook escaped.
Officer MoCallum arrested two boys for stealing Thornes Curran’s boat Saturday night, and
recovered the boat.
Apron Sale.
The ladles of the First Baptist church will
hold an apron Bale at Xteception llall next
Wednesday afternoon and evening with a
Mother Goose party in the evening.

50 pieces all wool, double width, Dress Goods
These

100

difficulties in the future, and with your permission 1 will give a brief abstract.
He spoke of the usefulness of Normal schools
aud was sorry any trouble bad arisen here. He
hoped that after due deliberation a decision
would be rendered to suit all.
No jealousies
should be allowed to exist between the three
schools in Maine, for they were located far

enough apart, hare separate fields of usefulness and each have men and women enough In
its jurisdiction to keep the ranks fail, lie referred to the Interest he bad taken in the Gorham school, it was located in the centre of a
large population; that within a radius of fifteen
miles there was a population of 85,000; that the
friends of this institution had relied largely
npon this population for the material for the

school, and that it

was

never

the intention

to

in any way Interfere with the local interests of
the school at Farmington.
He argued that
there was a demand for both schools and the
Interest of education demanded that the friends
of more efficient methpds of teaching, and consequently better prepared teachers, should
stand unitedly together for the support of both
institutions. He said that one of the results of
popular government was a freedom on the part
of the people to criticise any of Us iustitutions.
While this privilege should not be impaired
sometimes it was evident that witbont sufficient knowledge of facts, and in consequence
of a common disposition to criticize and find
fanlt, a community was oftentimes thrown into
a state of
excitement and injurious consequences followed.
r oroearance, and a Jost consideration of the
many euibarraasments which surrounded the
routine ot teacher's duty, with the responsibilities of bis calling in the performance of
many of the perplexities incident to goveramcn: and imparting instruction, should receive the charitable consideration of ail.
A
school in a town is very much what the people
make it, and in order that it should tie successful and efficient ttie management must receive the sympathy and support of ail good
citizens.
la closing Gov. Kobie said: "I am proud of
the institution at Gorham, and I fully appreciate this is the prevailing sentiment among
you citizens in regard to yonr own valnable
school, list us cultivate a reciprocity of interest by a united effort to make these Normal
Schools worthy of the confidence of tke people
and an honor to the State.”
In justice to the board of trustees we state
that Mr. Rounds' letter was not presented to
thorn (though it was given your reporter with
the remark that it was to be.) He and the

board, mutually agreed that

counsel on
either side should be admitted to the investigation as it would prolong the session by bringing
in many matters immaterial to the question.
Trustee Phiibrook (the father of one of the
teachers) withdrew from the examination of
bis own accord and without being requested tono

SUMMER VISITORS.

The town is preparing for a great influx of
summer visitors the coming season.
Hots)
Marble and

the

Stoddard Honse have both
and fnrnlshed, have gen-

newly painted
tlemanly cisrks in
been

first class hostelrles.

attendance and are now
They will be filled with

gnests.
The rallrdads, too,

are

anticipating Urge

Extra cats of the latest pattern will
be put on the Maine Central; and the Bandy
River narrow gauge road has ordered additional rolling Stock.
To-day a handsome
new locomotive, two tons larger than old ones,
numbers.

received hero ami Immediately forwarded
to tin*
repair shops at Phillips for final
"loaches" before going on to the road.
Ono of the finest hafis in Maine, outside her
large cities, lias just been completed by Messrs.
Dolblcr and Wangh, In their new block on
Broadway. It is named Music Hall, is fitted
with a large stage, handsome
scenery, and will
nicely accommodate the many fcstlvo gatherings of the season.
was

ITEMS.

I>. If. Kuowlton contemplates raising his
brick block on Main street another story,which
will coutaln an olegant lodge room, banquet
hall, &o., for Franklin Lodge, I. <). O. F.
Mr. A. I). Htarblrd of Freeman Informs me
he has sent 98,009 worth of salt boxes to Stevens ft Co., of Portland., from tits box mill
In
that town.
The Normal School grounds need "slicking
up.” We suggest that brick walks from the
streets to tho entrances of the building lie laid,
and a largo amount ot grading on the lot done.
Not a vory large amount would need to bo appropriated to beautify Hie plaoo.
I. W. Morrill, Esq., resident trustee of tbe
Normal School, received
many words of praise
for his impartial and candid conduct in the
lute investigation.
The Normal alumni will bold their annual
dinner, at
Phillips, ,fnly oth. His expected a
largo number will bo In town at that time.
Representatives of the classes of ’(iff, ’70, ’72,
’73, '74, '70, ’78, '79, '89, and '82 attended tho
Normal School Investigation, and all testified
ill strongest terms of praise of their old teacher, Dr. ilounds.
The now lire company, composed of Farmington’s best young men, with Cant. K. I. Merrill, foreman; F. O. Garcelon and G. E.Wheelor, assistants, is in line working order, and
ready to grapple the fire fiend.
Heal Estate Transfers
of real estate In tills
county liavo boon recorded at the Registry of
Deeds:
The

following transfers

Portland—Leroy 8. Sanborn to Samuel H.
Colesworthy, Jr., land and buildings.

CeorgoA. Urackett to Samuel H. Coles-

worthy, lot of land.
Windham—Beniamin F. Harris
F. Dunn, land and
buildings.
Uorharn—Jobn|Frlnk to James
land and buildings.

to

Bertrand

L. Haines,

ON

at

only

55 cts.

TIIE

Ware, Mirrors, Bookcase, Falmouth Range: touether with the entire Kitchen Furniture.

F. 0. BAILEY &

pieces all wool, $1.00 Dress Goods, at only

40

“

“

30

“

$1.25

“

75 cts.

«

CO., Auctioneers.

$1,00

dtd

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,
Auctlonrors and Commission Merchants
Malcer..m IN Kiri engr Ml.
9. 0.

Bines, Gurnets, Ecrus, Greys, Cardinals,

BAILEY,

o. W.

Au.wr

Regular sale of Furniture and Genera Merchant
dlse erery Laturday, commencing at 10 o'clock a,

The tin cent anil 73 cent Knuds arc uctually sold
In oilier places at
20
auil
23
cents per yard
above our prices. Tliey are lu best colors: Greens,

m.

v

Consignments solicited

oct9dtf

etc., etc.

story.

OXFORD COUNTT

Mr. Andrew Marlin of Browolield died Friday at the age of 53 years. He was a member
of the Masonio fraternity, aud past grand commander of Pequawket lodge, No. 4(1, 1. O. O.
F. lie was also a member of tbe Odd Fellows
Mutual Belief. He was an upright and worthy
citizen aud universally esteemed.

RINES

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
Mr. Abner Warren of Dover, the old gentleman who had a leg broken by a kick from bis
hotse several weeks ago, died on Saturday
morning. It was fouud that he received other

Ladies’

Injuries.

instituted at Monevening by Gen. Pbilo

on

was

MONDAY, MAY 7,
We sbull sell two lots of Ladles’ Hose,

stripes,

at 34 cents per

Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Soda
Carbonate of Ammonia
Tartaric Avid

Starch

Available

carbouic acid gas 12.40 per cent,
to 116.2 cable inches of gas per ox.
Powder.
Amuiouia gas 0.43 per cent, equivalent to
10.4 cubic inches per ox. of Powder.
Note.—Tbe Tartaric Acid was doubtless introduced as free acid, but subsequently combined with ammonia, and exists in tbe Powder
as a Tartrate of Ammonia.
E. G. LOVE. Pb. D.
New Yob*, Jan'y 17th, 1881.

equivalent

•I

The above shows conclusively that “CleveSuperior’’ is a strictly pure Cream of
Tartar Baking Powder.
It has also been
analysed by Professor Johneon of Yale College: Dr. Gentb of the University of Pennsylvania: President Morton of Stevens Institute:
Wm. M. llabirshaw. F. C. 8.. Analyst for the
Chemical Trade of New York, and other eminent chemista, all of whom pronounce it absolutely pnre and healthful—Hall’§ Journal of
Health.
land's

REPORT OF THE
OF THE

—

CONDITIO*

cents.

ADVERTSEMENTS.

KEl'ORT OF THE rONIMTION
—

Casco Valioual Bank.
Blair of .Vtaiar,

Rnsincaa, May 1,
KCKNi

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK
AT

—

pennies.
Specie,..

Isteal Tender Notes
Redemption fnnd with U. 8. Treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation).

76.38

2,250.00

(.1 ABILITIES.
Capital stock paid In. >800,000.00
fund.
400,000.00
Surplus
Undivided profile.,76.476.41-476,476.41
National bank note* outstanding_
46,000.00
Dividends unpaid.
2,158.13
Individual deposits subject to check. 1,088,722.72
Due to other National Banks.
24,24S».!ll)
Total .>2,436,077.26
STATE OF MAINE, OotniTY or CtTMtiKRLASP, »«.
I, Wm. A. Winsliip, Cashier of the above named
eolomniy swear that the above
Bank, do
Is true to the best of my knowledge
statement
WM. A. WINSIlli*. Cashier.
and heller.
8abeerlbed and sworn to beforo me this 5lh
of
1883.
day
May,
Wm. T. Small, N. P.
Correct—Attest:
)
.108. WALKER,
I. 1*. FARRINGTON,! Directors.
S. 15. STRING,
)
d8t
may7

At Ihr Close of Ruiatn. .Ray
RESOURCES.
Loan* and discount*.
Overdraft*.
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation
U. S. Bonds to secure
Other stocks, bonds, and mortgages.
Due from approved reserve agents...
Due from other National Banks.
Real estate, furniture, and fixtures.
Current expenses and taxes paid.
Checks and other case items.
Exchanges for clearing house.
Bills of other Banks.
Fractional (taper t urret cy, nickels
ami pennies...

1, ISS3.

$773,178.78

1.83

300.000.00
70,000.00
2,322.48

04,7*4,31

7,308.58
31,000.00
3.811.80
4,215.94
14,801.12
12.148.00
121.48

30.300.00

Specie...

3,000.00

Is-gal tender notes.
Redemption fund with r. S. Treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation).
Total.

VAGANOV now oxUt* In our “Middle Di»trtctf" In this State, anil the wealth amt boat'
new enterprise of the groat Kennebec Valley offers
a large inducement for an
enterprising gont toman;
the only capital required being brain* and ability,
coupled with a gentlemanly add re** and perseverance. To auch a party theJUNlON MUTUAL LIFE
IFItJI I NCE CO. offer special tadUMBtfitli Also,
good opening* in other part* of thii .Stato and New
llAmpehlro. Address,
J. F. FERE IS,
Manager Agency Department Maine and N. H*
0P*<'em m unicat Ions treated confidentially when
bo desired, flenljemen who would like to advanco
their Interests and ascertain upon what ba*l* they
otn represent a great, progressive Life company
whose popular feature* and phenomenal success
guarantee lHwral remuneration, aro invited from
every eectlon of the Stato to communicate with u*
a»Hurod that the largest- facilities will be extended
them, to aid in fltcnrlng and building up a permanent business.
ma7dlt
A llll till I MpCIIIIR.
71111E Annual Mooting of the Portland Publishing
JL Co., will he hold at the office of the Portland
Pat king Co., No. JOS Commercial Street, on Monday, the 1 lib <iay of May, ln*t, at 9 o'clock in the
afternoon, for the purpose of electing officers of th e
corporation and ot transacting all other business
that may legally come before it
JAMES P. DAXTKK, President.
did
Portland, 'i n v. No*

wanted.
DIES and Young Men In town

or country
to
furnish them with a nice and

pleasant work at their own homes, where they
can
easily make from 92 to 94 »hindrance
day; thetowork

can
oan

he done In spare time without
present
occupation; no canvass!ug or peddling, and no
stump required for reply. Address at once to K.
Mil,LAUD A DO.. Manufacturers, Boston, box
3234.
ma7d8t

.$1,330,274.28

Capital stock paid in.

Surplus fund.

Undivided profits.
National Bank Notes outstanding.
Dividends unpaid.
Individual
subject tocheck..
Demand certificate* of deposit.«.
Certified checks
Cashier's checks outstanding.
United States deposits.
Deposits of C. S. disbursing officers
Due to other National Batiks.
Notes and bills rediscounted.

C'I»m

Exchange

Street.
eodlm

$300,000.00
60,000.00
133,956.61

271,000.00

629.65

dejiosits

438,568.36
40,000.00
3,188.13
1,783.09

9,098,26

53,344.30
10,707.97

10,000.00

Total..$1.330.274.28
STATE OF .MAINE. Coitsty of CrHBEBLAXD. se.
I, Charles Payson, Cashier of the above named
Bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement
is true, to the best of mv knowledge and belief.
CHAJU.ES PAYSON, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 5th day
of May 1883.
t UHA3. O. BANCROFT, Notary Public.
CORRECT-Attest:
JACOB M< IJELLAN, )
J.P. BAXTER,
J Director*.
\V. 8. DANA.
)
d3t
may7

Cheap.
Cau be

dttfl

Ha.ior»«

of

May

|,

I

Fractional curreney.and nickels_■
Gold Coin.
Silver Coin
Legal tender notes.
Five per cent, redemption fund.
Total.

2,190.00
6,000.00
22,500.00

.22,155,054.95

la.
8600,000.00
Surplus fund.
120,000.00
Undivided profits.822,760.60-442,760.60
Circulating No tee outstanding.
442,000.00
Dividends unpaid.
705 41
Individual deposits subject to check.
603,768.56
Certified Checks.
14,840.40
Cashier's Checks outstanding.
10,707 41
Demand Certificates of deposit.
18,964.00
Due to other National Banks.
21,808.58

THOROUGHLY CLFAYED.

we

.75

shall sell at

shall sell at

we

$1.00
1.26
in Buckskin, Cape Goat, Dog Skin,
Lisle Thread, at less than wholesale

Driving Gloves,
Castor and

prices.
prices arc only for this sale.
and get great bargains.

These

Come early

PORTLAND.
dtf

moths and

;

FOSTER'S

PREBLE STREET,

Portland, Me.

Opp. Preble House.
vm

—

The Proprietors of this well-known establishment
are preparing to do all kinds of

Dyeing
In

be done is by steam.

Street

f «pr2

13

Feather Beds, Pillows, &c.,

are

Exchange

FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,

Steam Feather Renovator!

means

Styles and Reasonable
[Prices.

BAILEY & NOYES.

Total.82,156,064.9.-,
STATE OF MAINE, rrsstvi.itn a«
I, B. C. SOMEKBY.Cashier of the “Canal National Bank of Portland, Ms.,” do solemnly swear that
the above statement is true to the best o'f my knowlB. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
edge and belief.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 5th dav
of Mav, 1883.
GEO. C. PETERS, Notary Public.
Correct—Attest:
W. W. THOMAS.
1
FRANCIS FESSENDEN, { Directors.
F. W. BAILEY,
)
■»?'
d3t

can

Dog Skiu Gloves, regular prioelf 1.75,

Best

Capital stock paid

way it
TUBthisonly
alone
and

_____

48.95
44,200 00

13 Preble Street.

$1.50

%

23,823.77
15,582.00

LIABILITIES:

wuNDAY & TUESDAY. WAY 7 U

A Flagg-* Veloato KiJ OIotos,
shall sell at
They are advertised hy others at $2.3G.

ROOM PAPERS!

5,729.09

20,876.12

FOSTER’S FOREST CITY DTE HOl'SE,

we

ROOM PAPERS!

ISS3.

8.’500.00

Real estate.
Current expenses and taxes paid....
Checks and: other cash items.
Exchanges for clearing house.
Bills of other Banks.

Glove Sale!

Kid Gloves worth $1,60.

ROOM PAPERS!

KEftOIRCEM,
Loans and discounts .$l,400,161.e4
V. 8. Bonds to secure -insulation....
600,000.00
Due from rese.ye agents.
75,391.76
Doe from other National Banks.
80 051 68

By

destroyed
removed, the Feathers cleaned, the firelieved from their matted position, giving to
the bed an astonishing increase of bulk, often more
than one-half, generally
removing all disagreeable
scent, which is so common to new feathers, and relieving them from all liability to moths and worms
by the removal ©f all gummy and glutinous matter
from the quill.
When feathers smell, worms make
their appearance; they form on the end of the quill
and come out and live on the fibers of the feathers
until they are entirely destroyed.
It is
unsafe to use bed* and pillows after sickness or death until they have been thoroughly renovated by steam.
worms

and

Cleansing

the meet perfect manner, at

Lowest Possible Prices.
my2

eodSt

lers

Now is the Time to Look to Your
Lawns.

absolutely

eodSt

m»yg_

CHARLES CURTIS k C0„
CHASE
493 Congress St.
**

may?

d2t

LoM*
Tuesday afternoon, in the vicinity of Paik
and Free street, a lady’s gold watch, double
cass; initials of the owner in bine enamel on one
side, wit h oxidized silver chatelaine. The tinder will
be
rewarded for his trouble on returning it
to Ji. 8. CLAY, Street Commissioner.
my?d3t*

ON

suitably

<CI1V

a!>VERT1 SK M E N TS.

City of l*oi timid.

O’BRIOf,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

COAL.
PomeMie Co«J»
Price..

a

Specialty,

at

Lotreat Market

322 Commercial Street,
Brown’s

Wharl

PORTLAND

MAINE

Order. received by Telephone.
nTV HI AKNII AI.'N OFFICE.

To Owners

or

Keepers

of

Dogs.

Ordinances of the City require that every
keejior of a dog shall annually cause
it to bo registered, described and Hocused (for one
of the City Clerk, and shall cause
in
the
office
year)

THE

owner or

it to wear around its neck a collar with the owner’s
name, and registered number.
It is my duty to cause all dogs to bo destroyed
which shall bo found at largo within the city with-**
out a collar, as required by the Ordinances.
BENJAMIN F. ANDREWS,

aprllMtf

ClettB«ed or
Dypd Whole nu«l
Pressed by Tailor's Pressman.
Drowe* roniyed and re-tluiahed, making
all goods almost as good as new. Gloves, Hosiery, Ribbons, &c., re dyed equal to the best. Feathers
re-dyed or cleansed and curled. Curtains of
BrocaMlo, Rep, Silk or Wool, Furniture Covering
of Rep, Terry or Sateen, Table and Piauo Covers, &c.
dyed ami pressed in the best manner. Laco Curtains and l.nee« done up like new. We mako a
specialty of each department of the business. Employ
only first class help aud turn out only first class

LAMES’

FOSTER’S
iVCCBftOM TO

CO.,

iBHUNHAttt At l)YFIM

Messrs. C. ff.

Belknap

& Son

Manufacture and keep constantly on hand a Lawn
Dressing second to none in the world, as hundreds
in this citv who have used it will testify. Every article of which it is composed is food for grass.
It
also effectually drives earth worms from too Lawns

and likewise kills mss* which is often so troublesome in old Lawns, and positively has no offensive
odor.
It is put up in bags of 10, 25. 50 and 100 lbs, the
smallest being very convenient to carry to the Cemetery for dressing burial 1 ^ts or for very small
Lawns. Directions with each hag.
These goods may be found at ail the Agricultural
warehouses and at our store.

C.W. BELKNAP ft SON
9i* conn EKClAL ST.

ftp-4

(12w

Fressing Department

The

—

i.T

—

FOSTER’S FOREST CITY OYE HOUSE,
N*. 1.1 Preble Sircer.

Wrinkled and Shiny Garments Sponged
and Pressed at Short Notice.
my2
eodSt

work.

City Marshal.

BURNHAM &

aplbdU

G ENTLEM EN'SGARM ENTS

TORESTcm

DIE HOUSE,

MAPLE SUGAR!

13 Preble Street.
111y3•

_eodSt

ALLEA & COMPAAY
Whalr.nl'-nuil Retail

CLOTHIERS.
No. 470

Mt.

('oiiscrt'NN

MAPLE SUGAR!!

c. o. mm
13 MARKET

SQUARE.dtf

marl'S

LANCASTER BIJIL1UNC.

PortlanD
U. 0. Allen,

l*. F.

Id

TEL£P

NE NO. 241.
IIKOOK

ICE.”

A full supply of tlia purest and bent quality.
fiyKii■uillr., Il.irla ami OIHrra .applied
monthly or by tlio geaaon at tho lowert rate*.

BURNHAM & CO.
JIaroh 211,1883.

.uiar20eodtf

H. L. Jonkr.
dOnt

removal from No. 208 to

229 Middle and No. 12

Temple

Sts.

MI'SSKVH HI.OCR.

Portland, April 20,1883.

23#

np20dlni

S. K. MILES.
Advertising Agent,

WANHI UTO.V »T.,
ROMT«>*
Advancement! In New«imner» in a

Contract! for

BrltUh'l'roTluooe.01

Paper Rangings
CHEAP

Cliadbourn & Kendall
lUve

“KIMBALL

Harrell,

rkmovalT

Nos. 71 & 73 Cross Street,

__»

Libby.
by
SECOND-HAND,
soon at HAYES’ STABLE, Thun (trcol.
tua7

PORTLAND, ME.,

13,500.00

I.IAHI1JTIE8.

Brains i,n<| Ability Wanted.
A

—

—AT THE—

61,887.05
35,000.00

Total.42,480,077.25

David

mar 30

CANAL NATIONAL BANK
OF

Fisk, Clark

I-oansaml discounts.43,114,578.20
U. 8. Bonds to secure circulation....
60,000.00
Other stocks, bonds and Mortgages
4,000.00
Duo from approved reserve agents.
07,877.42
Due front other National Hanks__
21,088.42
Beal estate, furniture and Bktnrca.
6,000.00
Current expenses and tavet paid
ti,120.01
Checks ami other cash Items..
34,« 15.78
Bills of Other Banka.
13,774.00
Fractional paper currency,nickels and

made

98

—

Portland, in the State of Maine,

t

of Tins

—

INKf.

KEMOI

Phaeton lor Sale

Please don't fail to give us a call
at the Old Ktand.|^S

REPORT OF TOE CONDITION

—

_

There was an eclipse this year that astronomers failed to note.
It was the eclipee of Adamson's Botanic Balsam over all competitors.
It cares coughs, colds and all diseases of the
throet, cbest and lungs.. Price 10, 35 and 75

wo can

short distances,

pair.

Owen, Moore <fc Co.

—

J know that
I'A

or

customer.

one

deposits.

‘•Rnyal linking Powder.”

At Ihr Claw of

defy competition.

may7—dll

Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Soda
Flour
Available carbonic acid gas 12.51 per cent*
equivalent to 118.2 cubic inches of gas per ox.
of Powder.

in Ihr

mads in

to torn ont Artistic Work,
the most thorough manner, at

MATHIAS,

“Clerrlnud’a Ruprrisr Unking Pnwdrr.”

P.rllaaS,

CASH,

prepared

“Cleveland's

Superior Baking Powder” and “Boyal
Baking Powder,” purchased by myself in [this
city, and 1 find they contain:

Al

now

No need to go ont of town, losg
nor climb tedious stairs.

75 dozen Full Fashioned Goods, in solid ingrain colors,
and

Is

Prices that will

LOT WO. ».

what he finds them made of
I have examined samples of

OF THE

FOR

50 dozen out sizes in Fancy Striped, Full Fashioned

LIMIT—0 pairs to

Goods

Spring

follows:

EiOT WO. 1.

The Government Chemist Analyses two
of the Leading Halting Powders, and

—

as

Exchange Street,

IT AS secured the service* of TIB. JOIEPn
tl UINl'KLEV, Arli.t fuller, from Bruton, formerly of Lewiston, and having purchased a
fine Uce of

Goods, at 30 cents per pair.

furs in Boston.
Later reports confirm the rumor that there
was an immense slaughter of deer and moose in
the northern part of the State during the past
winter. The snow was so deep that when the
deer left the yards they could be easily raptured. The Indiana generally did not kill the
deer, and the greatest slaughter appears to
have been done by white vagabond banters.

NEW

98

Hosiery!

recently received at the Bangor
quautity of old State bank bills

was
a

BROS.
Merchant Tailor,

Maine trappers have been paid nearly 83,000
during tbe past winter by a single dealers in

public meeting last night Got. Bobie*
opening it atraek the key note of settling all

Wednesday, May 0, at 10 o’clock we shall sail
at bouse 197 Spring street, Brussels,
Tapestry
and Ingrain Carpets, Parlor Suits, Centre Tablet.
B. W. Chamber Sets,
and Painted ChamMahogany
ber Furniture,
Feather Beds, Pillows,
Bedding, Extension Tables, Chairs, China and Glass

ms4

IN OBNKRAL.

At the

50 cts.

but not better than the

Goods,

Dress

-Olt

without foundation says tho Kennebec Journal. Section men left a band-oar
opou the
track and it was struck by tbe train, but
further than this there was nothing in the

Wednesday
Hersey.

The Kennebec river is called the dividing line
between the eastern and western schools. In
1881 eight students from the west side of the
Kennebec went to the Castine school while
sixteen came here from the east side; in 1882
two went to Castine, while eighteen came to
Farmington. Iu 1882 nine students from
Cumberland connty came to this school, while
only oue went from Franklin to the Gorham
school.

dlw*

Mattresses,

KENNRI1E0 COUNTY.

roe

Again, the story has been widely circulated
that the other schools were drawing pupils to
them that, by the division of territory, should
come to the Farmington school.
Let us see.

bargain,,

great

WALDO COUNTY.

For the first fire years oi tbs school, the percentage of scholars who graduated was 201-5;
second five years, 27 1-5; third flye years,
28 3-5.

in

are

pieces 00 cent

The Item which is going the rounds, that au
attempt was recently made to wreck the Pulltuan train between
Augusta and Hallowell, Is

A Qrand Arm; Poet

Hound’s first year as principal.
1 Kstablishuient ot Gorham Normal School.

I

BY AUCTION.'

which bad been collecting in the dead letter
olHce at Washington for a period of uearly 20
years.
Among the collection were bills on the
Eastern, Kenduskeag, Farmers, Market anil
Veazie banas. Tbe above State banks have all
gone oat of existence, bat these bills have been
redeemed in nearly every instance.

Mr.

a licence from the
Hon. Henry
of Probate for Cumber land
the
at
residence
ef
the
late AlCounty,
bion P. Wood of Weet Gorham, at 8 o'clock a. m.ou
Monday, the 14th day of Slay, about 30 tone
preened Hay, about 5 tons Straw, lotec; Cow, Heifer, Mowing Machine, Work Wagou and Hack, k
Sleighs, Farming Tools: al«o a large and nice lot of
Household Goods, consisting of Parlor Set, Piano,
Chamber Sets. 4 Beds, Kitchen Furniture, with Atlantic Uange, Parlor Coal Stove, 3 cords of prepared
Wood, 1 bbl clear Pork, 300 gallons Vinegar, kO
cider bids. TIMOTHY W. BURBANK, Administrator.
O. V. WEEKS, Auotlonser.
By If stormy, postpouod to first fair day.

to

AGREEABLE
C. Peabody, Judge
ehall e«U

STATE NEWS.

There

1870.81
1877
85
1878 ..88
187!).42
1880
...37
1881
27
1882 .10
1888.21

Administrator’s s»|« by Auction.

mate.

Officers Sparrow

sales.

FURNITURE, CARPETS, £

Police.

Officer Klee arrested a sailor named Galls,
gher. Saturday, for stealing 80 from a ship-

postoflke

1874
12
1876 .12

AUCTION

ma7

.lust bought at way below former
prices to close out entire lot.

known in this dlstiiot.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

the great congregation present.
No abstract
can do it justice.
The conferences of St. Vincent De Paul he said are spread all over the

call.

Remember the entertainment at the V M.
C. A. Hail this evening at 7.30, for the benefit
of the boys’ library.

was

leasing of the Eastern railroad to the Boston &
Maine, brought by Willurd P. Phillips, one of
the trustees of the Eastern.
Some of the directors say that it will amount to nothiug,
while others declare that "the lease has struck

door and takes the mail from the letter-carrier
and brings It to Mack; miss to roost when it's
bed-time, and wakes up and crows at the first

sat-

oij Commercial street, Saturday, was thrown
from his wagon, the horse taking fright at a
Mr. Curtis
train of cars which was pasting.
was badly bruised in the head and back and

among those well-qualified to speak concerning
the application for an injunction against the

Commercial says: Dick not only fights Mack,
but does just whatever is told; lie goes to the

grim.

Joseph
driving

The Normal School-Preparing for Summer Visitors—The Narrow Gauge -Oth-

Muoh diversity of opinion appears to exist

have been ordered

Prof. Holbrook, gave a pleasing parlor
cert at the Merchant’s Exchange Hotel, Saturday. Mr. Holbrook, whose merits as a musician ara well known, has been invited to a
Bummer engagement on the new steamer Pil

Miles

The Eastern Railroad Injunction.

signs was at oneo placed in the hands of the
scene-painter, and $2,000 wortli of lithographs

con-

The Associated Charities’sale was very
isfactory. The receipts were about S30Q.

FARMINGTON.

One

J. S. Carter.

Yarmouth, W. E. Smith.

NEW

MUSIC AND

PRESS.

Now is the time to Bay

an

l

!

Save Money!

5c roll
Brown Blank Paper
“
8 and 10c “
White Back
10c
Satins
Gold Bronze for Parlors 20A: 25
—

AT

—

S. fl. COLESWORTHY,
IOO

“

“

Exchange St.

JR„
U2w

—■——

—■■

MISCELLANEOUS.

irllE

“WORTH ITS WEICIIT IN cf01.D,»
AND ROBE
THAN
VAI.VABI.E
BOEB OUiEWEEN.

The Etiquette of Dining.
Say* one who has given his attention to

Mr. Lovell Bullock, of No.97 Westminster
street, Providence, R. I., when called upon a few
days since, exclaimed: “You please say that it is
worth its weight in gold, for 1 iiavo tested it myself,
and know whereof I affirm."

Mr. B. says further:

‘I had been sick

with genera]

or moro

year

a

is not a sufficiently formal
for dinner cards, the host, should inform
each gentleman whom lie should take down
to dinner. If any
difficulty arise, the hostess must come to the
rescue, aud playfully
ludicate who must he the lady chosen. But
it Baves Injured feelings and trouble if the
list is made out before dinner, and the gentleman is informed as to whom he is to offer
one

debility

his arm- invariably ills right arm.
When tlio guests are all arrived, the butler comes into the room, aud,
addressing the
hostess, says, “Madame, dinner is served.’’
Unless he has been instructed to wait for a
tardy guest, he does this fifteen minutes after seven, if dinner, is ordered at
seven.
If
he is ordered to wait, lie must remain in the

matism. About a year ago, when my health be.
gan to fall, I paid no special attention to it, and
kept about my bysiuess as usual, but duriug the past
sir months 1 had run down in health so fast that at

I would

morning in fair condition, and the
pains and aches would come.upon me so severely
that if I was sitting it would be impossible for me
to arise without assistance, or if I was standing

start out in the

when the attack

came

upon

me

dining

1 would he unable

sit down without great suffering from the Intense
pains, and found that the plasters and liuiament9
and I

At

using were of
obliged to leave

was

this time

business

mv

temporarily

family read to

member of my

a

editorial communication from

our

me an

leading daily

pa-

per of the wonderful restoration to health of

friend,

near

had

wuo

been

utterly

To give dinners simply to pay one’s debts
is in the extreme a
disruption of all hospitality. To pay one’s debts, aud at the same
time give delightful and
hospitable dinner;,
is to raise
hospitality to a very grand thlug.
A clever hostess not only places her
guests
in the proper neighborhood, but she
adroitly
starts the conversation for them. If sho has
invited a gourmand, who cares more for her
excellent entrees than for the lady next him,
if he has eomo merely to eat and not to talk,
she must address some remark to him aud
to the lady which will set them both
talking
if possible. She must at least let him know
that s ie observes his silence.
ue manner oi a nosiess snouw
present a
simple dignity, and an equal interest lu all
her guests. If she sees a guest lingering over a plate which the servant is waiting to re-

permanent benefit,

no

was

from

restored

a

severe

sickness ami,intense suffering of long duration by
the use of Hunt’s lteuiedy. By the earnest solicitation of this friend I

edy,

not

ease

of the

was

induced to try Huut's Rem-

thinking that 1 had any dis-

knowing
Kidneys. I commenced to take it according to directions, and before finishing the first
bottle I was relieved of the pains iu my back, and
my general health was much improved. I con^nued

the

nor

of

use

cured of

the medicine until I

was

completely

all aches and pains, and 1 cheerfully rec-

ommenl Hunt’s
matism and
may 2

Remedy to all sufferers from Rheu-

Kidney Diseases.”

eod&wlwl8

FOR SALK.
House and Lot for Sale.
desirable house aud lot No. 64Carleton St.-—
lo rooms, hot and cold water, bath room, nice
furnace, cellar floor cemented, two story bay window, &e., &c. Price $4,500. Apply to
WM. H. JERrIS.
May, 5, 1883—dlw*

THE

I

that

recognized

formula of manners having
lady must make a manner for
herself. Etiquette shou'd be veneered over
a good heart and a thorough self-respect,
then it cannot wander far from the perfect
beariug.
The way of serving a ceremonious dinner
in the great cities is now almost wholly what
is called‘’o In Eusse,” that is. nothing is
put on the table but the dessert.
EveryThis
thing else is handed by the waiters.
its
has
advantages, as it saves the host all
trouble of carving aud helping.
This plan

passed,

the best)locaof a dis-

centre

physician’s head-

as
more.

for a century or
The house is
urnished with all the modern improvements, large
new brick furnace, cemented cellar, hot and cold
water in every chamber, bath room, two water closets gas, Ac. No repairs will be needed for many
years. Has been occupied by the same physician
for nearly 15 years. Terms easy. For further parat 14 Brown street, or N. S.
ticulars
ma5dif
GARDINER, 93 Exchange street.

Suarters

enquire

HOUSE

Me.

may4d3t

House

Park Street.

on

Sale. No. 34. Very pleasant location.
Lot
about 50 x 80 feet. Terms easy. Apply to

FOR

WM. H.

May 2,1883.

JERR1S,

Real Estate Agent.
may--’dlw

House for Sale.
four

story brick bouse, number 13 Gray
street, between State and Tark Streets.

THE

H. M. PATSON,
32 Exchange Street.

mayld2w'

Coal Establishment For Sale.
offers for sale, for ten days,
THEhi*undersigned
Coal, Buildings, Scales. Dravage Stock.
Barrows and all

Screens,

the business.

mayldtf

necessarv appliances for
Terms Cash. JAMES H. BAKER,
284 Commercial Street.

House and Lot for Sale.
50.. containing

Waterville Street, house No.
eight finished rooms. Lot 80
Clark
at house.

ON

Blake,

x40.

Apply to

*P27d3w*

For Sale.
filWELVE houses now owned by Savings Banks
X
for sale cheap to close up mortgages. Apply
to C. P. MATTOCKS, or F. C. BRIDGHAM. No. 31
Vi Exchange street, Portland, Me.
ap26d2w

glasses on pretty dishes, like rose* or boats,
or something fanciful.
These are followed
by a game and pate de foie gras and salads.
After the salad, cheese and some delicate
biscuits precede the dessert. A cabinet or
plum pudding is then passed, served on elegant dessert plates. After that ices and jel-

Farm for Sale.
Falmouth Foreside,

at

from Portland, under good state of cultivation.
SITUATED
For

particulars inquire

on

miles

the premises.

J. R. DEL LOW,
New Casco.

ap24d2w*

For Sale.
Laud and Stable on Adams Street, also in Cape Elizabeth a one story House
and Land, and three acres of Land on
Cape Cottage road, flue situation for
Sommer Residence. For particulars inquire of B. J. WILLARD., No. 43 Commercial Street, Portland Me.
eodtf

apro
———————————

----

HOUSE FOR SAFE.
TWO story dwelling house situated on Turner's
Island, Cape Elizabeth,near the Eastern Railroad Company's shops. The house is arranged for
two families and in good order, and is a good in-

A

vestment.

Terms easy.

Inquire of

BEN-J. THOMPSON,

aplSeodtf

86

Exchange

Street.

Sloop Boat for Sale.
IT feet over all and 8 feet beam, at Merchant's wharf dock. Inquire at office
ap24dtfPORTLAND PACKING CO.

ABOUT

For Sale.
Carleton and Brackett Sts., formerly occupied by Joehua Hobbs, [nqvire of
JOHN P. HOBBS,
ap7dtfso. 30 Market Street.

HOUSE

corner

FOR _SALE.
A first class retail Boot and Shoe

store,
clean slock, good location in the cily of
Portland, good trade and increasing bnslness. Reasons for selling will be satisfactorily explained to purchaser. Address “A. B.” Box 1035 Portland, Me.
sa

aprC_

FOR SAFE.
Gorham Village on South St., the Farm and
residence of the late Mrs. M. W. Whittier, comprising a well built and convenient house, with 12
rooms, also good barn, eight acres of land with orchard and pear trees.
The above is a desirable
piece of property, pleasantly located near R. K.
Station, schools aod churches.
B. SHAW, 48V4 Exchange St.
my4eodlw»

IN

FOR

JSALE.

A first class two

story Brick House
with French roof, sitnated on Be ring

street, (corner loti has all the modern
improvements. Immediate possession
given.
Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER, 93 Exchange Ht.
eod3w
»p25

At

Farm for Sale.
a great bargain. Situated on the line of the
P *O.E.R, thirty miles from Portland.

Contains 300 acres, a large portion of which Is
valuable timber land, and alone is worth more than
the price of the farm.
It has a modern ] Va story
house, stable 40x60, barn 40x72, with commodious
all
in
outbuildings
good repair, and a sever failing

supply of running water,
excellent tillage land under

a

There are fifty acres
good state of cultiva

tion and cuts about forty tons hay, and has one of
the best mountain pastures in the State. The land is
well adapted for any kind of farming, and is one of
the finest situations on the line of the P. & O. K. It.
Price *7,000. For terms and other information
address
OLIVER D. RICE,
No. 116 Commercial street, Portland, Me.
mar24
dtl

Farm For Sale or To Let.
of the beet farms in the County of Ciunberland. situated in Cape Elizabeth, known as the
“Brooks Farm” will be sold at a great bargain. 8.
L. CARLETON, Att’y at Law, 180 Middle St. Fort*
and, Me.
mar8dtf

ONE

SUBURBAN
fob

RESIDENCE
aaisB.

very desirable residence of the late Ecv.
Zenas Thompson, situate! on Lincoln St.,
Woodford’s Corner, Deering. Contains fine garden
and fruit trees. For particulars apply to
ZENAS THOMPSOF, Jr., or
FRED H. THOMPSON, 36 Union St., City.
dtf
feb22

THE

For Sale.
best honselots In Portland, has

of the
a nice
stable and stone for cellar now upon it; will
sell on time and advance (2500 to help build a good
bonse on the premises. For particulars call on
L. TAY LOR, 385 Congress St.
jan22dtf

ONE

COPARTNERSHIP.
Dissolution of Fo-pnrtncrship.
heretofore existing between
mfip co-partnership tmder
A
style of H. 1L RICKER
er,,lened
AlJril 30 ^ mutual consent.
®rm Will be settled and

ms.

continued by

our

successors at

Portland, May 4,
The

place.
Horace h. Ricker.
same

1883^S

K

'aHKINOTON

Copartnership.
have formed a

undersigned under

copartnership dated May 1,1883,
style of II. fi. Ui,:ker £ Co_
to continue the business of the late lirm of same
name at 390 Fore street.
HORACE II. RICKER
ENOCH GAMMON.
ma6dtf
Portland, May 4,1883.

BUSINESS
Book

DIRECTORY
Binder.

Will. A. tiCINVY. Hoorn 11, HriBicrs
Exchange H». II* Exchange Hired.

a

each

is also neater, and has obviated the old fashion of removing the cloth, which was very
inconvenient. Now a modern dinner table
has the same neatne s of aspect at the end
of a dinuer that it had at the beginning.
The modern guest, as she seats herself at
a dinner table, sees before her a picture of
beauty in the white open-worked linen cloth,
the silver, glass, aud porcelain, the flowers
and the fruits, and the beautiful ruby flagons, mounted in gold, which hold the wine,
and recall Ruben’s pictures. At her plate
she finds a bonbotmiere on which her name
is painted, a bouquet, and perhaps other
gifts, like fans, etc., etc.
The first delieacy brought to her will be
possibly clams or oysters on the half-shell,
with a bit of lemon. This is followed by a
plate of soup, and she noiselessly eats her
soup. This agaiu is followed by fish, which
is eaten with a fork,—a small fork, which
she will find at her plate.
After the fish
comes an entree, such as sweet-breads with
a
dish
of
or
chicken
In littie
green pease,
pasties called boucheese a la Heine, and with
the fish and these entrees white wine is
drunk. After these morsels come the pieces
de resistance, the heavy roasts, filets, and so
on.
Then Roman punches called sorbets
(very refreshing ices, with some liqueur to
give point to them), are passed in small

Summer at Scarboro.
on the shore at Scarboro. Me., for sale.
For particulars address EVERETT SMITH,

Portland,

move, she must seem to he eating, herself,
and save him from the mortification of looking up and observing that he is the last. If
she has a ready wit and a pleasant laugh, if
she has tact, she can make everybody happy
at her table
But it is a sign of a vulgar
woman aud ouaof low breediugif she shows
more attention to one than another, if she
pays a servile deference to wealth or fashion
and treats an old friend with coldness.
Somo women invite those whom they consider as .heir inferiors to their houses apparently to insult them; others gush in a ridiculous manner. Either extreme is in bad
taste. The old courteous dignity w hich gave

every iady

FOR SALE.
STAND. One of
PHYSICIAN’S
tions in the city. It is in the
trict
has been

until he hears his master's bell.

room

lhe duties of a hostess at a dinner
are, in
the tirst place, to use a woman’s tact as to
the invited guests,
to
find out who
striving
will be agreeable to each
other, aud placing
such people near each other, borne women
have a sixth sense as to this delicato
point,
and some are
deficient in it.

to

which I

form permanent plantations.
Established plantations of goose berries and
currants should be
lightly “pointed” over,
and a liberal
mulching of stable manure afterwards givou them,
Wit and Wisdom.

this thing:
If the dinner

and pains and a very lame l aek, which I supposed
was Rheumatism, as I had be n afflicted from early
childhood at intervals with Inflammatory Rheu-

times X was unable to get to my business.

TyESa

MOISNI.NO, MAY 7.

MONDAY

Clently large to

lies.

ginger
time

a

him,

Then fruit,
are handed.

caudles and preserved
Each gnest has by this

glass plate and finger bowl before

into which tasteful hostesses throw a
few fragrant flowers. Coffee in small cups
finishes the dinner.

I
|

Application of Manure.
The

manner

of applying

manure

in the

field is a question that deserves special consideration. It goes without saying that top
dressing fail grain or grass land is a part of
the question that settles itself, because it admits of but one manner of doing it. But the
application of manure to stubble land, or for
such crops as corn, potatoes, or roots, may
be made in so many ways that it is reasonable to believe there will always be differences in regard to it with “many men of many
minds ” Some advocate spreading the manure upon the surface and plowing it under;
some would rather plow first and spread the
manure by harrowing it, even when it is
fresh and coarse, and U gathered into heaps
under the harrow to be spread ind spread again and again; others think it bettor to apply the manure in the hill or the drill and
plant the seed directly upon or nnder It.
The first of these methods is easy, effective,
and, on the who'e, an excellent one, but the
second has some palpable disadvantages
which condemn it. It is troublesome and
the reverse of neat farming.
Moreover, it is
not putting the manure where it will do the
most good, which is clearly as near the roots
as possible.
It is true that the soluble portions of the manure will be carried into the
soil by the rains. But in such dry seasons
as have occurred for the past few years crops
have suffered and starved for want of the
food which has laid baking and roasting upon the surface.
Again, the roots of plants
themselves are able to get considerable food
from undecomposed organic matter by their
own ability to reduce it to
decomposition,
and this may be seen in the case of a comwhich
has
a
hill that has been
plant
grown in
manured by a shovelful of half-rotted or even fresh manure.
The roots have penetrated and embraced the manure completely,
and have formed a dense mat In and about
it so that when the stub is pulled up the remains of the manure have come up with the
roots. So that it appears to be a waste of
manure to spread it upon the surface, unless
it is so fine that the harrow will mingle it
thoroughly with the soil to the full depth to
which the teeth penetrate. With coarse manure it seems clear that it is better to spread
it before plowing and cover it so that it is

evenly mixed between the furrow slices, and
can be afterward intimately mingled with
the soil. And, indeed, it might seem best to

follow this method even with fine manure,
for it is very certain that the plant comes up
ail the stronger and more vigorously when
ts first roots are provided with an aoundance of food as soon as they are ready for
it, which is as soon as they begin to penetrate the soil in search of it. Indeed, for the
clear understanding of the necessities of this
part of farm practice, farmers must study
and become acquainted witntlie facts relating to plant growth.
as regards the too prevalent practice of
spreading the manure in small heaps on the
field and leaving them for months before It
is scattered over the surface, too much cannot be said against it.
ft is a waste both of
material and labor- Heaps so left lose a
large portion of their soluble contents by
the washing of rains or the melting of snow,
and this goes into the soil under the manure,
which is in fact manured In consequence of
this at a rate equivalent to many hundreds

of tons per acre, while the rest of the ground
must necessarily he robbed of Its share.
Many years ago, the writer, then a young
farmer following the methods to which lie
had been used, thus spread the manure on a
field for wheat, and left it for less than two
months before it was spread.
The next
year the wheat grew enormously on the spots
where the heaps had lain, and rusted badly
and the straw fell down while the rest of the
field showed the plainest evidence that it
needed what had been wasted elsewhere The
lesson has remained, and It Is recalled with
much force when a field is seen dotted ov»r
with manure heaps too soon after the oats
have been cut or when the snow lies upon
the ground, or whenever this subject is dis-

Ella (five years old, who has broken a window with a snowball)—“Papa, dear, don't
beat me; subtract it rather from my marriage

dowry.”—Fliegende
“Why

politicians always talking about
the party platform, my dear?” queried Mrs.
are

Rattler of her husband. "Looking for the
‘deals,’ my love,” rejoined Rattler.—Boston
Courier.
Hereford's Acid

Phosphate, Indigestion

*
from Overwork.
Dk. DANIEL T. NEL80N, .Chicago, »ays:
“I find it a pleasant and valuable remedy in

indigestion, particularly In overworked men."
A

breathes about eighteen times a
uses oOOO cubic feet, or about 1170
hogsheads of air per mluute. Think of this
when you are tempted to eat onlous.—Burlington Free Press.

and

MISCELLANEOUS.

—

RAILROADS.

Ar at

WINTER

B1JRLINOTON

On and after Monday. Nov. (3th,
Pamogrr Trniua Iruvr Portlnnd

unlil further notice
Na'45 A, HI.—For
Littleton, Lancaster,
am! ah points on B. 0. M. H. It., St. Jobnsbury,
Burlington, Ogdensburg anti ail points on O. A L,
O. K. it., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
points on Southeastern Railroad and branches.
.*1 OO I*. HI.—For Fabyan’s
and
Intermediate

Fabyan’s.

stations.

Train* arrive

viNiimtnifiiv.

ton,

A

Lawis

“The last ton of soapstone that I bought is so
much adulterated that it is uot fit to adulterate
my butter with.”—Philadelphia News.

Ginger

Sanford’s

ortland,

1882,

must

give you up

to

her!—London Punch.

UU.I

Burgess, Anplnwall.

KEY WEST-Sid 23d, ich EL Sehepp, Crabbe
Fannie Whitmore, Whitmore

Mitelieli.

New Haven.
.JACKSON VILLE-Ar 2d, eeh H A Do Wilt, Heed,
WlscasBet.
Ar 1st, *eh Hope Haynes,
ST AUGUSTINE
Meadv. Wlscasset.
DARIEN—Ar 28tb, sob Mary A Power, Simmons,
Savannah.
SAT I LI iA 1U V EH—Sid 30th, 8oh Ella, Coo b«,

Absolutely Pure.

The doctor—
What do you

claim?" The conscript—"I havo a brother in
the service.” The doctor—“That is not u malady.” The oousoript—“No; but it is at least
an affection!”—French paper,
Any physician who is acquainted with its
properties will say that Glenn's Sulphur Soap
is a reliable remedy for local skin diseases.

ubMrn "“d L«wl»i»»tT.80«. in.. 1,16
and 6.16 p. tu.
For Osrbstt,mixed,7.40 a. m., and 4,00
p.m.
For iffootreMl, Quebec no.I
IIiIchro 1.80
p. tu,

This Powder never varies, A marvel of parity,
nonoloal than
strength and wbolesoiueneff* More
the ordinary kin ’s, and eanuot be sold in competitionwlth the ninlLitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders.
Hold only in can *.
Koval Bakjno Powimsk Co., Hill Wall 8t., N. Y.
undid
dlyr

Nature was wise wheu it ordained that
chickens should not have teeth. If it were
possible to look into a chicken's mouth aud
tell its age, like that of a horse, by Its teelh, it
wouli\ be a square give away on the farmer
who was trying to palm off an old heu ns a
young pullet.—Philadelphia Chronicle-Herakl.
The old fashioned Hop Poultice or bag is far
inferior to a Hop Plaster both jts a pain killer
and strengthener. Call for It at any drug
store.

Unrequited Advance. Old flame (in a tone
of tenaer melancholy to old fogey, whom she
regrets having rejected when be once made
her an offer)—“Do you think, Mr. Buckthorn,
we shall meet thosa we love in the next
world?” Old fogey—“Perhaps, ma'am. Aud,
let us hope, in that part of It where they neither marry nor are givea in marriage."—London Punch.
*

The “constantly tired-out" fooling so often
expel ienced is the result of impoverished blood
and consequent enfeebled vitality. Ayer’s Sarsagarilla feeds and enriches the blood, increas.
es the appetite, and promotes digestion of the
food and the assimilation',of its strengthening

qualities.

The system being thus invigorated,

the feeling rapidly changes to
of strength and energy.
A

a

grateful

sense

Pittsburg preacher

asserted that Shaktpeare was a greatly over rated man. Somebody should present that clergyman with a
copy of the immortal bard’s works and spell
out the hard words for him.—New York Commercial Advertiser.
A sailor who had fallen overboard and was
speedily interviewed by a shark, cried out to
his enemy, “Have pity on a man who is down!
“My friend," replied the shark, “a man who
keeps himself above water is of no use to me.
Now is my time.” Moral: The man who falls
overboard in business can expect no favors of
the sheriff.—Detroit Free Press.
Joe McC. went a-fljhing with a live frog fo9
bait. For more than an hoar he waited in vain
for a bite.
Palling up to examine his bait he
found his line leading to the shore, when to.
his extreme surprise and pleasure (?) he found
Mr. Frog seated calmly on a rock by his side
enjoying his otium cum dig. Joe declares that
the batrachlan winked at him with this mest
consummate Impudence.—Forest and Stream.
The great sale of Swedish Remedies is astonishing, and for enriching the blood, creating

appetite,
strengthening the whole system
nothing can surpass these remedies.
or

an

Do yon know the prisoner?” asked a Harlem judge of a witness' “Yes, sir, I do; I
know him intimately; he and I were in a bank
together at the same time.” "Ah, when wa
that?” was the question of a shrewd lawyer, who
was counsel for the prisoner.
Well, as near
as I can remember, it was fire years
ago, and
abont three o’clock in the morning; none of the
bank officers were present at the time.
The
witness was speedily excused.—Harlem Times
The oldest baking powder sold in this city
is the Congress Yeast Powder which was first
sold more than 35 years ago. It is absolutely
pure.
itlAKRIA«CS.
In Chelsea, April 22, Fred A. Crosby of Fairfield and Mus Ida M. Heath of Plttston.
In Gardiner. April 11. M. W. I,awrence of Gardiner and Mias May O. Holland of Dlxfield.
In Bath, April 28, Frederick H. Patten and MUs
Clara A. Kendrick.

In this city, May 5, Alexander
years 29 days,—youngest son of
late Martin C. Jones.

Rutland,

The funeral service of the late Nathan
Tibbetts will take place this Monday afternoon at 3
o'clock, at bis late residence, Bradley's Corner,

Beering.

do for New York; Julia A Martha do for Block 1(1
and; J M Kennedy, Ellsworth for Holdout; James
O'Don',hue, Frankfort f .r Now York; Wm Sleveus,
Belfast tor Koudout; Olive Addison for New York;
Wm H 1 to IV111 Boston for Damanscotta.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 4tb, sob Mary F, Romkev.

East port.

Below, sobs

E P

Rogers, from Kennebec for Boston; M J Elliott, Rockland for do; Edward & Frank
from Damarlscotta for do; Buena Vista, and Coquette. Wiscasset fordo; Paragon, Calais for New
Bedford: Sea Breese, Bangor for New York.
CAL vis—Ar 3d, sch Addle Sawyer, Cook, from
Portland.
BOOTHBAY—Ar 4th, sch Connecticut, Tracey,
Portlnnd for Bangor.
FORKIG3 FORTH
Sid fm Hong Kong Mch 14, barque Herbert Black.
hew York.
Sid fm Havre A pi 20, ship John W Marr, Colton.

Treat,

Cardiir.

Sid fm East London Mch 30, barque Esther, Benjamin, Pernambuco.
Sid fm Natal Mch 26, brtg F X Henderson, Henderson, Guam.
Sid fm AspinwaU A pi 21. barque Skobeleff, Tuck-

Kingston,

er,

Ja.

Sid fm Oemarara Apl 11, brig Stephon Bishop,
Kiverfl, OrohUl* and Baltimore.
Cld at Windsor, NS, 2d lust, sch Laura K Messer,
Gregory, Aleiandrla.
Ar at St John, NB, 3d Inst, sch Anna
Frye, Bryant

Eastport.

Cld 3d schs Walter L Plummer, Plummer, Matanias; 4th, Jeunle F Willey. Chadwick, New York.
Ar at Hillsboro 2d lust, sell M J Laughton, Morans. Pembroke.
Cld 2d, schs Viola May, Fisher, and Clara
Jane,
Allen, tor Now York.
Cld at Apple Itiver —, *ch B Youug,
*
Hinckley, for
New York.
MPOKER.
April 24, Jat 42 65. Ion 63 30, ship Zephyr, from
Bremen for New Ton.

A.

Schiedam Aromatic
SCHNAPPS.
As

a

...

York..

Havanal.May

E
E
5
5
B
5
5
B
8
9
9
9
10
10
11
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

Valencia- •.New York..Isiguayra....May
Sailer.New York ..Bremen
May
Wyoming.New York. .Liverpool.. .May
Serrla.New York. .Liverpool. ...May
Main.New York.. Bremen
May
Amerlque.New York..Havre
May
Gellert.New York. Hamburg.. May
City of Alexandria New York.. Vera Cruz...May
Alyona.New York..Pori Prince .May
Newport.New York..Havana
May
Nnrnberg.New York. Bremen
May
Rugia.Now York. Hamburg
.May
tJoglaud.New York .Liverpool. .May
Clrcass'a.New York..Glasgow
May
Woesland.New York..Antwerp
May
Reliance"”.Now York Wo Jnneiro..May
.Mavl7
City Washington...New York. Havana.
City of Chester.... New York.. Liverpool. ..May 17
Westphalia.New York. .Hamburg... .May 17
Saratoga.New York.. Havana
May 19
....

Itreassinu.Quebec.Liverpool_May

19

and necessary

corrective of water rendered

vegetable decomposition
as

Limestone, Sulphate

Aromatic

Schnapps

or

Impure by

other causes,

of Copper &c, the

is superior to every

other alcoholic preparation.
ever

section of

FOB

bererage

general

OPfiTEAHUniPa.

raoM

S.

WOLFE’S

saltrof

Valencia.New York Laghayra.. .May
Brltann.Now York .l.<v«rpool... May
Bevnnla.New York..Glasgow
May
Bermuda.New York. St Kitts
May
Switzerland.Now York. Antwerp
..May

Niagara.New

Hercules, Lincoln, Now York: robs
Lynam, Cow Buy; Nellie Bower*.
Spear, Portland; Arthur Burton, Crockett, tor St
Mmon*. Ga; C L Jeltroy, Bassett. Kennebec; Caro.
Uae. Dorr, Portland.
SALEM-In port 4th, icbs Velma, fm St George
for New York; .lane, Port Johnson for
Portsmouth;
Andrew Peters,Calais for New Karen; Maggie Todd,

A. and the

[Funeral on Tuesday afternoon, at 2 o’clock, at
No. 70 Hanover street.
In this city, May 6. .Jennie Burnham, youngest
child of Susan and the late Charles W. Burnham,
aged 7 months.
[Funeral this Monday afternoon, at 3 o’clock, at
No. 495 Portland street.
In North Yarmouth, May Elh, Dca. Nathaniel
W. T. Sweet sir, aged 69 years 4 months.
In Brownfield, Slay 4, of dropsy, Andrew Martin,
aged 53 years.
in Bath, April 30, Marcia K. wife of Capt. Fred
L. Blair, aged 29 years 4 months.
In Phlpsburg, April 30, Jss. C. Marson, aged 86
years 4 months.
In West Bath, April 28, John Wyman, aged 88
8(1 years 4 months.
In Sweden, April 28, Bryant Morton of Bridgton, aged about 82 years.
In
Vt„ may 6, Addis Bottler, wife of
Moeee M. Ford, aged 24 years.

'All.IAfl ItsVS

Machine.
viuoin, amp
Geo Y .Ionian,

vale uneqnaled

For sale by all

NEW YORK.
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impo

WINES A
of nil

vl A RINK
PORT OF

& A R Dotton.
Scb Nonpareil,
Sch James

Sck
York.

IilIJUORS

bind.,

J‘IU

PORTLAND.

Gott, Tremont.

Henry, Monroe,
Frank

Friendship.
Barker, Smith, Pembroke for New

Stella J.ee, Hamilton, Deer Isle for Boston.
Sck Toronto, Dorlty, Bangor for Boston.
Cleared.
Barque G M Stanwood, Webber, New York, to
load for Batavia—Chas Merrill.
Brig Kodiak. Gilley, Savannah—Noah Reed.
Sch Willie Martin, Holbrook, New York—Boston
Mills.
Scb Fred Gray, Wallace, New York—E Clement
ft Co.
Sch

ri •£>

i» it«,

NTKWS.

SATURDAY, May 6.
Arrived.
Stoatnsklp Franconia, Bennett, New York—mdse
to Henry Fox.
Sck K J; Warren, Babbldge, Boston— molasses to
W H Robinson, »Jr.
Sell Advance, Dean, Hampden—fish barrels to
Chae A Dyer.
Scb Maud S, Strout, Cherry field—shingles to S 11

P.tMHK.YGECC THAIIIH HIM, LEAVE

A

a.

Dally

a*.

R. STANLEY
■»<<» NKW

|>A1.K

of flu* liiood, am! in all the various
forms of genera! debility.
This
is made
from the
d renowed Liebig’s Extract,
of Beef, Citrate of Iron and Pure
Sherry Wine. Large bottles 50
cents.

October 15, 1882.

auratiou

An agreeable Elixir composed
of Fresh Dandelion, Wild Cherry
and Gentian, chemically combined
with Iron, Phosphorus and
Quinine. One dose of Elixir Taraixcum will correct INDIGESTION
and from one to three bottles (accodingt*tlie severity of the disease) will permanently cure the
worst form of the complaint.
APPETITE, One bottle of Taraxicum
Compound will insure a
hearty appetite and increased digestion. Large bottles 50 cents.

&$0N, Importers,

NO. I'oRR KTRCET, PORT*
1.4 NO, 31 AINK.

Alfo, (loneral Manager. for New England,

Suiiiinit

t

To Lei.
rriHKEE Soon In store No. 446 Fore street, with
X
steam power. Apply on the premises.
lanllMtf
K. DUNHAM & SON.

TO LET

Store IVos.

vian Bark used in medicine and
Aromatics forms one of (he best
TONICS in the world.
As an appetizer and promoter
of digestion it lias no equal and
ptrsons recovering from fevers or
other sickness, will find in this
preparation an invaluable companion. Price 50 cents for a large

Jihw

opened
Portland and

•

found ut

an

the

HOUSE

at

apri3dtfOcean Street, Woodford’s.

The three preparations above
can be found at just one place in
the City.

KLAL

ESTATE

For Sale.
House lots in all sections of the
city, Woodford’s and Centre Deering, on line
of can, suburban residences, desirable
building
lota, known as the Baxter lots, in Deering; farms,

HOUSES

GUPPY,

and

and timber lands in adjoining towns and counties.
Purchascn are Invited to call before investing.
Pronerty taken care of and rents collected on reasonable terms.
mar30eod3m

KINSMAN
& ALDEN.

1ST. S3.

Gardiner,

Dealer in Heal Estate, Mortgages and Commercial
9.< Exchange St.
Paper.

REMEMBER THE PLACE.

WANTS.
GOOD furnished house in the upper portion of
the city, for a small genteel family, during
the summer months. Light usage. Kent, seventyfive tt> one hundred dollars per month.
mar4d3t*
B. SHAW, 48^ Exchange St.

A

Wanted.

A

lias the endorsement of das. G,
Blaine, Esq. Rev. C. F. Penny,
Col. Thomas Lombard, Kev. E. H.
W. Smith, (all ot Augusta.

ADAMSON’S
BOTANIC COUGH
BALSAM than of all other
Cough Remedies United.
more

a
C3.00D
reference

good

or

security

can

Address

have outside territoNo. 35 Temp o St.
dtf

GUPPY,

fjjes.

'<*%,

Edward’s and Walk.
■ re1 Hardware
.loro from
Till, lo.Hny Id I

over

Wwknler, Sprinavato,

TO mU

ONLY,

nassn. Lears

AFTER ]

Portland for Canton, at 7.30

and 1.30 p.
a. m.

m.

and

1.67

r. m.

0X13 HATFORD. Snpt
Portland. Oct. 16, 1889
octl4dtf
c

NewVorkXf

ok Ncnvn

-SETWESN—

New York, Trenton &

Philadelphia,

STATION IK NE* TflBK

Sv

Philadelphia

it

Rending

,»ID (JKKGN

specialty,

R. JR.

an

BROOK

L

aprSS

IMkllilV,

] Oar

8 4, Ao
4,fH»

built,

full powered and have superior accommodation for cabin and
steerage passengers. Prepaid
tickets are Issued at reduced rates to thoee desirous
Of bringing out their friends. Dates of sailing from
Portland to Liyerpool direct:

BROOKLYN, Capt. M.Gibson. GAor
•OREGON, Capt. Williams.i2Ajr
TORONTO, Capt. Jos. Gibson.19Apr.'
•SARNIA,Capt. Liudall.3May.
BATE* OP

ETRLANH ACEKPV,

Boston.

P. BALDWIN
Paas. AgentO. R.R.0
.J.
«•

-on.

& $60.00 Gold.
Cabin, return. $30.00 & $110.00 Gold.
Intermediate
.....$40.00 Gold
Steerage...$25.00 Gold
For passage, *e., apply » DAVID TORRANCE
& CO., General Agent*, C'rasd Trunk
Freight Offices. foot of India street.
nol6dtmyl
*
These Steamers do not carry Cattle or Sheep.

ALLAN
”

•

»]«.

Hi VVEI. TO KPROl'K !
ol\'o«i for Tour* lo mu part of
•'•nopr find ihr Orient.

ViatiiuiitCN

oheorfully

»ud

Dog Lost.
“**

QUEBEC TO UVER000L
EVERY SATURDAY from MAY to DECEMBER,
Making the SHORTEST OCEAN VOYAGE. Only
FIVE DAYS from Laud to Land. Extra Weekly
Ships from G4LW41. I.ITIPKICK, I.O.VIKIVUUIUV and GLA6GOI1
TO BOSTON DIRECT.
Only direct line from Rnlwayand Limerick.
Accommodations uuequaled. Cabin *70 ami **o
Intermediate, *40; Pre(>aid Steerage, *21.
For Information, Ac., apply to LEVE Ik ALBKN, Ren. Agents. 30# Broadway, X.Y, :or E.
A. WALDRON, 40 Exchange St., T. P. McROWAN, 433 Congress St., Portland,
marl 3
dtf

WHITE STAR LISE.
U. B. ui Royal Mail Steamers

toUsenool Via Queenstown,
'■ales reduced for Fall and Winter. These steamers take the ex
Deme -outherly routes, avoiding
all dangers from icebergs. Cabin $60 and toil; Excursion $110 and $144; Steerage at low rates. The
sailings are as follows:
....Jan. 20 Baltic..Feb. 1
26 Brttania.Feb. 10
sailing mwt, caoin plans, passage rates and
drafts, apply to J. L. FABMKK, 22 Kxclianee St.
dels
licrmarjic...

Kapnblic.Jan.
xur

dly

Maine

Steamship Company

Semi-Weekly

Advertisements written

appropriately dleplaye

and proof, given, free of charge.

loading Dally and Weekly Newspapers of the
United States and Canada, kept on tile for tlieeocomnodlftiva of Advertisers.

Line to Sew York.

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia

Will until farther notice leave Franklin Wharf.
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
p. in., and leave Pier 37, East River, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4. p. m.
These steamed are fitted up with fine accomodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. Daring the gammer months these
steamers will toweb at Vineyard Haven on tneir
passage to and free. New York. Passage, inclading
State Room, »6; meals extra,-Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York, forwarded to destination a
once.
For further information, apply to
HENRY POX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Art, Pier 38, E. R„ New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 2
Exchange Street. From Dee. 1, to May 1, no pa
sengers will be taken by this line.
doc5dtf

Portland,

BOSTON
The favorite Steamers Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave h RAN KLIN WHARF,
Portland, at 7 o'clock p. m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 7 o'clock i>. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they se-

cure a comfortable nights rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving In Boston late
at
kets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
5, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. II. C OYLE, Jr., Geurral Agent.

dtf

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.
desiring to nd for friends in the Old Country will save money by buying their prepaid
steerage tickets at the General' Ocean Steamship
Office, No. 22 Exchange Street, (don’t mistake the
number) at the sign of the big Locomotive, at present reduced rates by theCunard and other fast first
class mail steamers coming direct across tbu ocean,
on the warm Gulf Stream route, thus
avoiding all
dangers

from Ice and

icebergs.

I

can

sell

prepaid

steerage passage tickets from Oueenstown, Londonderry and Belfast for $21.00; Dublin, §22.00; London, Bristol, Cardiff and Oalway. §24.00; Hamburg, Antwerp, Havre, Manheim. Amsterdam, Rot
terdam, Parte, Bremen and Har ngen, $27.00
Copenhagen, Christiana, Christ!: isand, Bergen
Trondbjem, Goteborg, Malino, $28 JO; children un
dor 12 half fare. Sterling and Scandinavian exJ. L. FARMER, Agent,
change at low rates.
22 Exchange St.
jan 24dtf

dam, Amsterdam and Italian hues, all tirst class
fast passage steamers, to and front all points in
Europe, cabin. I'd Cabin aad steerage outward and
prepaid ticket# from Portland at lowest rates.
Steerage prepaid tickets from inland places in Europe' to inland place, in the United States. Sterling and Scandinavian exchange at lowest rates.
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale by th
cargo. For cabin plans, circulars, sailing schemes
&e. and other Information apply to .1. L. FARMER
22 Exchange St, T. 0. Box 979.

diy_

Portland, Bangor, n Desert
And Machals Steamboat C ompany.

COMMENCING TUESDAY, APRIL 10th,
rn« steamer CITY OF RiCHp-MOND. Capt. Dennison, will
^ kuire Kail road Wbarf, Portland
t.
Vevery Tuesday, si 11.15 P.Bi.
or on arrival oftnin
leaving Boston at 7 p. m.,
€«alife«, Over l*lr. *rd«ft.r P^UI“!*d»
wirU9 Ms, Woxt and Hot Vlnrbom. (Ml. Or*
and

under
short curly liilr, answers to the
Suitable reward is offered to the
MERRILL, Colley’s Corner. Falnay Id! u

nilibriiigc.

Also leave same Wharf every FRIDAY, at 11.16
p. m„ or on arrival of train, for above landings, and
Jewe«pert nad Hnrhin-psri.
N. B.
Tuesday** trip as far as Millbridge only.
Connect with H. A B. Steamers at Rockland, going East, tor Rfwr Land
lie mm mg. will leave it achiasport every manday morning, at 4.30 o’clock, touching at all
landings, and tMiltbridge every .Monday and
Thursday, at S a. m., touching at Intermediate landings, and connecting at Portland with Pullman
and early morning train for Boston.
Connect with Boston A Bangor St cartel* at
Koclilnnd. coining West, and receive passenger*
and freight from Bangor and River Landings for
Portland.
Hr on or about May 16, steamer Lewiston will
g>on the route aud make two trips per week
through toMaebiasport.
GEORGE L. DAY,
rroas. ami c.eooral Ticket Agent
K.
General
_

white tip tail, white

CUSHING,

Agent,

Portland, April 21. 1883

ap24d

Boston
—

A>*T>

—

PBUUmiLPiiM

I

ESTM

State, City

Direct Steamship

ami Hailroatl

•

Line.

From BOKl'OH
Fvcry Wednesday aud Sat*
arday,
From PHILADELPHIA
Every Tuesday and Friday.
Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From Pine Street Wharf

From

#11( (T&rb±

SHABPEACO.,
NEW YORK

™

BAILING FBOM

,,Cf.o

Advertising A fronts,

LINF

Summer Service.

»en

A

PACKAGE.

Cabin.$50.00,

codtf

« PAItK HOW,

r.
V

TKvnnA ..» I

Correspondence

invited.

ior

U1*J1

ra.

at 10 a. m.
Insurance 01.c-half the rate of

Philadelphia.

sailing vessel.

Freight for the West by ibe renr. R R„
tho negotiation of securities
I South ny connecting lines, forwarded free of com; mission.
lt«*wnd Tilp A1*.
I'nDiur T<*
If
Meals and Room included.

HWICS B8T

The

1

during the winter season
fortnightly between this port and
Ilyerpool. The vessels are Clyde

rsrnn
'1

’-ri.lfah-'K-,

538 Congr«*s street.
W.W.

BERkY,

The steamers of this Line will

f,tmmmm.
1

/!.,£}■*

SPRING ^ARRANGEMENT
PER
WEEK.

Philadelphia, KirDr.Ru.

throat,
name of Copper.
limler. U \V.
m.mtb. IftAMi

FRENCH BREAD,

DOMINION LINE.

TWO 2 .TRIPS

deodtf

KLAItO

Agents,
O. L. BARTLETT Sc CO.,
113 ktals Hired, ewi. Iircad Hr., Bstl.s
or to .7. i>. LITTLE ft CO„
leBBdtf
81 Fxchango St.. Portland

ROUTtv.

Winli)ii|ftAn Street,

Hot evciy afternoon at 5 o’clock at

T L. A M,.

tern

THIrtO ANP BERKS 8Tb.

Portland. Mo.

Jane

and Australia.

For Freight, Paesage, sailing lists and further
information, apply to or address the General Eas-

ITREETD,

and

Photographer
a

Zealand

Au.lralin.
Steamers sail from New York on 10th, 20th and
30tu of each month,
carrying passenger* for San
Francisco and all of tbe above ports.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwloh islands, New 7-ealaid

FOR

LOST AND FOUND
Portrait,

Islands, Jew

General Ocean Steamer Ticket Office.
rale of passrage tickets by the White Star,
Cunard, Anchor, State, American, Red Star,
North Herman Lloyd, Hamburg. American, Rotter-

Bound Brook Route.

,,,,,,

given. Pamphlets sent ou application.
Hours—12 to 4 o’clock, P. M. (eicoot 8nn
foblOdlyr

@awl OPunM,

and

“S'1*1,?!® ISSUED.
.'“JSSfBog,Kull iwrtt.-ularsImparted
TICKKT8
in monthly
l&ffAyW;
>S»«" wnt free. Addre* AMERICAN
lAUlANUI. TRAVELERS’ BVKEAl', IRS Broad««y, New York. V. A. II tit AT I’ONI, Manager,
•
mar .4
i-odSm*

WILI.IAMHKAD(M. !>., HwTMd, 1842). and
ROBERT M. HEAD (M. U., Harvard, 1870), 41
llonion, give special atlontlou
P4©ii»rr*rt
to the treatment of 11*111*. Nils ♦ IN is
TIIK IIKCITIHII,
AM, IIIHEAHEM Ol
without detention front business. Abundant refer

Mo* Wl Mum Uteuak.

Portland
9.30 a. m.

for

from Krutovs

VatTAIC BEIT CO., MARSHALL. MICH.

Fine

JAPtA, CHINA
•Sandwich

ALL

Ot*ge oonneetlon* with Byron, Mexico; Dlxficld.
Peru, Livermore, West Senmer and Turner

Days' Trial.
YOUNG OR OLO,

Curort without the Use of the Knife.

fd

to.

Loato Lewiston At 7.10

30

Y
«*f a I ekhonal Natium regnmnsr from Auwaks iiul
Otmku Cacseh. Hoot'dy relief nnd comi'U'te rcatonUonotIIralTH.vinonandMavuoohh ahaxtkkd.
Tin* ttrrvnd«‘s>t discovery «»f the Nineteenth Century,
fiou d at once for 11 lustre ted I’amphlet free. Address

Nhi:v»? and Drain Tin*at
mrnt, ft gtmrf.nt': I specific (hr Hysteria, Di.-uir
Convulsiorvi, Fit*, Nervous Neuralgia, Headache.
Nervous Pmn rati on caused by the t»»e of altohcl
or tobacco, WekAflilftess, Mental Depression, Poft*
ening of tho Dram resulting i.i Insantty and leading
to misery, decay and death, Premature Old Age,
fmpotcncy, Weakness In either sox, Involuntary
Losses and Sperm' tnrrhtaacaused by ovrr-caci tion
of the brai *, self > mo or over indulgence- Kach
tilth’s treatment. $1. a box, or
box contains one
tnt by mail prepaid on
0 boxes for $5.» 0:
receipt of
price. Waguarr c (1 boxes to cure any case. With
each order reedv 1lor 0 boxes accompanied with
purchaser our written guarantee
we wilt send th
y *f the treatment does not effect
to refuud the mt
• cur*. «[• 0. W »,f«T A Co.. Proprietors, issue guar*
II.
II. IIA \ «& TO.,
tees
an
through
Druggists, only
agents, Portland, Me.,junction Middle and Free Sts.

STEPHEN
and
$ovhf

Jan ton

4.16 and
g Lewiston,
Leave

DirmuTT,
guttering
Forck
Vitality, Lack
WHO
non, Wastiko Wkaknksabs,and nil those diseases

»

CALIFORNIA,

FOR

fare si.oo.

FARE,
War,

on

PACIFIC MAIL fi. 8. CO.

lui

1A AJIbJA OJ&JO,

Now York and

sent

Liar will
sTSj Leave
Kailroad Wharf,
Of
foot
state
street,
every
Monday,
and Thursday, at 6 p. m., for Eaetport and &l.
John, with connections for Calais, Robblnston, St.
Andrews, Pembroke, Hooltoii, Woodstock Grand
Menan, CampobeUe, Dlgby, Aonapolle, Yarmouth.
Windsor, Hall fas, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst
Pioton, “hedlao,
Bathurst, DalbwnMe Char
lottetows Fort PairIIeld. Grand Falls, and othei
station, on the Ne* Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor. and Annapolis, Western Bounties. Kali Hoad,, and Singe IBontae.
BP*Frelvht reee! vul up to 4 p. m. and any information regarding the r..rue inay be had at tb e
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulate, with Excursion Routes, Ticket*
State Rooms and further information apply si
Company's Office, At) (Irebaege 8f,
T. C. HEPSET. t resident, and Manager
dt
d«4

Steamers!

Rumford Falls k Bucfcileld

BOimn

are

HON.
Ficbib-

4th

this

Alfred, Wat-

but tjcjsr*»<at any railroad cr (tear,
boat offloo In Now England) r!a

Electric Appliance!

of

Mtrhbnrg,

B? rare te

—

DEC.
»_P »Alf,
er.

a.

Express Trains. Double Track* Slone Bel®

AND

•-

5.46 p.

and

oodfbrd’a.
,1. W. PETKRS, Supt.

4

NK VT

V

gndlLu

&x-

Street.
ahange
2 • L oe* not, stop at

ANO

A CURE

A

a. m.
m.

crtiore sad Race Kivrr.7.30 a. sa., 1.03
a. m., and (mixed) at 0.30
p. as. Returning
loaye lloeheeter at (mixed) 6.46 a. m.,
a. m., and 3.36 p. m.;
arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.S6 p. m. and 6.46 p. m.
F*r (lorbam, Naccarappa. Cumberland
Wctbreeh aad Weadfard’s.
™1*U,
*• “*•»
O. JO and (mixed)
*0.30 p. sa.
The f .03 p. m. tialn from Portland eonneete at
(irJssc.ilthBtuttTsurl Haute for
C'«West, and at Calea Dr pel. Werceeier, for
New lark via Norwich Cine, and all
rail,
Titl1
*• * N. E. K.
H ("Steamer Maryland Bonte") for Philadelphia, Raltimore, W'a.biagtea, and the
heath end with He.ten *• Albany R. R. for
the W ret.
Close icon actions made at W r.tbroek Jeertlea with through train* of Me. Central R.
R., and
at GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trams of Grand Trunk R. R,
Through tickets to all point* South and Woet, at
Depot o rices and at f 'lins * Adam*’ No. S3

WHltf

1

16,

arriving at wiroester
m.
Returning leave

Ayer, Jane.,

ehiludelphia

—

4

AMU AFTER

«W

i» l-

./teuiA®

l"'aVV<"nChm*t*r’

Wr

NINTH

KINSMAN
&ALOEN.

.Jr

as.,

Stations in

I BEFORE;

lTWO TOIPSPER WEEK.

Nashua. I.ewelt, Windham, and Kg.
ping at 7.30 a. m. and 1.03 p.m.
* ®“cord
point* North, at

CANVASSERS WANTED.
Energetic Canvassers to sell the Eagle
Wringer on installments. Men who can give

ry to handle.
uovlfl

.Ai:

No. 276 Middle St,

flialea,

Rev

r*

WANTED IMMEDIATELY.
A Jouraeyaiau Tailor at
A. S. Ft.KNA I.D'S,
mayldtf
Free, C'or. of Cross SI.

a.

7.30 p.

arriving at Portland at 1.S6 p.

nu,

A,

YOUNG man from 111 to 18 years of age to
learn tho Apothecary business. Apply at
nia4dtf
663 CONGRESS ST.

rtenday, On.

UnlonDepot, Woreeeter, at 7.30

JOl

Wanted.

Adamson’s Botanic
Congli Balsam

'rl-l>S
'"'TV'r
S.16 p, m. and

in.

of Trains.

Ob and after

hM‘A,Paeeenger Trains will leave
*ew«F**tluAd at 7*30 a* as., aad

f-mrmr

are

Post OSSee

House and Stable to Lcl.
and Stable, on line of Hone Railroad
Woodferd'a.
Enquire of J. H. UEKD,

bottle.

Arrangement

at

oct2dtf

Of lice

he

PORTLAND & E0CHE8TER B. R

HiJfcllS Middle St.

all the large
located, in dry
goods, Fancy and other Classes of goods. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe, Elevator, Couuten, Tables, Uas and Water, with light
and airy basement all in perfect repair. Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, 1HOMPSON JC4
Brackett St. where the keys may;be found.

oflee In
eim

Portland andWoreester Line.

..-

where
BELOW
Wholesale Jobbing 1loose*

IP.' KEKISOll

Dr. t\

ap5

~

preparation, composed of
Calisaya (or King's Hark,) the
most valuable species of the Peru-

days)

INK.
d

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with ail
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macbias, Eastport, Calais,
Bt. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland A ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshment*. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Las re nee and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of JM. L. Williaus, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at I'uion
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
J. T. FUKBEK, Gen. Supt.
S, H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

i

TO LET

This

Npring Water,

Mi no ml

EIIUR H1KRIMIIN,
anglO

Portland For Boston and Way stations at
m. Boston For Portland at 6.00 p. m.

1.00 p.

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
tteuentl Patoenger and Tic set Area*.
0. W. SANBORN, Master Transpcrtatlcu.
oclS
dtf

CALISAYA
CORDIAL.

uncos

POR THE CKfiERKATED

HEYDAY TKAIYS.

40 Exchange street.
Pallmaa Car Ticket* far Beat. «s4
Berth* «ald at Dcaot Ticket OS».
Now, dnt^luM dining room *t Portsmouth.
Through trains stop 10 minutes for meals.

I

31

PO K KOCI■ ENT E K and P A HIM IYOTOY,
Y. H.. 8.46a.m., 1.00 and 3.30 p. m. POK
ALTON BAY at 8.45 a. m., 3.30p. m.
FOR
VI AY< IILMTP.it AYD COYCOUD Y. H.,
at
8.45
m.
New
a.
Market
Lawrence)
(ria
(yla
Jet.) st 3.30 p. m. VIOIt YINt. TKAIY
f.EAVEM KEY.YEBl’YK FOR'PORT.
LA YD at 7.26.
Note-The
1.00 p. m. train from Portland
will not stop at Scarboro Beach, Pine
Point,
or
Wells
lw
Take
except
Passengers For Ho-lou. Parlor Cars on all
through trairs. Seats secured in advance at
Depot Ticket Office.
tF-lhe 1 .00 p. m„ train from Portland connects with Mound Line Mteamrr* for Yew
Ywrk and all Rail Lines for the West, and the 3.30
p. m., train with all Knil Lines for Yew Ywrk
and the South and West.

Elisabeth. Searboro, Saco,
Blddeford. Keuuebunk, Wells, North and South
Borwlek, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Oouwav Diyltlon. Klttery, Portsmouth
Newburrjiort.
Salem, Gloucester, Kooekort,
Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p. m.
At I ». in. for Cane Elisabeth, Searboro, Saco.
Blddeford, KennebunX, Wells, No. Berwick So
Berwick, Conway Junction, lottery, Portsmouth
Newbwryport,Salem, Lynn, Cbelsea and Boston,
arrirlug at 6.10 p. m. connecting with Sound and
Kail Lines for all Southorn and Western points.
Train* leave Umu*.
At 9.00 a. tu. and arrive In Portland at 1 .Co
m. At 12.80 p. in. and arrive in Portland »t 6:0
p. ra. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive In Pcrtlan
at 11.00 p. m.
I*alln>an Parlor Cara.
On
trains leaving
9.00
a
m.
Boston, at
12.80 and 7.00 p. in. and trains leaving Portland
8.46 a. m„ and 1 p. m. (Through Pullman Sleep
Ing Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 t m
and Portland at 2.00 a. ml.
Through ticket, to nil polar. Weal and
Meath may be had of J. M. French, Ticket Seller,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Offioe

ELIXIR "~TARAXICUM COMPOUND

iimr

nOVKK,
FXETKK,
HAVEBHILL,
LAtVBEltCE, A.YUOVEK AYD LOWP 1,1. at 8.45 a. m., 1.00 and 3.30 p, m. POK
YEW 1I4KHET at 8.46 a. m. 3.30 p. m.

tgbt Pullman) for Saco.

this train for Boston.
A t N.45 a. m. for Cape

FISTULA AND PILES

ftV —

HONTOY
3.30 p. m.,
1.16. 6.10
-3and 8.(5) p. m. HONTOY POK
POBTI.ANU nt 9.00 a. in., 12.30 and 3.30
p. m„ arriving at Portland at 1.00, 6.00, and 8.00
I'OKTI.AYD PIIK NtAKHOKO
in.
p.
BEACH, and PINE POINT, 8,45 a. m„
3.30
and
5.40
m.
POK
p.
(See note.)
OI.D
IIKIIIAKD
BEACH,
N.tIO,
BIDDEPOBD AYD KKY.YEBlitH at 8.45 a. m., 1.00, 3.80 and 6.40 p. m.
Pint
W ELl.x at 8.45 a. in., 3.30 p. m. (See
note.) FOIt YOUTH KI KYIKk, HALMOY
GREtT
FALL*,
EALLN,

KeaaebruX, Kltlery, Porurmoutb,
Nswbnryport. 3*leo hyau and Boston, arriving
! Sleoplng Oar trill be
aiB.BOa. m. Aspe
ready for ooeupanc
Portland elation, « 0.00
p. ru. (Sunday nights Up. m., and is attached to
B'ddaford,

far

I"*-'*s«*-«-|at 8.46 a. m., 1.00 and
|S^-- ■--’..arriving at Boston at

Train* leave Portland
At

I'OKTLAM)

___

ARBANUEHEMT,

Commencing Sunday,

nutrition, improvisliment

paired

Railroad,

On and after Monday, Oct. 16, 1882,

1

211

MfNIATlTBK ALMANAC.MAY 7.
....4 43 High water, (a M)..11.80
Hinrluf,
Hud wtn
.7.JO Moon lot*..
8.11)

FALE

As a Nutritive tonic, it would be
indicated in the treatment of im-

Dr. B. C*. \\

J»3

oct7dti

Eastern Railroad.

nro
1 oit

STREET,

Boston & Maine

G. P. A.

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

GUARANTEED.

1<S BEAVER

PAYHON TUCKER, Gen’l Supt.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l. Pa»*. & Ticket Agt.
Portland. Oct. Ill, 1882
oetlSdtf

& WINE.

Druggists

nnd Grocers.

STEPHENSON,

l*Ie.. St.

Calais.

rue.,

John, jt, B., Halifax, IV. S., Ac.
WINTER AKUAVOEHENT8.

Bleeping

rate*.

BEEF, IRON

by any other alcoholic distillation litre
Insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it.

J.

W. J, SPICEH. Superintendent.

IX HARD OR SOFT, HOT CR COLD WATER.

Schnapps, Its unsolicited endorsement by
a

«»

HAVES LABOR, TIMEuuil SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
family, rich or poor should bo without It.
Bold by all Grocers. BKWAAt E of Imitations
wtd! Assigned to mislead. PEA KLINE is the
ONLY 8 A PE labor saving compound, and
always benra the above symbol, and name of
JAMK1 PYLE. NEW YOKE.

A public

Celtic.New Yprk..Liverpool.. Moy III
Santiago.New York..8t dago .May 22

Polynesian.Quebec.Liverpool_May

iAt'iiundn, Detroit, 4
Milwaukee
fiuciu»Mii,M(. lioaiM, O iuuli;i, -«.*<iuNl. Paul, Mull lathe till?,
Dcuver, Mats Prancitco,
and all |x>ints in the
Northwest, Went uud Moulbweat.
JOSEPH HICKSON. General Manager.

WASHING^BLEACHING

country of Udolpho Wolfe's

the medical faculty and

BEST THING KNOWN

«

SO rears duration In every

our

INDIA NT.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,

ors, Ivenuebeo.

C. Jones, aged 21

Mary

-ANDDEPOT AT FOOT OF

EiiKiport,

a. ra.

cars attached, run
dally, Sunday! laeludod, between Huston and Bangor.
{Runs through to Bangor every morning, and Bkow
began Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Doe*
not run to Dexter, Belfast, Bucksport, or St
John Sunday morning
•For Portland only.
I.lulled Ticket* dm and secend class far
Hi. Job* and Halifax an ■ ale at reduced
I

71'EXCHANGE STREET'

Morse, Hall, Philadelphia.
GKOKUETOWN, lili-Ar 3,1. eeh Nellie T Morse,
Hawley, New llaveu, (and old for do).
ALEX AN OKI A—Passed down 3d, sch Nellie T
Morse, coastwise.
BALT1MOKK—Ar 4Lb, eeh Prank O Dame, tiog-

W.

OKATIIM

TICKET OFFICE*

delphia.
GKOKUETOWN, 80-Sld 1st,(not ar) tob Llssle U

—

1.16p.

AIIHI VAI.M.
l.rwhio. uud Auburn, 8.40 h. id..
and 6.60 p. in.
Prow Oorhnu, mixed, 11 40 a. m., 6.10 p. in
■•'row I'hicngn, Momma
nuo
19.86 p. in.
Pullman Palana Sleeping Cara on night train and
Parlor Cara on day train betweuu Portland and
Montreal.
Vrom

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

ISouftou,

m.;

[11.14

12.36, 8.16

CHARLESTON-* r 3d, soh Bertha tJ Fellows.
Blake. Kookpcrt,
sld 4tli, tubs Georglo Clark, and Luuet, (or Phila-

Cld 4th, barque Golden Sheaf, Lunt, Portland.
Sid 4th. barque H J Libby, for iiavaua.
PHILADELPHIA
Ar 4th, ship Queenstown,
Collins, Dublin; seh Katie G Kobinson, buoy, from
Portland.
Old 4th, barques Arthur C Wide,
Sherman, Cardenas; tleorgiotu, Wallace, Orchllla; schs Parker
M Hooper, Coloord, Boston, A W
Lewis, Peak, for
Portlaud; Electric Light, Case. Bath.
Shi ftu Delaware Breakwater 4th, sobs
Luoy A
Davis, Davis, (from Matauaus) for New York; Waldemar, Parkor. (from Mayagues) for New Haven;
Wm liemiug, (from Polut-a-Pltrel for New York.
PKKTH AMBOY
Sid 3d, soh Lissle Cochran,
Hopkins, Bangor.
Sid 4th, sobs Jos Oakes. Haskell, Portland; Wra
Todd, Wood, Boston.
NEW YOKK—Ar 4th, steamer Mavuard
Sumner,
Cousins, Baraooa 8 days; brig Marena. Johns. St
Jago 2'd days: schs Thus W Holder, McMillan, from
St Domingo 22 days; May Munroo,
Hall, Mansauilla 25 days; L Holway,
Bryant, Musquash, NIL
B L Staetmau, West, Tenant's Harbor; Oliver
Dyer.
Emerson, Poitlaud; Storm l'utrel, Chase Frankfort; Ida L Kay, Marshall, Sullivan; Joseph Eaton
Uardiuer
Nickerson,
; Alice Oakes, Merrill, do;
Mere-light, Terrill, Calais; tlougloss ilayues, Ilunton, Wiscasset : Terrapin, Williams, Pall River;
Moses Eddy, Simontou, Kdgartown; W G K
Mowry,
Campbell, Providence, Hattie Turner, Brown, Millstone Point for Savannah.
Old 4th. brig Mary E Thayer, Whitman, Savannah; ache F T Drisko, Drisko. and Jennie Beaaiev.
Smith, Baracoa.
Fussed the ,ate 4th, subs Bratuball, from Hobo
ken for Fortlaud; Uruee Cushing, Amboy for do;
8 S Tyler, and H Curtis, Amboy fur Portland; Wm
Klee. Hoboken for Kockland; Luev Hammond New
York for-.
^Sid 4th, sch Loduskia, Foster
Mastie, Ct.
FALL KIVEK-SM 2d, sch Wm C. K
Mowroy,
Campbell, New York.
DUTCH isletNU IIAKBOK—Sid 4lb, brig Kacbel
Coney, (from Tiverton) lor Ponce; sobs Jas Nichols,
(from Hoboken) for Dover; Citv of Kllewortb, (from
Providence)'or New York; Belle O'Neil, do for Baltimore; G L Dickson, do for Alexandria; Stephen G
ilart, do for Savannah; Loduskia, do for Mystic;
Orlando, Wiokford for New York.
VlNKYAKD-HAVKN -Ar 2d, schs 0 W Lewis,
Hopper, from Port Itoyal for Boeton; FC Pendleton, Kuowllon, St Simons, Ga, fer Bangor; MottHaveu. Collins, Amboy for Saco; A O Gross, Green
law. Baltlmoxe lor Newburyport; John DongUss
Jordan, do for Bancor. Sa ab LooUe, Hickey, froui
Calais for Falmouth; Mary Jane, Arey, Winturuort
for Collage City.
Sailed 3d. schs Sarah Louise, A O Gross, and N F
Sawyer.
BOSTON—Ar 4th, schs Howeoa, Sprague. Calais'
Mary J Elliot, Heed, Hoeklaml; E P It,.curs, Kennedy. Gardiner.
Old 4th. barques Levi 8 Andrews, Watts, Detnararf; Laplan.i, Carlisle. Portland.
Ar (Kb. schs Edward Si Frank, Tbnrston. Damariscotla; Hattie M Mayo, Kobinson, Fremont; Grampus, Torrey, Sullivan; James Freeman. Kobinson

Railway of Canada.

OKPA HTIIItCCH:

Nowburyport.
At the counoil of revision:
“Havo yon an Indisposition?

a. m., 6.16 p.
in.; Hi.
8.16 a. iu., 8.30 p. in.;
10.30
Hi. Htephen. 10.46 a. m.; HueItnpori,
б. 00 a. m., 6. p. m,; Vnuirboro, 1.36 a. m.
1*30
7.16 a. in.. t7.46
p. nj. llHii<|or,
p. in. ftkexter. 7.00 a.m, 5.10 p. m. ffelfoni
8.30 a. m., 3.06 p. ra.; Hkawhrgau, 8 20 a. rn.,
3.15 p. in.: IVutrrvillc, 9.15a.in. 1.66., tlO.OO
p. in.; and Monday* only at 6.16 a. r/: A u«u«ia,
8.00 a. ra 10.00 a. m., *2.46 p. m., tl0.66 p. m.;
Uttrdioer, 6.17 a. ra.. 10.18 a.m., *3.07 p. m.,
o. m. Hath. 6.65 a. in.. 11.00 a. m.,
*4.00 p. m.,and (Saturday* only at 11.55 p. m.
Rmnitwlcli, 7.26 n. m.. 11.30 a. m.,
*4.80 p. m., 112.36 a. m., (night.) ftiockland,
8.16 a. ra.,
m., I.cwimou, 7.20 a.ra.
II. 10a. ui.,*4.16p. in. 11.20pin.
Phillip*.6.66
a.ra. Pnruiiuifton* 8.20 a. ra.;
Wiuthrcp
10.13 a. iu. being due in Portland a* follows:
The morning train* from Augusta and Bath
8.86 a. rr.. Lewiston, 8.40 a. m.
The day
trains Iron. Hangor, ana all intermediate station*
and eonneetiiig road*
at 12.40 and 12..46 p.
ra.
The afternoon train* from Watenrille,
Augusta. Bath, Kook land and Lewi*ton at 6.4(5
p. m. Thf Night Pullman Express train at 1.60

J*hn,

ufirr MONDAY. Wrlober *ld
train* Will ran n« follow.:

OIV I HM'J,

Saco.

FEUNANDINA-Ar 1st, bilg Mary K remmlL

Happy Thought. Daughter of the house
(having tried her partner and not fiuding him
up to the mark)—"Stop! Do you know, l Bee
that Miss Bliukinson Isn't dauoiug!
1 really

From Halifax, 8.10

novlSdtf

а.

Grand Trunk

MOBILE—SM 30th, *olig L!m!« Lauo, Went, for
New York; .J A Hairy, Mahoney, Corpus Chi inti.
PENSACOLA Old 1st, barque Coliu E MoNell
Calves tou.
In port 23d, sch
loading lumber.

for the worn oat.

LEAVE FOB PORTLAND AND BOSTON

Montreal, Ogdensburg, Burling•

for

POnTA.
GALVESTON-Old 80th, ich South SUoic, Whlt-

uiore.

:

f1AiW■ l-TOJV, NiipvrlatvntlrM.
November 13.

.i

I

Portland

to

m.—from FabyAns.

m.—from
Ac.

DUIT1 KMT 11

“It does boat all what rascality there is iu
this world,” exclaimed Farmer Johu augrlly.

VT.,
N. Y.,
AND MONTREAL.

a.
f.

run

■.rave Pvilland for
Vaaeebaro, Ml
aad
the
Pniiarra
John, Halifax
Mi. Andrew*, Ml. Mirphrit, Fredericton
on It. A
itxtlons
A reoMtoob
t'onnlr, *11
Fiscatuqnl* U. II.. and for Bangor,
nnd
Mkow
Mucknporl, Beater, BelfaKl
began, 1.25 p. in., 1.80 d. m., til.16 p. m
Wuierrlllr, 7.00 a.m. 1.26 p. m„ 1.80p. m
til.16 p. m., and Saturday. only at 6.16 p. m.
Anguaia, Hollow,‘II. Bardlnrr, Richnaoud.aud Mruu.wick 7.00 a. in., 1.30 p.
m.,6.16 p. m., til.16 p. m.; Math, 7.00 a. m.
1.30 p. m., 6.16 p. in. and on Saturday! only
at 11.16 p. m. Hock laud, and Knox A
l.incoln
It. II., 7.00 a. in.,
1.30 p.
ra.;
Auburn on,I I.ewiHton, S. 16 a, m..
I. 25
p.
I.rwiaton rin
ni., 6,06 p.
m.
Mrunawick 7.00 ». in., til.16 p. m.;
Itlonmeaih,
Farmington,
Phillip.
Winthron, KeadArl.l, l«r«t Waterville
and North Anaon, 1.25 p. m., and Farninr
•ton via Mrunawicb, 7.00 a.m.

OODENKBLKO,

10.60
10.00

Oct.

follows

aw

—TO—

iriBnoRANifeA.
Barque Ada P Gould, Moore, from Montevideo for
Bostou, supposed to be lost, did not sail uutli about
Feb 25tli, and as she is not a fast sailer, cannot be
considered muoh overdue.
Sch Jef Borden, which sailed from Georgetown
1st Inst for Boston, went ashore on
loavtug port
but came oil' next day aud proceeded.

Esquimaux Poiut.

On anti after nONDAV,
■ Utli, Passenger Trains will

ARHANCSMENT,

Only Line llirough In Same Dny

Hichborn, Sourabayu.

Webber,

—

•

FROM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.]
Marseilles prev to May 4, barque Caprera.

Ar at Port Mulgrave NS, 3d lust soli Gertie
*
from Portland for Banks.
Chi at Halifax 3d, sch Kllxa Smith,

g.TEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

Portland & Ogdcnsburg R. R. MAINE CENTRAL R1ILR0.1P.

Launched—At Hath 5th, bv Wm Rogers, schr
Eiuiua F Angoll, 802 tons, owned at Taunton and
Attleboro, Mass, and to be commanded by CaptGustuvus Tripp. Tho E ,1 A was rigged outlie slocks
and will be taken to Gardiner to Toad Ice for Washington.
Thus m Hagan & Co, Bath, will launch ou the Btli
a safer of al»out 800 tons, owned at Bootbbay and to
be commanded by Oapt Pinkhaui of Bootbbay.

man

minute

cussed.—New York Times,

Gooseberries and Currants.
Cuttingsof gooseberries aud while and red
currants can be made and planted now at
any time. Single-stemmed hushes should
always be preferred; therefore, select the
younggrowtlis of the last year, which should
be at least nine inches long, twelve inches or
fifteen inches not being too much. I’ick out
all the eyes or buds except two or three at
the top, and plant firmly in rows eighteen
inches apart aud six inches apart In the row.
They will root in a few weeks, and as
growth proceeds pick out any buds that may
appear near the surface of the soil or
through It, the object belug to form a tree
that shall have a
single stem and he free
from suckers.
Transplant any cuttings that
were put in last
season, giving them about
double the space which they have had as
cuttings, and next year they will be suffl-

Blatter,

Sch Mar lei, Anderson, Bingham Berlin Mills.
Soh U VV Heed, Ubor, Bluohill—N Wake.
Sell Golden Eagle. Wash, Addison—N Blake.
Sch Franklin Pierce, Holmes, Tremont—N Blake.
Sch K L Warren, BabbUlgo, Belfast -s H Blako.
SUNDAY, May 8.
Arrived.
Sch Marv E McLaughlin, (Br) Forest, Cow Bay—
coal to G !' Hallway Co.
SAILED—Barque Hcury Warner; brig Konlak.

IS .ft Ti ft ft,

OO State Street, Boston.
oodlin

For

Freight

deSltf

^
K. B. M.UIPMO.X. Agent,
to Uu« Wharf,

or

|fo«t*B.

•

